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1. INTRODUCTION 
This document is a final report of work done in the Department of 
Electrical Engineering at the University of Southern California for 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, in the area of 
optical communications. The work effort was carried out under the 
guidance of Professor Robert M. Gagliardi of the Electrical Engineering 
Department, and covered an extended period commencing in 1969 and 
ending January 31, 1975. The work was initiated as a joint research 
effort between the University of Southern California and NASA's 
Electronic Research Center in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Tbe work 
was later monitored by the Electro-optics Division at the Goddard 
Spaceflight Center at Greenbelt, Maryland. The contract was funded 
by NASA's Office of University Affairs under Grant NGL 05-018-104. 
The objective of the program was to study synchronization techniques 
and related topics in the design of high data rate, deep space, optical 
communication systems. The research was solely analytical in nature 
and was divided into two hasic categories. The first involves tasks 
with direct application to the time synchronization problem, while the 
second involves related areas also being studied under the grant. The 
study was to indicate design procedures, assess system performance 
and predict future areas of needed study in synthesizing and improving 
digital optical systems. 
This final report reviews the program objectives, the significant 
results, and the published research work generated during the program 
tenure. 
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2. PROGRAM OBJECTIVE 
This study program was initiated in December 1968 at a time when 
NASA was vitally interested in developing a high data rate, deep space, 
optical communication system. The primary mode of operation was to 
be direct detection digital transmis sion, with interest in possible block 
encoding to achieve iInproved data rates. Use of narrow pulsed optical 
sources was expected to be the principle signalling forInat. At tbat 
time, SOIne questions existed concerning the ability to time synchronize 
low duty cycle optical systeIns for bit and word detection. For these 
reasons the study program was initiated. 
The specific work tasks of the program were: 
1) To determine the effect of timing errors in narrow pulsed digital 
optical systeIns. This task would allow for a determination of the 
required timing needed in systeIn design in order to Inaintain necessary 
teInporal coherence. At the time of program commencement accurate 
statistical models for optical detection were only partially known. Thus, 
a subtask here was the development of usable system Inodels for analysis 
of bit and word error probabilities for both perfect and imperfectly 
timed systems. 
2) To determine the accuracy to which well known microwave timing 
systems can be operated in a low powered optical system. 
3) To derive improved tracking systems for the optical channel. 
Also, to determine the degree of improvement that can be expected by 
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these newer systems, and possible upper bounds to tracking performance. 
This would allow comparison to present state of the art systems currently 
in existence, for a cost effective study of redesigning synchronization 
systems. 
Other areas of interest closely related to the above primary tasks 
were also to be considered: 
4) An establishment of a usable photodetector mathematical model 
for application to the analysis and design of perforITIance in a communi-
cation receiver. 
5) A study of the application of multi-level block encoding to the 
optical transmissions of digital data, and possible improvements in 
transmitted information rates. 
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3. SUMMARY OF PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND RESULTS 
Since the study effort was solely analytical in nature, the results 
of the program were technical reports, summarizing the achieved 
milestones. The program produced a total of 11 technical reports, 
12 published papers, and 2 Ph. D. dissertations. The key accomplish-
ments of the program are summarized below. References refer to 
the listed reports in Section 4. where the stated results are documented. 
1) Developed an accurate mathematical model of the photodetecting 
receiver and its statistical properties for use in digital receiver design. 
Specifically, a detailed study was made of the detector shot noi.se process 
and its interrelation with the counting processes that govern it. Investi-
gation of the conditional Poisson counting process (referred to more 
recently as a doubly stochastic Poisson process) was made in depth, 
exploring the relation of Poisson, Laguerre, and Bose-Einstein counting. 
The relation of optical shot noise to Gaussian processes was studied. 
References - Section 4.1 [4,6, 7J; Section 4.2 [3,4,6 J. 
2) Studied the pulse position modulated (PPM) mode of optical 
digital transmission, showing its optimality and practical system 
implementation. The results were extended to block encoded systems 
and resulting error probabilities were derived. A computer program 
was developed for computation of PPM system performance under a11 
pos sible operating conditions. Section 4. 1 [1, 2, 3 J ; Section 4.2 [1,2.6,9 J • 
3) Determined the effects of timing errors in both PPM and on-off 
keyed digital systems. Section 4.1 [8]; Section 4.2 [5,71. 
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4) Determined the ability to time and phase lock in phase and pulse 
tracking subsystems following photodetection in direct detection optical 
systems. Relations between tracking errors and operating signal to 
noise ratio were developed. Section 4.1 [5,91; Section 4.2 rll]; 
Section 4.3 [1l . 
5) Determined the optimal tracking system for optical systems. 
The approach here was to invoke the use of estimation theory and treat 
the tracking problem as one of estimating arrival time of a synchronizing 
signal. The optimal tracker was then determined as an optimal esti-
mator of arrival time. This also allowed for a study of signal wave-
shape for best obtaining the timing information. Section 4. 1 [lOJ; 
Section 4.2 [IOJ • 
6) Investigated digital signalling procedures other than PPM that 
aid in overcoming the time accuracy problem. Although PPM systems 
are optimal for perfectly timed systems, it was shown that uSe of 
noncoherent, multi-level frequency shift keyed systems using harmonic 
square waves are more efficient at high data rates. This study effort 
represents a new area of research not included in the task statement. 
Studies in this area are not completed. Section 4. I [II J; Section 4.2 
[12 J; Section 4. 3 [2 J. 
7) Extended the problem of time tracking to spatial pointing, 
acquisition, and spatial tracking. Developed the relationship among 
powe,r levels, pointing accuracy, performance, and acquisition times 
in locating spatially positioned transmitters. Computer programs have 
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been developed for this purpose. Studies in this area are still under 
investigation and research has not been completed. 
There were not patents or inventions produced from this research. 
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4. PROGRAM DOCUMENT LIST 
The following lists all research and technical reports, published 
papers, and documents generated from, and accredited to, this study 
grant. 
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4. 1 T ec hnical Report s 
NASA Technical Note TN D-4623, "M-ary Poisson Detection and 
Optical Communications," S. Karp and R. Gagliardi, June 1968. 
[2J NASA Technical Note TN D-4814, "Design of PPM Optical 
Communication Systems," S. Karp and R. Gagliardi, October 1968. 
[31 NASA Technical Note TN C-40, "Error Probabilities for Detection 
of M-ary Poisson Processes in Poisson Noise," S. Karp, G. 
Hurwitz and R. Gagliardi, May 1968. 
USCEE Report 334, "On the Representation of Continuous Stochastic 
Intensities by Poisson Shot NoUe," R. Gagliardi and S. Karp, 
March 1969. 
USCEE Report 396, "Optical Synchronization - Phase Locking 
With Shot Noise Processes," R. Gagliardi and M. Haney, August 
1970. 
USCEE Report 397, "Communication Theory for the Free Space 
Optical Channel, " R. Gagliardi, S. Karp and E. O'Niell, August 
1970. 
USCEE Report 401, "Counting Statistics for Extended Optical 
Photodetectors," R. Gagliardi and V. Farrukh, January 1971. 
}S'b4J'J [8J USCEE Report 406~ "The Effect of Timing Errors in Optical Digital 
1'}./ Systems," R. Gagliardi, August 1971. 
"'p,. it ~ cAlc [9l USCEE Report 426, "Synchronization Using Pulse Edge Detection 
P''':;'",..t/ J in Optical PPM Communication Systems," R. Gagliardi, September l;J~;/, 1/-)1 1972. 
l;"v ~[lOJ USCEE Report 448, "MAP Synchronization in Optical Communication 
10YC ;;l1ij-1 Systems," R. Gagliardi, N. Mohanty, April 1973. 
fL [11] USCEE Report 471, "Noncoherent Detection of Periodic Optical Ja, ¥;y ~. Signals," R. Gagliardi, April 1974. 
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5. APPENDIX 
Reprints of ITlOst of the reports in Section 4 are included. When a 
report appeared as both a technical document and a published paper, 
only the paper was included. The reports included are listed in the 
following order: [numbers refer to their listing in Section 4. J 
4.2 
4. 1 
[lJ 
[2J 
[3J 
[4J 
[6J 
[7] 
[8] 
[9J 
[10J 
[5] 
[10 J 
[11 J 
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ABSTRACT 
The time synchronization problem in an optical communication system 
is approached as a problem of estimating the arrival time (delay variable) 
of a known transmitted field. Maximum aposteriori (MAP) estimation 
procedures are used to generate optimal estimators, with emphasis 
placed on their interpretation as a practical system device. Estimation 
variances are used to aid in the design of the transmitter signals for be st 
synchronization. Extension is made to systems that perform separate 
acquisition and tracking operations during synchronization. The closely 
allied problem of maintaining timing during pulse position modulation is 
also considered. The results of this report have obvious application to 
optical radar and ranging systems, as well as the time synchronization 
problem. 
c--
I 
Introduction 
An important requireme nt in a successful communication system is to 
maintain accurate timing between transmitter and receiver. This timing 
is generally ach i e v ed b y h a v ing the transmitter continually send a known 
clock signal to which the r e ceiver can synchronize. For the system to be 
time locked, th e receiver synchronization subsystem must determine the 
exact time at whi ch th e clock signal arrives. This measurement of clock 
arrival time can b e considered a measurement of transmission delay time, 
which can be used t o c ontinually adjust the receiv er clock relativ e to that 
of the tr an smitt e r. An analytical approach t o t h e d e sign of s ynchronization 
subsystem s i s to con sid e r thi s arr ival (delay) t im e measurement as an 
e sti mat i on problem . In thi s cont ex t , optimal e stimat or s for measurin g 
delay can then be implemented a s p ractical dev ic e s for achie vin g 
sync h r oniza tion . 
In an optical communication system the ar rival t ime measureme n t is 
hind ered by both the quantu m effects of t h e p hotodetect i on ope rati on and b y 
the recep tim of background noise radia tion in the optical antenna. In thi s 
rep o r t the design of synchronizing subsy s tems in optical r eceive r s is exa mined 
from an estimation point of view . Maximum aposterio r i (MAP) e s tima to r s 
of d e l ay are derived for both quantum limited a nd background additive op e r-
ation, and their interpretation as practical s ubsystems are explored . 
P rob l em Formulation 
L et the timing information be sent from t r ansmitter to receive r in the 
f orm of a known opt ic al f ie ld f(t ,.£) where t,.£ ar e t h e temporal a n d spati al 
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variables. The transmitted field is detected by the receiving system shown 
in F igure 1. A photodetector, having spatial area a normal to the beam 
propagation, intercepts the optical field producing the detector output signal 
x(t) . 2 The detected field has the intensity 1 f(t-T,.£) 1 where T is the time 
delay during transmission. If we assume the field was transmitted at 
t = 0, then T is alternatively the time of arrival of the field at the receiver. 
The detector output x(t) is given mathematically by the shot noi se process 
k(O, t) 
x(t) = c L h(t-t ) m ( 1 ) 
m = O 
whe r e h(t) is the detector re sponse functi on, c is a proportionality cons tant 
related to electron change and detector impedance, [t } are the random 
m 
location terms of the emitted phot o electrons, and k(t l' t 2 ) is the random 
number e mitted-during (t l , t 2 ). The latter is called the detected count 
process and in the absence of background field noise, is known to have a 
Poi sson count probability with intensity parameter 
(2) 
whe re 
n(t - T) = r If(t-T,.£) 12 d.£ 
va 
(3 ) 
a = photodetection parameter 
The function n(t) is the spatially integrated field intensity and is called 
the count intensity function. When bandlimited Gaus sian white background 
r---
I 
I 
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noise is present, the count over (t
l
, t 2 ) is known to have a Laguerre count 
probability: 
(4 ) 
where Q is the number of time-space modes observed over (t l , t 2 ) and 0, 
and NO is the average noise count per mode. 
The detector time process x(t) in (1) is then processed in the sync 
subsystem, herein considered a device that produces an estimate of the 
arrival time T. This estimate can then be used to clock all subsequent 
receiver operations requiring transmitter synchronization (e. g. bit timing, 
ranging, etc). In typical system operation, this timing must be continually 
updated and the estimation of T must be repeated by continually retransmitting 
the optical field. For this reason the optical field, and therefore the intensity 
n(t) in (3)) is considered a periodic wavefrom in t with repetition period T. 
A receiver observation of T sec therefore corresponds to one period of the 
intensity waveform. The estimation problem is therefore one of obse rving 
over (0, T) the photo detected output due to repeated optical field producing 
the count intensity n(t-T), and estimating the variable T. Although we shall 
concentrate on the estimation problem over a single inverval, the resulting 
proce s sing may then be repeated over sub sequent intervals, making use of 
earlier estimates . Only maximum aposteriori (MAP) estimates are 
considered. The procedures of MAP estimation are discussed in References 
[1-3J , and the specific application to optical systems is reviewed in [4J. 
The pertinent equations necessary for this report are summarized in the 
Appendix. 
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MAP Estimation of Delay 
The MAP estimate of T under Poi s son c ounting fo llow s directly fr om 
the Appendix, w ith T rep lacing 8 . Since n(t) is p e ri od ic w ith period T, it 
c a n be expa nded into a Four ier s eries a t ha rmonic s of f r equenc y 1 IT, 
e ach of which int e grates t o ze ro in the third te r m of (A - 5). Furth ermore, 
dn(t - T) 
d T = 
dn(t) 
d t 
t .... t -T 
T he M A P estimate T is t h en that T f o r which 
m~x [s: x (t l log [n(t- T l] dt + log p( T ~ 
or tha t s atis fying 
,.. 
~ 
p (T) 
= JT x(t) [d log n(t)] ,.. d t 
o dt t-T 
when the int e ns ities are diffe ren t iable. The optimal estimator in (6) 
(5 ) 
(6 ) 
(7 ) 
c or re s p onds to d e te rmin i n g t h e m aximum of a bank of crosscorrelat ions 
of the d e tector output w i th all poss ible de lay shifts of In n(t), as shown in 
Figure 2a. Alternat ively, the int egra l can be interpreted as the output at 
tim e T of a passiv e filter whose input is x(t) and wh os e impulse response 
is In n(-t ), as shown in Figure 2b. Th e filter output at every t is then 
weighted by log P It), and the value of t producing the maximum is the MAP 
estimate of T. 
2 
When p (T) is Gau s sian with m e a n m and variance (J then (7 ) is 
T T 
c onvenient t o us e , and t ake s t h e f orm 
-5-
( ) [
d log n(t}] dt m T 
x t dt ,,+ 2 
t- T a-
(8 ) 
T 
The MAP estimate 9 appears on both sides and an explicit solution is not 
immediately available. However, we can interpret the integral as a 
correlation of the detector output with a delayed version of the bracketed 
expression. Hence, the MAP estimate is the v alue of T which forces this 
right hand side to equal ~. This suggests an estimator similar to that 
shown in Figure 2c, employing a feedback loop to generate the proper ~ 
to force the loop to lock in (when T is correct the output of the correlator 
is that necessary to maintain the loop). Note the loop involves crosscorrelations 
with the time deriv a t ive of log n(t} and the specific form of the loop signal 
generator depends upon the transmitted intensity. If n(t} is a pure sinusoidal 
intensity the feedback loop specializes to the tan-lock loop [4]. If n(t} is 
periodic, but non- sinusoidal, the form of the MAP estimator loop changes. 
For example, let 
n(t} = J2iTD (9 ) 
repre senting a Gaus sian shaped intensity pulse of width D and energy a, 
extended periodically in time, as in Figure 3a. We assume T is many 
times larger than D so that the pulse occupies a relatively small portion 
of the observation inte r val and end effects can be' neglected. For this case, 
d In n(t) 
dt = d~ (- 2~2) = t D ( 10) 
and (8) become s 
H ence , 
" 1" = 
-6-
.... 
1" - m 
1" 1 T 
= 2 S x (t)(t - ~ )dt 
D 0 
2 
a-
1" 
JT tx (t)dt t m (R)2 
o 1" a-
1" 
J : x (t) d t t( ~ ) 2 
(11 ) 
(12 ) 
The integral in the de n om in at o r is t h e ob served total number of counts 
k(O, T). The numerator inte g ral i s the "mean" , or " center of gravit y " , 
of the observed de t ector process x (t). The MAP estimator therefo r e 
computes the " m e an!! o r !!c e nt e r of g ravity!! of the shot noi se locations In 
time a n d us es i t i n (12). In the typ i cal s ituation the initia l delay uncerta inty 
2 2 
i s m a ny time s the pulse wid th so t h a t a- :» 
1" 
D , a n d the MAP estimate is 
prec is e ly this mean locati on t i m e . 
It is interesting to see how the e stimator changes f o rm as the op t ical 
pulse becomes sharpe r in fo r m. Conside r the puls e in F i gure 3b, w ith its 
log derivative shown in Figur e 3c. Equat i on (11 ) b e c ome s in s tead 
" 1" - m 
2 
a-
T 
1" 
.... 
1"t€ 
= L x(t)dt 
1" 
TtD t2€ 
S.... x( t )d t 
1"tD tE: 
(1 3 ) 
The feedback estimator now corresponds to the sho rt te r m integ r atio n ov er 
the front and back end o f t he expe cted opti c al puls e , as the pulse is swept 
through the observation inte rval. In e ss ence, the estimate i s that va l u e of 
-7-
T that "locks up" equal E: sec integrations separated by D sec, as shown in 
Figure 4. Effectively the detector output is being" gated", and the tracking 
loop that implements (13) is often called an early-late gate loop. Note that 
as E: --+ 0 in Figure 3b the pulse rise and fall time decreases, and the 
estimator integrates over a smaller portion of the observed output. Hence, 
as the optical pulse used for delay estimation is changed from a smooth 
Gaussian pulse to a sharper pulse waveform, the optimal estimator form 
changes from a center-of-gravity estimator to the early-late gate loop. 
The dependence on intensity waveform can be further pursued by 
investigating the Carmer-Rao bound for delay estimation given in the Appendix. 
For a given density p(T), the CRB decreases as the time integral in (A- 7 ) 
increase s. Using (5) this integral can be rewritten as 
[dn(t)/dt]2 
--"---'-....:....:...-=-- d t = 
n(t) ( 14) 
where the integral is over all t in (0, T) for which n(t) f. O. By applying the 
Schwartz inequality to the right integral, we note that (14) is maximized if 
dn(t) = 
dt 
in which case it becomes 
d log n(t) 
dt 
JT dn(t) (d log n(t)) d = o dt dt t 
n(t) ~ 0 (15 ) 
(16 ) 
Thus, the integral in (14) is bounded by the energy of the time derivative of 
the transmitted intensity. By applying Parcival
' 
s Theorem, we can further 
write 
1 ~ dt = T (d )Z 
"0 dt 
-8-
1 
Zn 
Z IZ w 1 F (w) dw 
n 
( 17) 
wher e F (w) is the Fourier transform of n(t) over one period. The integral 
n 
on the right can be interpreted as the mean squared frequency of the bandwidth 
of the intensity. Thus, the CRB for delay estimation is minimized if a 
transmitter intensity n(t) is used that satisfies (15) and has the largest mean 
square bandwidth in (17). The equality in (16) occurs only if n(t) = log n(t) + 
(constant) when n(t) f. O. This can be satisfied only if n(t) is constant whenever 
it is non-zero. Thus, (15) and (17) together suggest that best estimation 
(minimal CRB) corresponds to flat intensities, with as wide a frequency 
bandwidth as possible. The limit of such waveforms would be an ideal, 
rectangular, narrow pulse in time, although theoretically (16) is not valid 
for such intensities (the derivative of a pulse is not squared integrable). 
This pulsed intensity corresponds to transmission of a narrow burst of light 
and, in spite of the analytical difficulties, we intuitively expect such optical 
field s to indeed yield be st delay estimation. (We may also note that the CRB 
for the intensity pulse in Figure 3b is approximately 8/ Za log(a / AD), which 
decreases directly with 8 and D, forcing the intensity to approach the ideal 
rectangular pulse . ) Even though the rectangular intensity is not differentiable, 
the c orrelator-integrator in (6) retains its meaning as a short term integration 
over the pulse width, starting at each value of 1". This is often called a 
"sliding window" integrator, and the delay point where the window maximizes 
(6) i s the MAP estimate. Unfortunately, this theoretically requires a search 
over all values of 1" in (0, T), although this search time can often be reduced 
-9-
b y carry ing out separat e acquisition and tracking operations as discussed m 
the next section. 
When background noise is present, the counts are governed by the 
Laguerre probabilit ies in (4 ). The estimation equations (6 ) and (7) for 
Pois son count ing must then be replaced by the discrete operations: 
max ( 18) 
and 
= 
~ [d log mi tT) ] 
L,.; k. C (k., T) d 
. lI  
1 
(19 ) 
wher e k. = k(t . tllt , t.) , m . (T) = m(t 2 tM, t . ), M i s the c ountin g interv al 1 1 1 1 1 
(reciprocal of the detector bandwidth), a n d 
C (k . , T) = 1 
1 ~. 
1 
w ith the Lague r re funct ion s h a ving argument mi(T)/NO(ltNO). The sum mat i ons 
r epresent modified forms of the c orrelation opera ti ons, and involve the 
count sequence over ~t sec intervals at the photodetector output. 
Acquisition and Tracking in Pulse Delay Estimation 
Let us consider the delay estima tion problem using ideal rectangula r 
pulses of width D, and let us write the delay T in the form 
T = jD tT O' k=integer; (20) 
-10 -
We are here dividing the delay into an integer multipl e of pul se width s plus 
an a ddit ive excess portion T O' We can now show tha t the M A P es timate of 
A of' • A 
T can be obtained as T = ] D + TO' That i s , by simultaneous ly d e termining 
M AP estimates of j and TO and subs t ituting into (20 ). This follows since 
the j oint MAP estimate of j :;md TO must s atisfy the simultane ous equations: 
o p (j, to I x (t) ) 
oj = 0 
; 0 
(2 1 ) 
wher e pej, to/x(t)) = p(Tlx(t)) with T = j D + To' On the other h a nd, the M AP 
estimate of T = jD + TO satis fies 0 (p(T I k ) l OT = O. However, 
= 0 (22 ) 
<" ,. 
If J and TO s imultan eous l y satisfy (2 1), then (22) is also satisfied with 
,.. A A ,., 
T = j D + To' Thus, delay estima tes T can be obtained by e stimating individually 
,. 
the nu m ber of pulse shift s j and the amount of e x cess, TO ' The es t imation of j 
can be c on side r e d an ac qui s ition problem (acqui r ing w h ic h inte r v al the puls e 
is in), whil e estimation of TO can be considered a t rackin g problem (t rackin g 
the excess shift s within a pulse inte rval). In synchronization, th e t ime 
delay T gene r a lly does n ot va ry more tha n a pulse width from one observa tion 
interval to the next . This suggests a n alte rnative, suboptimal procedu r e in 
which we obtain fi r s t a p ure M AP estim ate of j alone in one interval, then 
,. A 
using j t o estimate TO in the s ubsequent inte r val. The s ystem achieve s initia l 
-11-
acquisition first, then carries out tracking over later observation intervals. 
The system is easier to implement and reduces search time, but we 
emphasize that it generally does not yield the joint MAP estimates required 
in (2l). 
To formulate the initial acquisition problem we model the observable as a 
vector sequence k of counts k. over disjoint pulse widths D in (0, T). [This 
- 1 
is equivalent to considering the h(t} functions in (l) as rectangular of width 
D and sampling the shot noise x(t} every D sec. ] If we assume an initial 
apriori joint density p(j, TO}' then we can determine the MAP estimate of j 
alone from 
max p(~,j} = max r p(~/j, TO}p(j, TO}dT 0 
j j 0 
(23 ) 
For quantum limited operation we see that when conditioned on a particular 
j and TO' the received rectangular pulse will influence only the j and j+l 
interval counts, all others producing zero counts . Thus, 
(24) 
where a is the received pulse energy. The MAP estimate of j is that value 
at which a maximum occurs in (23). Clearly, if we observe a count sequence 
of which two are non- zero, (24) is maximum for the non- zero \ for any TO 
-12-
(i. e., j is the index of the first n on-zero k,). If only one count is non-zero 
1 
it c an be labelled either by k~ or k~ l' and the MAP estimate is that producing 
J J+ 
th 
the maximum. Thus, if t he q count is non-zero, we must compare: 
D (1 Tr p(~;j=q) = ~ -; q p(j=q)p(T O/q)dT 0 
D 
k k ) ) q TO 1 
= p(j.q) 
.r r: Cq ~ D piT O/q)dT 0 
0 
k 1=0 q (:q) ( -lY = p(j-q) i~O: D mi(q) (25 ) 
to 
p(~, j+l=q) = D C yq p(j=q-l) So ; p(TO/q-l)dT 
= P(j=q-l)(~)\ '"\ (q-l) (26 ) 
q 
th 
whe re m i (q) is the i moment of the conditional density p(T O/j=q). Thus, 
if onl y one count is non- zero the abov e moment sequence s of the apriori 
density p (T O/ j) must be computed to ~etermine initial MAP acquisition. If 
we assume the most practical case where p (j) is uniform over the integers, 
and p(T O/j) is uniform over (0, D) [initial delay is uniformly distributed over 
i+ 1 , 0, TJ then m. (q) = D It+ 1 for all q, and both (25) and (26) have the value 
1 
A 
D/k+ 1. Thus, in the uniform case, we can equally likely select q as j or 
A 
j + 1. If no counts are non- zero we can only estimate j from its apriori density . 
A 
Once j has been determined (initial acquisition achieved) in a particular 
observa tion interval, it can be used as the true j in subsequent observation 
A 
inte rvals in which tracking (estimating TO) is accomplished. With j given, 
I . 
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" 
the estimate TO is that va.lue for which d In p(k/j, TO)/dTO = 0, or that 
satisfying 
-k~ 
(, al/D ) ] + k~ 1 = 0 T J+ 
1 0 
D 
(27) 
The solution is then 
C· ) " j+l D TO = k" + kA j+l j (28 ) 
Thus, estimation of delay with rectangular pulses in quantum limited 
A 
detection can therefore operate by first acquiring j during one observation 
period, then computing (28) in the next. The latter uses the observed count 
ratio as the fraction of the pulse width for the excess shift. As observations 
are made over subsequent intervals, (28) can be continually recomputed to 
keep track of changes in TO. We emphasize that we have assumed that j 
does not change throughout all intervals. If for some reason the delay 
jumps by several pulse positions , j must be re-estimated and the delay 
reacquired. 
The variance of the above estimator is difficult to determine explicitly 
A 
since TO involves a ratio of random counts. In addtion, the CRB is 
hampered by the non-differentiability of the pulsed intensitie s. However, 
" . d· s;2 a variance upper bound on T can be determme by notmg that Var TO D 
Furthermore, if all counts are zero the variance is at most that of the 
2 
apriori density on T, a , if we use the mean as the delay estimate. Thus, 
T 
Variance "0 
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2 
= a [Prob k=O ]+ (Var T )[Probk=O] 
,. - 0-
2 -a 2 -a 
::; a e + D (l-e ) ,. (29 ) 
This shows the estimator variance is reduced to no more than the square 
of the pulse width D as pulse energy a -+ O. 
When background noise is pre sent, initial acquisition is more complicated 
since the non-signa l intervals produce noise counts also. In this case (24) 
is replac ed b y 
e 
- (a/l+NO) 
given count seq uence.!: over a particula r interval, we must determine 
j maximizing (23), whic h is equivalent to determining 
max p(j ) 
J 
D 
r Lk (A)Lk (B)p(TO/j)d,.O 
"0 j j+ 1 
(31 ) 
Unfo rtunately, this mazimizat i on m ust be found after integration over,. O. 
However, we note that in compar ing two different pair of indices, say 
maximi zati on of (3 0 ) i s equivalent to comparing 
p(.!:, j 1) 
p (.!:, j 3) = 
D So Lkj~A)~jiB ) p (TO/jl)d" 0 
> 1 
< (32) 
when e a ch j i s e q u a lly l ikely. We now s ee that for any T 0 density, if 
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. j 1 > j3 and j2 '> j4' then (32) exceeds one, due to the positiveness and 
monotonicity of Laguerre functions with their indicies. Thus, if any pair 
of successive counts are each greater than the corresponding members of 
any other pair of counts, the optimal estimate of j is always the index of 
the fir st of the lar ger. If no one pair dominates any other pair in this way, 
then one must resort to integrating first in (31). When 1"0 does not depend on j, 
and is uniformly distributed over D, the integration in (31) can be performed, 
using the identity: 
ly Q Q-l L (y-x)L (x)dx = L 1 (y) o m n m+n+ (33 ) 
After substituting, and using again the monotonicity of the Laguerre functions, 
(31) becomes 
{ 
Q-l 
max :c 
. k.+k. 1 
J J J+ 
[ N (~ N )J} = max tk.+k. l} o + 0 j J J+ (34 ) 
A 
Thus, j is the index of the pair of consecutive counts having the largest sum, 
and initial acquisition is achieved by determining the maximal consecutive 
count pair. 
Lastly, we point out that the well accepted procedure of basing initial 
A 
acquisition on the largest of the counts (selecting j as that j for which k. is 
J 
maximum) is equivalent to an assumption that 1" 0 = O. For then B = 0 and 
A does not depend on 1" 0 in (31), and maximization over j is equivalent to 
maximization over k . • 
J 
Delay Tracking in PPM Digital Systems 
A problem closely related to pulse delay estimation in synchronization 
occur s when considering the tracking of pulse shifts in an optical PPM system. 
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In this operation an optical pulse D sec wide is sent in one of M possible 
D sec time intervals, and a random time-shift 'T 0 is added during trans-
mis s ion , independent of which pul se position is used. This added shift will 
cause PPM detection error s if not compensated, [ 5J. A sync subsystem 
of the receiver attempts to measure the added shift during each word 
inte rval for proper receiver compensation. This measurement must be 
made, however, without regard to the pulse position modulation. Thus 
dur ing each word interval the transmitted pulse arrives with a total delay 
'T = j D + 'T 0 as before, where j is the integer position due to the modulation 
and 'TO is the added excess delay during transmission. The tracking problem 
can be formulated as one of estimating 'TO in the presence of the parameter j. 
Because of the position modulation, j must be considered independent from 
one observation interval to the next, and estimates of j in one interval cannot 
be used in subsequent intervals. Thus , during each obser vation of~, 'T 0 must 
be re-estimated in the presence of j. The resulting MAP tracking system for 
estimating 'T 0 depends upon the manner in which the index j is modeled. If 
j is considered an unknown parameter (no apriori density specified), then 
the maximization over 'T 0 must take into account all the pos sible values that 
j can take on. " Thus, 'TO is the value for which 
= m~x [max p('TO/~' j~ 
J 'T 0 J 
= max [p( 'T O/~, j ) ] 
j , 'T 0 
( 3 5 ) 
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This is equivalent to determining simultaneous maximizing values of 'TO 
and j, and therefore correspond to simultaneous estimates of these parameters. 
In other words, the MAP trackers must estimate both parameters each though 
only the estimate of 'T 0 is of interest. Furthermore, both estimates must be 
obtained during each ob servation, and cannot be subdivided into acquisition 
and tracking, if real time solutions are de sired. 
If a delay of one word interval is acceptable, a suboptimal tracking 
procedure would be one that first estimates j during the original observation; 
stores the observation (detector output) for one word length, then reuses the 
stored observables, along with the estimate j, to determine 'T 0' as shown 
in Figure 5. The estimate of j can be made using the techniques similar to 
initial acquisition in synchronization. The tracking system is therefore 
attempting to first detect which interval contains the pulse (i. e., decode the 
PPM word) then uses the decoded word to estimate 'TO' In the literature, 
this is referred to as decision-directed estimation [2J and the resulting 
sync systems are called data-aided trackers [6,7J. 
If the word delay in data-aided systems in prohibited an alternative scheme 
is that shown in Figure 6. Here estimates of TO are made consecutively 
with each succe s sive pair of observed counts, and stored until the end of 
the obs ervation interval. The estimate of j is then used to select the 
'T 0 corresponding to the most likely 'T O. This operation avoids the word 
interval delay, but requires a bank of estimators. Both these systems are 
of course suboptimal since they do not necessarily produce the simultaneous 
maximization required in (35). 
-18-
,. 
If, instead of treating j as a unknown parameter, we model it as a random 
variable taking on the value s 1, 2, 3, ... , M with equal probability, the MAP 
estimate of TO can be obtained by averagin g over these j v alues. Hence we 
write 
max p(T /k) := max [~ p(T /k, j1 o - 0-
TO 'fO j=l 
(36) 
Sinc e each term p(T O/.!s., j) is the conditional density of TO when the pulse is 
th 
transmitted in the j position, only the k. and k . 1 counts are necessary to 
J J+ 
estimate TO. (All other counts are either zero in the quantum limited case, 
or contain only noise counts , when background is present.) Hence, p(T O/.!s., j} 
can theoretically be computed immediately after k. and k. 1 are observed. 
J J+ 
The summation in (36) is therefore a superposition of all such aposteriori 
dens ities, each delayed until the end of the observation interv al. The 
estimate TO is then made from this superposition. The system is shown 
in Figure 7. Note that the delaying of the aposteriori densities can be 
con sidered as modulation removal-eliminating the position shift due to PMM-
and shifting the excess delay 'f 0 to the end of the interval, where the estimate 
is m ade. Note that thi s latter estimate is not simply the average of the 
individual MAP estimates at each value of j. If it is known that 'lOis confined 
to a narrow region about each pulse position, then (36) is approximately 
max [p(T 0 /.!s.)} ::::: 
'fO 
max [p(TO/k, j )} 
- max 
(37) 
-19-
where j is the j maximizing p(TO/j, k) over all T . The last term is 
max - 0 
identical to the simultaneous estimate of j and TO' and therefore corresponds 
to the optimal MAP tracker d efined in (35) . 
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APPENDIX 
Let ~ be an observable vector containing a real random parameter 9, 
and let p(e) be an apriori propability density on 9, The MAP estimate of 9, 
A 
given an observable~, is that 9 maximizing 
log p(9,~) = log p(k/e) + log p(9) (A-I) 
where p(k/9) is the conditional density of ~ given the parameter 9, In 
optical systems, ~ represents the sequence of observed photoelectron 
counts (k l' k
2
, , , ,), each observed over a M sec counting interval. (M ~ 
l/detector bandwidth), Under quantum limited operation, the conditional 
density is 
p(~/8 ) = TI[~. (9) Jki exp[ - 5. (9) ] /k. ! 
1 1 1 
1 
where s. (9) is the count parameter over interval (t., t. +M): 
1 1 1 
.5.(9) = 
1 
t.+M 11 n(t,9)dt 
,) 
t . 
1 
(A-2) 
(A-3 ) 
and n(t, e) is the count intensity, The MAP estimate of 9 in (A-I) is that 
achieving 
(A-4a) 
'" 
The solution 8 must also satisfy the extremal condition: 
L 
i 5-. (9) 1 
.s~(9) 
1 
= 0 (A-4b) 
wnere the prime s denote derivatives with respect to 9. As tit -+ 0, the 
continuous ver sions of the s e equations c a n be obtained, since .9. (8) -+ 
1 
n(t, 9)dt and k. -+x(t), the detector shot noise process. Hence (A-4) becomes 
1 
max [ IT x(t) log n(t, e )dt + log p(9) _ IT n(t, 9 )dt 
9 "0 '. 0 
(A-5a) 
and 
T ,.. ,.. T 
J x (t) [~) dt + p '~9) ..; J n'(t, 9)dt = 0 
o p (9) 0 
(A-5b) . 
The Cra mer- R ao B ound lower bounds the MAP estimate, and is given by 
CRB = l-E [0210g [ P(k/9)P(S)J]l-1 
k,9 0 2 9 f (A-b) 
where E is the expectation operat o r of k and 9. Using (A-2) in (A-.6) and 
averaging , yields 
CRB = E [ 0 2 10gp(9) +JT [n'(t,9)J
2 
dJ -1 
9 0 2 9 0 n(t,9) J (A-7) 
pho+o "S~f)c. 
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Introduction 
Various modulation techniques are presently under study for communi-
cating digital information over an optical channel. The most common 
method is by the use of pulse position modulation (PPM) in which digital 
words are transmitted as narrow optical pulses prope.rly located within 
a data frame. Such systems however are hampered by the requirement 
to maintain a close tolerance on timing and synchronization in order to 
perform detection over the nar.row pulses. An alternative encoding scheme 
that avoids the short pulse timing problem is by the use of coded frequency 
division modulation (FDM). In this case information is sent as frequencies, 
rather than pulse positions, and the synchronization problem is relaxed. 
One possible implementation scheme is to transmit the digital words as 
bursts of square waves of different frequencies, where the length of the 
square wave is selected to generate sufficient energy levels for detection. 
The encoded square wave is used to intensity modulate the optical beam. 
(A square wave is used rather than a sin wave because it has maximum 
baseband energy in a finite time for a fixed power contraint on the optical 
transmitter.) Following direct (non-coherent) optical detection in the 
photo detector the subcarrier square wave is detected (a decision is 
made as to which square wave frequency is being received) in order to 
decode the digital word. The timing need be maintained only to within 
the length of the square wave signal, which is many times the length of 
an optical pulse in a PPM system. 
It is desired to implement the optimal detector for the set of square 
waves. Although the bit timing problem has been considerably reduced, 
there still exists a time referencing problem, since the square waves 
will be recei.ved wi.th random delays. Hence, coherent correlation 
techniques cannot be used, and the optimal noncoherent FDM square 
wave detector is required. Unfortunately, noncoherent detectors for 
waveforms that are not narrowband are not known, even for the classical 
additive Gaussian noise channel. In this report we present the results of 
an initial study to derive the optical noncoherent detector for an arbitrary 
periodic waveform not necessarily of the narrowband type; e. g., square 
waves. Attention is confined to only an additive Gaussian noise channel. 
The latter model is valid in an optical system when strong optical fields 
are detected . Future work will extend the results to the low power optical 
(poisson) channel. 
iii 
l 
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Analysis 
Classical non-coherent detection is generally understood to be the 
detection of a sin wave with random phase or time delay in additive 
gaussian noise. The problem is well documented in communication texts, 
and the Bayes optimal detector has been derived as both a matched 
envelope detector and a quadrature correlator-squaring device. These 
results have been expande d to include narrowband bandpass signals as 
well [1 J. However, the exten sion to a general non-coherent problem involving 
the detection of an arbitrary periodic signal with random time delay has 
received little attention. Closest documentation appears in the radar liter-
ature where the problem is formulated as non - coherent detection of periodic 
RF pulses [2], but in all cases the narrowband assumption is imposed in 
order to derive an interpretable solution. Admittedly, the general non-
coherent problem may not be of great practical interest because of the 
bandwidths required to transmit all harmonics. Also, perhaps, the 
complexity of the general solution may have discouraged academic pur suit. 
Nonetheless, in this paper the general non-coherent problem is re-examined 
with the objective of interpreting the processing required by the optimal 
detector. 
Let p(t) be a general periodic, deterministic signal having period to 
and bounded energy . The signal is observed for T seconds with a random 
delay T in the presence of additive white gaussian noise r(t). The observation 
time T will be taken as an integer multiple of to for convenience, although 
our results become an accurate approximation if T »t
o
. The observable 
can therefore be written 
-1-
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v(t) = p(t- T) + n (t) t € (0, T) ( 1 ) 
For the non-cohe rent problem we as sume T is uniformly distributed over 
(0, to)' The optimal (Bayes) detector for the signal is desired . Mathe-
matically, the Bayes detector is that which computes the generalized 
likelihood ratio 1\ obtained by averaging over T. For the observable of 
(1 ) this b ec omes 
1\ = C fo exp [~ JT V(t)P(t - T ~dt] dT 
o NO 0 
(2 ) 
where NO is the one-sided noise level and C depends upon v(t) but not on 
T. Since C can be computed without use of p(t) it is brought along simply 
as a constant in suhsequent equations. This property of C also requires 
our assumption concerning the relation of observation time and signal 
period. Since p(t) is periodic, it admits a Fourier expansion which allows 
i t s d elayed version to be written as 
co 
p(t - T) =2: (3) 
k=O 
!::. 
where (ak , *k) are the harmonic amplitudes and phases of p(t), and 8 = 2n T Ito 
is the uniformly distributed phase variable over (0, 2n). The de lay Ttherefore 
introduces a random phase to each harmonic of p(t}, but note that these pha ses 
are related as rational multiples of each other. Using (3) in (2), and 
-3-
IT1anipulating trigonoIT1etrically, yields 
Zn [ro J 1\ 
- c I exp 2:xk cos k8 +Y kSink8 d 8 
o k=O 
where 
2n exp[~ Ek cos(kB + 'Pk )] dB = cI 0 (4 ) 
2ak s: v(t) cos [k (:;> + o/kJ dt X k = --N 
0 
(5a) 
Yk 
2a
k IT 
v(t)sin [k (~:)t + • k ] dt = --
NO 0 
(5b) 
(5c) 
(5d) 
Here (Xk ' Y k) are the in phase and quadrature harIT10nic correlations, and 
(E
k
, Cflk ) are the corresponding harIT10nic envelope and phase variables . 
Unfortunately, (4) does not appear to integrate to an iIT1IT1ediately obvious 
systeIT1 iIT1pleIT1entation. In particular, it does not collapse down to a 
siIT1ple in phase and quadrature correlation with p(t) and p[t-(t /2)J, as 
o 
IT1ight be conjectured froIT1 the well known bandpass case. The latter 
correlator would develop only if sin 8 or cos 8 terIT1S factored out of every 
terIT1 in the exponent of (4). That this factorization does not occur in general 
is siIT1ply a reiteration of the fact that a single sin wave is the only periodic 
function satisfying the condition that shifted versions of itself are always 
uniquely decoIT1posable into in phase and quadrature cOIT1ponents. 
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Nevertheless, several analytical procedures are possible to reduce 
(4). One is to define the random variable 
0::> 
z(8) ~ '2: Ek cos (k8 +~k) (6 ) 
k=O 
and to note that A/C is the characteristic function of z evaluated at jw = 1. 
Unfortunately, z is a sum of dependent random sin variables, and its 
probability density is not easily computed. A more fruitable procedure 
is to derive an infinite series solution by using the expansion 
a. cos f3 
e = 
0::> 
2: 
m=Q 
E: I (a.) cos mf3 
m m 
(7 ) 
where E: is the Nueman parameter and I (a.) is the mth order imaginary 
m m 
Bessel function. When used in (4), the latter expands to 
II. = C L:.: lJE: m.lm.,(E~ SZIT cos [~ 
m t. 1 1 Q ~ 
m. i 8 + m. ~ .ld 8 
1 1 iJ (8 ) 
where m ~ [m l , m Z' ••• } is the vector of integer coefficients m i ' 
m.E: (_0::>,0::». Each vector m produces a different harmonic in the integrand. 
1 
However, each such harmonic will integrate to zero in (8), except for those 
in which 
L:.: 
i=O 
im. = 0 
1 
(9 ) 
,'-
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Thi s r e duces (8) t o 
(10) 
wher e m (O ) is the set of integer vector s whose components satisfy (9). 
The optima l detector therefore involves a search and summation over an 
infinite number of integer vectors. Note that the detector makes use of the 
envelope of each harmonic of p(t), but processes it in a rather complicated 
way. At t his point, all that can be concluded is that the general detector 
involves a bank of matched envelope detectors producing [E,} and [cp,}, 
t t 
followed b y a complicated computer proces sor that instantaneously computes 
(10). Furthermore, the Bessel functions must be evaluated, unless one 
appeals to high and low signal-to-noise ratio arguments to substitute limiting 
forms. 
L e t us examine the implications of (10). Theoretically, one wonders 
why the optimal detector utilizes such complex processing for detection. 
If the harmonic random phase angles in (3) had been statistically independent 
of each other (1. e., [k 8 } replaced by [ 8k }, where the latter is an independent, 
uniform sequence) then the 1\ obtained by averaging over the sequence of 
phase angles would be 
00 
1\ = c ITIO(E,) 
'1 t 1= 
(11 ) 
as pr eviously reported [3 . We see t ha t t his is one term of the sum i.n (10) . 
T hus the rem a ini.ng terms of the sum must be takill?; a dvantage of the integer 
phase r e lation between the random phase angles. From a practical point of 
-6-
view, one may also inquire if any type of physically realizabl e system can 
produce (10), precluding the use of infinitely fast computers. 
A partial answer to those inquiries can be obtained by noting that (10) 
is reminescent of the intermodulation terms arising when a sum of carriers 
is passed through a nonlinearity [4]. In fact, (10) is proportional to the average, 
x 
value of the output of the nonlinearity e when impres s ed with 
the input 
x(t) t::. 
n=O 
cos(nt tcp ) 
n 
(12 ) 
That is, if y(t) ~ C exp[x(t)l, then since x(t) in (12) is periodic with 
periodic 2n, 
fTime avera gel 
Lof y(t) J = lim T-+c:o 
C 
2T exp[x(t) ]dt 
2n 
= C r exp[x(t) ]dt 
·0 
(13 ) 
which is identical to the desired In (4) . The terms in (10) involve prec i se l y 
those output harmonic terms that contribute (beat down) to this average value. 
The optimal processing implied is therefore used to take advantage of the 
phase relation among the harmonics, making use of all beat frequencies that 
contain useful information for detection. In the independent phase case of 
(11), the harmonics are not phase related and the available beat frequencies 
do not aid detection, on the average. Hence, only the zero order component 
is used. Note that the processing is not simply angle shifting each harmonic 
of pit) so as to overlap i.n ti.me, but i.nstead usi.ng the nonlinearity to 
intentionally generate all possible beat frequencies that cause harmonic overlap. 
-7-
Equation (13) also suggests a method of implementaticrl . The receiver 
x 
must generate (10), then pas s it through the nonlinearity e , followed by 
averaging (low pas s filtering), as shown in Figure 1 . The proce s sor 
generating x(t) involves determination of [X , Y } from v(t), according to 
n n 
(5), then adjusting the amplitude and phase of harmonically locked oscillator s, 
as shown in Figure 2. The computation of X and Y involve in pha se and 
n n 
quadrature harmonic correlation over the T sec observation inverval. The 
overall processor would then be a bank of such harmonic subsystems, one 
for each signal harmori c. Since the averaging implied in (13) must be done 
after these correlations, Figure 1 may be interpreted as a non - real time 
implementation. The processor in Figure 1 can also be interpreted by 
comparing (12) to (6), and noting that 
x(t) = z(8)\8=t (14) 
However, z( 8 ) is also the exponent in (2), with T = t 0 8/2n. Thus 
(15 ) 
When written as above, the processor output x(t) is the output of a filter at 
the normalized time t(t O/2n), when the input is v(t) and the filter impulse 
response is p(-t), (tE:O, T). This is simply a matched filter for the periodic 
signal p(t), but the filter is non-causal since p(t) is not zero for negative t . 
[The non-t:::ausality is indicative of the fact that all the observable over (0, T) 
is used to generate x(t) at any t within (0, T). 1 The non-causality implies 
.. - ----_ .. _-----
Filter-
v(t) 
Processor x(t) Ce x(t) y(t) Integrator 
t J 0 dt 
0 
Figure 1. 
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again the non-real time implementation required for Figure 1. It is 
interesting that a particular non-linearity (exponential) is specified by 
the Baye s detector. 
The extension to non-uniform densities on the delay T can be easily 
accounted for in Figure 1. A non-uniform density, 0 ( 8 ), in the integrand 
of (4) would convert to a correlation rather than an integration in (13). The 
detector in this case would simply replace the low pass filter following the 
non-linearity by a correlator of y(t) and ott) over the 2n sec interval. The 
receiver would therefore be required to locally generate this probability 
density as a function of t. 
It may be of interest to further examine why in phase-quadrature 
(1-0) correlation is not the optimal processor. The 1-0 detector for an 
arbitrary periodic p(t) is shown in Figure 3. The input v(t) is simultaneously 
correlated for T sec with p(t) and p(t-t
O
/2), and the outputs are squared and 
summed. Consider the behavior of the system when only the signal portion 
of v(t) [1. e. p(t-T)l is imp ressed at the input. The output of the in phase 
correlator is 
X -_ JT p(t-T)p(t)dt 
o 
= TR (T) pp 
where R (T) is the correlation function of p(t) evaluated at the point T. pp 
Similarly, the quadrature correlator produces 
T 
Y = S p(t- T)p(t)dt 
o 
= TR .... (T ) 
pp 
(16 ) 
(l 7) 
T X ( t So ~ ~ I' 
-
I 
I 
p(t) 
~ ...::.. 
-
q 
I 
T Y ( )2 So ,R\ r ,~ 
F igure 3. 
._-------
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where p(t) is the shifted version of p(t). Since p(t) is periodic, p(t) is also 
the Hilbert transform of p(t). From a well known property of such transforms 
[ fj- ] 
R ,,(1") ::: R (1") 
pp pp 
Defining the complex correlation pre-envelope process 0(1") 
jR (1") allows us to express the 1-0 correlator output as pp 
I:::. 2 2 
q R (1") + R ,,( 1" ) 
pp pp 
::: 
(18 ) 
(19 ) 
Since 0 (1") is a pre-env elope process, its magnitude equals ,./2 times the 
magnitude of its real part [1, p.80]. Hence, we write q in (19) as 
2 
q ::: 21R (1") I pp (20) 
Thus, in the noiseless case the I-Q detector always produces an output 
equivalent to sampling the squared correlation envelope at the delay 1". 
Since this 1" is random it would be expected that a useful detection sys tern 
should not depend on 1" . The output of the 1-0 detector will not depend on 1" 
only if the envelope of the correlation function of p(t) does not depend on 1". 
For a pure sin wave the correlation function is a cos i ne wav e a nd its 
envelope is indeed cons t ant. For a narrowband bandpass p(t) the envelope 
is approximately c ons t a nt over t he range of 1" [1. e ., 1"£ (0, to) a nd t o « e nvelope 
variations]. For both of these examples the 1-0 detector is i n fact opt imal. 
/ 
-------
-10-
However, for the general periodic function, q in (19) will depend on T, and 
1-0 correlation is not a plausible detector. 
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Abstract 
This report pres ents the results of a study effort examining 
time synchronization in an optical communication system. Consideration 
is given primarily to time locking by means of a phas e lock tracking 
loop. Since photo -d e tection of an intens ity modulated optical beam 
produces a shot nois e random proces s at its output, synchronization 
analysis requires a study of phase locking with shot noise processes. 
A statistical analysis of tracking shot nois e is pres ented. Of particular 
interest is the probability density of the tracking error, which indicates 
the behavior of the loop during tracking, and therefore is directly 
related to the ability to maintain accurate synchronization. The results 
of the study alRo have application to rang ing and doppler tracking using 
optical systems. 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
An important operation in communication systems is the maintenance 
of synchronization between transmitter and receiver. This is generally 
accomplished by transmitting continuously over a separate channel a 
known periodic waveform, and having a subsystem of the receiver contin-
ually track the waveform, the reby providing timing information for the 
entire receiver operation. The tracking is most typically accomplished 
by a delay locked loop which tracks the instantaneous time delay of the 
received synchronizing signal. 
In an optical communication system, the synchronizing signal is 
often transmitted as an intensity modulated optical (la s er) beam, which 
is photo-detected at the receiver. The subs equent timing operation is then 
achieved by time locking the receiver delay locked loop to the photo-
detector output. Since photo-detection of an intensity modulated optical 
beam produces a shot noise random process at its output , the analysis 
of the synchronization subsystem requires careful study of the problem 
of time locking with shot nois e input functions. In this report we pres ent 
results of a study of the statistical analysis of tracking shot noise processes. 
Of particular interest is the probability density of the tracking e rror, which 
indicates the behavior of the loop during the tracking operation, and there-
fore is directly related to the ability to maintain accurate synchronization. 
The results of the study als 0 have application to ranging and doppler 
tracking using optical systems. 
1.1 The Photo-Detection Mod el 
The overall block diagram of the sync subsystem is shown in 
Figu r e 1. The optical beam is intensity (power ) -modulated with a 
synchronizing signal. A point sourc e photo -detection responds to the 
receiv e d optical radiation by producing th e output shot noise process [6,7J 
N(O, t) 
x(t) = 6 
m=l 
eh(t-t ) 
m 
(1 -1 ) 
where e is the electron charge, h(t) is the photo-electron wave s hape m 
the photo -detector, t are the random location times of each photo-
m 
ele ctron and N(O, t) is the number of photo- electrons occurring during 
the time interval (0 , t). The random process N(O, t) is called the counting 
proces s of the shot nois e and has a mean value given by [2, 3 ,4 J 
t 
N = S n(y) dy (1 - 2) 
° whe re . 
n(t) == Y P(t) = intensity of the counting process , or average 
rate of photo-electron occurr ences. 
P(t} = instantaneous power in th e received optical field. 
Y = proportionality cons tant d ependent upon the optical 
car rier frequency , Planck's constant , and th e detector 
efficiency. 
Note that the average rate of photo- e l ectron occur r ences is proportional 
to P (t), the power modulation on the optical beam. This means that in 
the case of optical synchronization , the intensity proc ess n(t) in (1-2) 
is di r e ctly proportional to the synchronizing signal that power modulates 
the optical beam. 
When the band w idth of the photo-detector is large relative to 
the bandwidth of the int ens ity n(t), th e e l ectron functions in (1-1) c an be 
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considered as delta functions. In addition, N(O , t) becomes a Poisson 
counting process [ 5,6, 8J , and the probability of j photo-electrons 
occurring in an interval (O,t) is given by 
Prob [N(O, t) = j J = N J -N 
-j-!- e (1 - 3 ) 
For shot noise process governed by Poisson counting, the random location 
times are independent, and have the probability density [ 5,9 . 1 oJ 
P(t ) = 
m 
n (t ) 
m 
N 
(1 -4) 
where N is the average of N(O, t) in (1-3) and is g iven in (1-2). Thus, 
the intensity process n(t). in addition to specifying the average rate of 
electron occurrences. als 0 defines the probability density of location 
times of the electrons. Using (1-3) and (1-4) it can be shown [5 , 6J 
that the mean of the shot noise x(t) in (1-1) is 
t 
[mean x(t)J = J 6 (t-y) n(y) dy = n(t) (1- 5) 
° 
for wideband detectors. Hence, the mean of the photo -d e tector output 
in Figure 1 corresponds to the synchronizing signal used at the transmitter. 
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1.2 Delay Locked and Phase Locked Loops 
A delay locked loop is a feedback tracking system us ed to time 
lock a locally generated periodic signal to the received periodic 
synchronizing signal. During each period, the two signals are time 
compared, and differences in timing generate error voltages that are 
fed back to control the timing of the local signal generator. The choice 
of signals at the transmitter and receiver determine the sensitivity 
of the error voltage to the timing difference. When the two signals 
are exactly in step during each period, the error voltage is zero, and 
the local signal remains time synchronized with the received sync 
signal. When this occurs, the local signal generator is producing a 
clean. time locked signal that can be used for timing in the remainder 
of the receiver. Instantaneous error voltages due to input nois e 
represent random timing errors between the two signals, and therefore 
appear as synchronization errors in the receiver operation. 
When the synchronizing and local signal are taken as sinusoids, 
the delay locked loop is called a phas e lock loop [1] (since timing errors 
can be directly related to phas e errors in the sinus oids). In phas e lock 
loops, the signal generator is simply a voltage controlled oscillator 
(veo), and the timing difference is produced in a filtered frequency 
mixer, as shown in Figure 2. The phase variation on the synchronizing 
sinusoid is then the phase signal that is to be tracked by the loop. 
For example, if the synchronizing signal were taken as sin[!.1Jj t + 8 1 (t)J , 
then the loop must generate an error voltage that drives the local veo 
In accordance with e I (t). 
The loop filter in Figure 2 smooths the error voltage for control 
of the Yeo. The complexity of the loop, and of the as s ociated analys is, 
-5-
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is determined by the type of filtering used. For a first order loop, the 
filter is removed and the mixer error signal feeds directly the veo. 
A second order loop is produced if the loop filter effectively produces 
an integration. Higher order loops are generated by introducing more 
filte r integration. 
The loop mixer simply "beats" together the input and veo 
sinusoid. Since the mixer is inherently bandlimited, only baseband 
frequencies are produced at the mixer output, while harmonics of the 
VCO center frequency are eliminated. 
The error voltage in a phase lock loop is directly related to the 
phas e difference between the veo and the loop input signal at each instant 
of time. Hence, analytical measures of loop performance can be obtained 
through derivation of the loop error equations. Though thes e equations 
are generally nonlinear, the res pons e of the loop to a "clean II synchronizing 
signal can usually be determined using basic nonlinear feedback analysis. 
Typically, the loop "pulls into" lock and the steady state loop error is driven 
to zero, or else the system is unstable and the loop "falls out" of lock. 
On the other hand, when the loop input is stochastic, the loop error responds 
in a random manner. In this cas e one can only des cribe the error statis-
tically by its probability density. The derivation of this density, which 
is generally non-stationary, is complicated by the non-linearity of the loop. 
Often, we resort to a steady state density as an indication of the statistical 
loop behavior. The steady state variance of the loop error is then a 
direct indication of the phas e error caus ed by the randomnes s of the 
input. 
In the past [1, 11 J the above analytical procedures have been 
extensively applied to the case where the input randomnes s is due to 
-7-
additive Gaussian noise; i. e., the loop input is composed of the sum of 
a clean synchronizing signal plus additive Gaussian nois e. However, 
in the optical model of Figure I, the randornnes s at the loop input is due 
to the shot noise nature of the photo-detector output. The remainder 
of this report is devoted to an investigation of the loop phas e error 
when the ,phase lock loop in Figure 2 is forced by the input shot noise 
proces s in (1 -1). 
-8-
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Chapter 2 
ERROR EQUATIONS FOR PHASE LOCK LOOPS 
In this chapter we analytically investigate the ability of a phas e 
lock loop to lock to a synchronizing signal that has been optically 
transmitted and photo -detected . Mathematically, the basic problern 
is that of determining the behavior of a phase lock loop when its input 
is a shot noise process having the synchronizing signal as its intensity 
process. In the following section, we derive the dynamical equations 
that describe the evolution of the phase error for such a system. 
2.1 Derivation of Loop Error Dynamics 
Consider the system shown in Figure 2 where the loop 
input function is the shot noise process at the wideband photo-detector 
output, given by (1 -1): 
x(t) 
!'liO, t) 
=:0 e 0 (t-t ) 
m =l m 
(2 -1 ) 
Here , e is the electron charge , t t } are the random location times, 
m 
6 (t) the electron functions and N(O, t) is the shot noise counting process 
having intens ity 
n (t) = At 1+ b sinew t + 8 1 (t)J} s s (2 -2) 
The above is proportional to the transmitted intensity modulation and 
r epre s ents the synchronizing signal. 
fr equency, b is the modulation index, 
In (2 -2). W is the synchronizing 
s 
8 1 (t) is the phas e (time delay) 
variation on the synchronizing signal that is to be instantaneously tracked 
by the loop and A is the average value of n (t). Recall from (1-2) that 
s 
n (t) can equivalently be interpreted as the rate of electron occurrences 
s 
-9-
in t he photo-detector, so that A repr e sents the average numb e r of 
e lectrons produced per s ec . 
The veo output in Figure 2 is repr es ented by 
veo output = kl cos [ 1.lJ at + 82 (t )] (2 -3) 
whe r e kl i s the veo g ain, wa is the veo rest frequency, and 82 (t) 
its phas e variation. The loop phas e e rror is defined as the phase 
diffe r e nce b e twe e n the synchronizing signal phas e and the loop veo 
phas e, and therefore is 
The loop mix e r output is then 
e (t) = x (t) [veo output] 
m 
N(a, t) 
= kl cos[ wat + 82 (t) J [rRl e O(t-tm )] 
and the loop filter output is 
t 
e f{t) = S e {T} f(t-T) dT 
a m 
(2 -4) 
(2 -5) 
(2 - 6) 
The v eo output phas e responds t o the veo input control voltage e f(t) 
through the linear relation 
d 8 (t) ° 
2 O( dt = k2 e f t) 
w ith k2 a constant of proportionality. 
d iff e renti a ting , 
From (2 -4) w e have , upon 
-10-
(2 - 7) 
d ~ (t) _ (IJJ _ W ) + 
~- s 0 
= (W _w ) + 
s 0 
The term ('.1) - Wo) is the difference between the input synchronizing 
frequency and the veo rest frequency and is called the frequency 
"offset" of the loop. Substitution from (2 -6) then yields 
d~_ de t 
CIT -. (Ws _WO) + ~- e k So f(t-'1) cos[W
s 
'I + 8 1 ('I) -~ ('1)J. 
N (0, 'I ) 
. ~ O(T-tm)d T 
m =l 
(2 - 8) 
(2 - 9) 
where k = k k 
1 2' and can be inte rpreted as the total gain around the 
loop. Equation (2 - 9) is then the stochastic integro -differential equation 
that describes the behavior of the loop phase error in terms of the 
input signal and loop parameters. Note that it is a non-linear equation 
with ~ (t) appearing on both sides of the equation. The input shot noise 
and the phase variation of the transmitted synchronizing signal play 
the role of "forcing 11 functions in the generation of the error process. 
Since the input shot noise contains random parameters, the solution 
for ~ (t) necessarily evolves as a stochastic process. 
We ultimately will be interested in the statistical properties of 
the phase error. We may however note that a sample expression for 
the mean of ~(t) in (2-9) can be generated, which may be useful in signal 
design. If we average both sides of (2-9) and interchange averaging 
and differentiation on the left, we see that 
-11-
of (t) 
at 
t 
-ekS f(t-T) 
N 
~ E c os[ 1lJ T+ 8 _ <P (T)] '£ h(T-t ) ~ dT 
L s I m = 1 m J 
whe r e ~ (t) is t h e m e a n o f .p (t ) . The ave r a gin g in the inte g rand can 
be c arrie d out b y u sing th e c onditiona l ex p e ctations: 
The inner expe ctation involve s only th e a verage of the s h ot noi s e , 
which is g iven in (1-5) as 
N 
E 6 Ii (t - t ) = n (t) 
m = l m s 
(2 -1 0 ) 
(2 -11 ) 
(2 -1 2 ) 
Subs titution into (2- 1 1) , allow s us t o r e write the braces In (2-10) as 
The loop filt er i ng i n (2 - 9 ) e limina tes the sum frequ e ncy t e rm. H e nc e, 
(2 -1 0) becom es 
o "l (t) 
d t 
r d ~ ] t 
= L (W - UJ ) + - - ekj' f(t - T) E .... tsin C.1J _W ) T+ <P(T)} dT 
s 0 d t co 't.' 0 S 
(2 -1 4) 
The ab ov e i s i n t e r esting in th at it shows that if the loop is tracking 
frequency and phase fairly accurately (i. e ., Ill s = lU O and sin(-P ) ~CP ) , t h en 
(2-14 ) is a pproxi mat e ly 
ot d 8 l t t (t ) ;; err-- - ek J f(t - 1) ~ (1) d T 
co 
(2 - 15) 
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This e quation has the form of the deterministic tracking error produced 
in the lin e ar feedback loop shown in Figure 3, whe n forced by the input 
81 (t) . Note that the equivalent linear loop replaces the veo by an 
i nte g rato r , the mixer by a subt ractor , and retains the same loop filter. 
H enc e, the loop error function in (2 - 9) has a mean value such that when 
the loop is tracking well [i. e., I ~ (t) I < < 1 J, the mean varies in time 
according to the error function of the linear system in Figure 3. The 
latter system can therefore be used to design loop filters and -:: ompute 
mean error performance. 
For a complete statistical analys is, however, we must return 
to (2-9) for study. The complexity of the error process ~ (t) is exhibited 
even if we conside r a simplified special case. For example, consider 
a first order loop in which the loop filter is removed. [This effectively 
replaces f(t) by a delta function in (2-6). J In this case, (2-9) becomes 
d 8 -d~ 1 
= i (UJ - 11) ) + df '- s 0 (It.J -ek c os [ UJst + 8 1 (t)- ~(t)J· 
N (0, t) 
. "£ 0 (t-t ) 
m 
m = l 
Though simplified, (2 -16) is still a non-linear differential equation 
(2 -16 ) 
involving the random loop error proces s ~ (t). By integrating both sides 
we note 
N (O, t) 
~(t) = [(IV - UJ )t + 81 (t)J -ek L cos [ UJ t + e (t )-~(t )J. s 0 m=l s m 1 m m (2 -1 7) 
The second term represents a summation of random "jumps ", the height 
of the jumps dependent upon t(t) itself. This identifies the process 
~(t) in (2-16) as a discontinuous, or "jump", process in which the 
-13-
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number of jumps are governed by the counting process N(O, t). Therefore, 
even for this specialized case , the complexity of the error process is 
apparent. 
In the followin g section we de rive an equation involving the 
probability dens ity of a general random proces s. Subs equently, we shall 
apply the result to the error process generated in (2-9). 
2.2 Probability Density Equations of Random Processes 
Let p(t) be a scalar random process, and let p(Pl ' t l ) represent 
the probability density function (pdf) of the process at time tl in the variable 
~l' Similarly, denote P(~l' tl I ~ 2' t 2 ) as the conditional pdf of ip{t) at time 
t l , given that ~ (t2 ) =.p 2 at time t 2 . The pdf is then always related to 
the conditional pdf by 
co 
(2 -1 8) 
Note that the conditional density can be interpreted as a transitional 
density in the sense that it "converts" the pdf at time t2 to its new 
density at time t l , When tl > t2 , this transitional density essentially 
indicates the manner in which the pdf propagates in time. 
Equation (2 -18) can be rewritten in a different form for 
convenient interpretation and application, Define the conditional 
characteristic function of the random increment 6.p = ~2- ~l as 
(2 -19) 
By inverse Fourier transform 
(2 -2 0) 
-14 -
Subs titution of (2-20) into (2-18) then yields 
CD CD _ j l.l) ~ -it ) p(~ l' t l ) = ;n s p~ 2 ' t 2 ) d~ 2 S e 1 2 C 6 (W) dW 
_CD _CD 
(2 -21) 
Now it is well known that the characteristic function can be expanded 
into nnonnents as 
1 + 
"\, 
C (I.JJ) = L.J 
6 i=l 
where 
(jW)i 
-.-,-
1. 
(2 -22) 
is the i ~ conditional nnonnent of t.~ given ~ (t2 ) = ~2' [Alternatively, 
nn. (6 ~) are the nnonnents of the conditional pdf in (2 -20). ] It follows 
1 
that 
But 
1 
2n i! 
1 CD -jlL(~ - ~ ) 
2n S e 1 2 (j W)l d W = 
and (2 -24) beconnes 
(2 -24) 
(2 -25) 
-15-
- 1 
= U 
i=O 
1 
iT (2 - 26 ) 
The first term is the pdf at time t = t 2 , and the summation represents 
the increment in this latter pdf to produce the pdf at t = t l . If we set 
t = t and t = t + 6 t then (2 -26) becomes 2 1 ' 
P~l' t+ 6 t)-p(t1 ,t)= '£ i=l 
1 
iT 
Dividing by 6 t and pas sing to the limit as 6 t.... 0 we obtain 
<Xl 
a p(~, t) = ~ 
at i= 1 
where 
K. (t) = 
1 
1 
. I 1. 
l 
J 
(2-27) 
(2 - 28) 
(2 -29) 
Equation (2-28) is called the stochastic kinetic equation [17J , or the 
Smoluchowski-Komogorov equation [16]. When the coefficients K. (t ) 
1 
exist, this equation provides a relation that must be satisfied by the 
pdf of the process t (t). Note that the equation is a partial differential 
equation with variable coefficients, and involve all orders of derivatives, 
The remarkable point is that no continuity conditions on ~ (t) were 
requir e d , so that the equation is valid whether t(t) is continuous or not. 
In e ss e nc e, the integral equation in (2-18) has been replaced by the 
differential equation in (2 -28), Furthermore, while one needs the 
complete conditional pdf to carry out (2 -18), only the moments of this 
density are needed to derive (2 -28). 
-16-
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l 
The principle usefulness of the Srnoluchowski equation occurs 
when only the first few coefficients K. (~) are non-zero. In particular , 
1 
if K . :: 0, i ~ 3, the resulting equation is called the Fokker-Planck 
1 
e quation, and has been extensively studied U J. The Fokker -Planck 
equati on will arise whenever the random process 4> (t) is continuous, 
while discontinuous processes generate all the coefficients in (2-28) [17J . 
We would expect this latter condition to be true for our proces s 4> (t), 
bas ed upon our ear lie r dis cus s ion of the apparent jump nature of the 
er ror function. Equation (2 -28) is a partial differential equation 
of the type 
a p(iP, t) 
at 
whe re L 4> is a differential operator in iP. The usual method for 
(2 -30) 
solving this type of equation is by separation of variables. In this method 
it is as sumed that 
p( iP , t) = K(t) p(iP) (2 - 31 ) 
and a solution is desired that satisfies Equation (2-30) with the 
appropriate initial conditions. Substitution into Equation (2 - 30) yields 
1 
K(t) 
dK(t) 
dt 
(2 - 32) = 1 LiP [ p(~)J . 
p (iP ) 
Since the left side depends only on t, and the right side only on iP , 
they can be equal only if they equal a constant. Thus 
dK(t) = cK(t) 
dt 
-17-
(2 - 33) 
for some c if a solution is to be found by this method. Furthermore, 
if ( c.} is a set of values of c which satisfy the above, then p(~, t) 
1 
must be of the form 
-c. (t) 
p(~, t) = L; B. (~)e 1 
1 i 
(2 - 34) 
where the (B. (~)} are determined by appropriate initial conditions. Since 
1 
each term of the sum approaches zero as t goes to infinity for all c. 
1 
greater than zero, the steady state solution, p(q,) (defined as the 
limiting form of p (q" t) as t --> CO), must be due to the value of c. = O. 
1 
Therefore, from (2-33), the steady state solution satisfies 
(2 -35) 
Thus, the steady state solution to (2-35) (if one exists) is the solution 
to a differential equation obtained by setting the right hand side of 
(2-30) equal to zer 0 and replacing p(~, t) by p(~). 
2.3 Probability Density Equations of Loop Tracking Errors 
It has been shown that a general random process has -a probability 
density which satisfies the Kolmogorov partial differential equation. We have 
seen that this equation may, however, involve an infinite number of 
derivative terms. In this section we would like to derive the corresponding 
pdf equation for the phas e error proces s of a tracking loop, governed by 
the dynamical equation in (2 -9). To accomplish this, we must calculate 
the sequence of moment coefficients K. (~) given by (2 -2 9). This in turn 
1 
requires determinations of the phas e increment ~~ of ' ~ (t) during the 
interval (t, t + ~t). 
-18-
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Consider a first order phase lock loop tracking a synchronizing 
signal with a constant delay, following wideband ph.oto-detection. The 
phase error <P(t) then satisfies the differential equation (2-16), and has 
the form : 
dip 
N(O, t) 
= ek cos[Wot t 8 l _<P(t)J . .0 6 (t-tm ) dt m =l 
(2 - 36) 
where 81 is the constant phase delay. Note that the forcing function 
in (2 -15) is zero, so that the steady state mean err or is zero. The phas e 
variation ilif> is obtained by integrating d if> from t to t t ilt. Thus, from 
(2 -16 ) 
t tilt 
M ~ J dip = 
t 
t tilt . N(O,t) 
= ekJ cos [IjJ 
s 
t t 81 - <P(t)J . .0 6(t-t) cit 
m=l m 
(2 - 37) 
where N( il t) is the number of electron occurrences in the interval 
(t, t tilt). The above expresses the increment of the phase variation 
during (t, t + 6t). Note that this variation is also a Iljump process 11, 
h aving randomly occurring lIjumps II of random heights, and that the 
argument of the cosine function depends upon the process <P(t) itself 
(which ·emphasizes the non-linearity of the loop dynamics) . 
Now, from Equation (2 -29) 
-19-
I 
J 
K (~) = lim 1 [( ~ ~)n I ~] 1rt EN t n ~t -+ 0 m 
[ T n N(~ t) -= lim (-ek) EN t I~ ~ cos e '(tm ) (2 -38) lSt ~t -+ 0 'm m =l 
where e ' =[l1J ot + e 1 -~ ] and the expectation is conditioned on ~ The 
quantity in brackets becomes 
N(M) N(M) N(M) 
6 6 6 
Illl = 1 IllZ = 1 Illn = 1 
which is 
cos cos e' (t ) 
III 
n 
n 
cos 
N(lH) N(~t) 
e' (t
m
) + L; •.. £ cos cos e ' (t ) 
rn 
e ' (t ) ... 
III 1 
III =1 III =1 1 n 
The expectation over just the second term above is 
N(I~t) 
L E t IN ~ (cos e ' (t ) m ' m l 
rn =1 
n 
III 1m 1'''lrn 1 2 n 
n 
where E
t 
IN ~ is a conditional expectation given N and ~. The 
m ' 
expectation over N(M) simply becomes the average of the counting 
process over (t, t + 6t). Since this expression does not involve those 
terms where Illl = I112 = ... 
-n -(N -N) E(t t 
m l 'm2 
where from (1-2) 
= III , the above experession becoIlles 
n 
t 
m 
n 
-20-
J 
t + At 
N = n (1" ) d 1" 
t 
The conditional expectation of the term in the brackets requires 
the n-dimensional joint probability density of the n random var i ables 
(t }. For Poisson shot noise processes this is obtained from (1-4) 
m 
as 
tin) = 
m 
n 
1 
n 
N 
n 
TT n (t ) 
m=l m 
Therefore, the conditional expectation over the (t } is 
m 
t t+t 
m 
n- l 
for t fO t ~ ... ~ t ~ (t + 6 t). 
m l mn 
As we take the limit as 6 t goes to 
zero this expres s ion behaves as 
cos e I (t )J [n(t ) ... n(t )J (6tt . 
mn m l mn 
Therefore, taking the limit as 6t goes to zero the above expression 
n -1 behaves as (At) which goes to zero. Hence the second term resulting 
from Equation (2-38) is zero and 
n N(6t) 
(-ek) ) ' n e I tlt EN t /91 L..J cos (t) 
'm m =l m 
K (91) = lim 
n 6t-oO 
= lim 
At -0 0 
n ( -ek) 
At 
The expectation of the bracketed term is 
S 
t + t\ t 
t 
n 
cos e I (t ) 
m 
n(t ) 
m 
N 
dt 
m 
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dt 
m 
n 
and 
K (~) = (-ekt cos n 8 1 (t) n(t) . 
n 
(2 - 39) 
This equation repres ents the general nth conditional moment of the 
increment of the phase error. Note that it is in terms of the feedback 
signal and the intensity modulation, n(t). Since Equation (2-39) is 
basically a product of sinusoids, K (~) will contain sine waves at the 
n 
"beat" frequencies. Remembering that te rms involving frequencies 
of n WO' n ~ l, are eliminated by the mixer '~ , the general expressions 
for K (~) bec orne 
n 
-c (ek)nAbsin~ n-odd 
n 
K 
n 
(~) (2 -40) 
n C
n
_ l (ek) (A) n-even 
where 
n 1 n-odd 
C = IT ( i-:tT) (2-41) n i= 1 i-odd 
The series form of the pdf equation now becomes 
"-
-,' 
Mathematically, we are implying that the expe"ctation operation in 
Equation (2 -29) contains an additional time averaging operation, 
caus ed by the filtering effects of the mixer. Thus, to be rigorous, 
a time averaged version of Kn (~) is being computed. 
-22 -
op(~,t) 
dt 
ex> 
= Ab L] 
n= l 
(n-odd) 
C (ek)n 
n 
n! 
ex> n Cn_1(ek) 
A 
n=2 
(n-even) 
n! 
The s olution to this equation is the pdf, p(ip, t), of the phase error, 
ip, at each instant of time, t. Note that the equation is an infinite 
(2 -42) 
order partial differential equation with coefficients that are functions 
of the variable ip. The infinite number of derivative terms can be 
directly attributed to the "jump II nature of the phas e error proces s. 
The steady state solution of the pdf is given by (2-35) obtained by 
setting the right side of (2 -42) equal to zero. Thus, with p(ip) denoting 
the steady state pdf, we have 
ex> 
0= Ab 6 
n=l 
(n-odd) 
C (ek)n 
n 
n! 
dn [ sin ip p (ip ) ] + A ~ 
dip n n=2 
ex> n C
n
_1 (ek) 
n! 
(n - even) 
The steady state pdf can be determined by solving the above total 
differential equation with the approprieate initial conditions. "The 
(2 -44) 
equation is still , however, of infinite order and the hope of obtaining 
an exact solution is somewhat ambitious. Nevertheless, there is still 
us eable information that may be extracted from Equation (2 -44) 
without a complete solution. For example, we note that the coefficients 
are periodic in ip, implying that if p(ip) is a solution to (2-44) then 
p(ip + 2TT) is also a solution. Hence , steady state pdf solutions are 
periodic with period 2TI. For this reas on we need only concentrate 
-23-
on deriving a normalized solution over a single period, and ~ will 
ther efore be constrained (_TI, TI) in the subs equent analysis. For 
c onvenience, we can rewrite (2-44) in a slightly different form by 
first dividing through by the coefficient for n =2 . This yields 
whe re ex = 2b / ek. For a first order loop the gain k is directly 
related to the loop noise bandwidth BL by [1 ] 
B = L 
eAk 
---;r-
Since it is desirous to operate the loop with a given bandwidth, the 
(2 -45) 
(2 -46) 
loop gain k must be adjusted to achieve this value. Hence, k = 4BL/eA 
and the ex parameter in (2 -45) takes the form 
ex= 
Ab 
2I3 . 
L 
(2 -47) 
The coefficient Ab can be interpreted as the average rate of electrons 
of the intensity modulation by the synchronizing signal. In this light, 
ex is then the average number of electrons produced in a 1 /2BL time 
period, i. e •• in a time period corresponding to the reciprocal of the 
designed carrier bandwidth. Hence ex can be considered an electron 
function Ildensity", indicating the accumulation of electron occurrences 
over a fixed time period. By relating electron occurrences to photons , 
the density ex can als 0 be interpreted in terms of received synchronizing 
-24-
energy, or In terms of signal to nois e ratios. In particular, if we 
multiply numerator and denominator by e
2 
A, then 
Ci = (2-48) 
The term (eA)2 is proportional to the average current power 
2 
In the synchronizing signal , while (e A) is the spectral level of the shot 
noise power spectrum and (e2 A)2.B L is proportional to the total shot 
noise power in a 2BL bandwidth. Hence , Ci can also be considered 
an indication of the signal-to-shot noise power ratio. As such, we 
w ould expect performance to improve as Ci increases. This would 
mean the modulation index b should be as large as pos sible for best 
operation. We shall find this conjectur e is true, and therefore from 
here on b will be given its maximum p ossible value (b = 1) in (2-47). 
Note that the higher order coefficients in (2-45) decrease 
wi th increasing Ci . This appears to indicate a diminishing importanc e 
of the high er derivative terms in contributing to the solution as Ci 
increas es. This conj ectur e will be investigated in the next chapter, 
and will b e shown to have both a mathematical and physical inter-
pretation . 
One last point is worthy of comment concerning (2-45). 
Note that the only parameter effecting the equation, and therefore 
the solution, is Ci, the electron (photon) density in a 1/2B time 
L 
per iod. In particular , the synchronizing carrier frequency W 
s 
in (2-2) does not appear in the solution. H ence, it is meaningless 
to cite values of numbe rs of electrons (photons) per cycle of synchron-
izing carrier frequency in dis cus s ing optical tim e locking. It is 
-25-
only the number per cycle of loop bandwidth that is significant. 
Of cours e , the sync frequency is important in converting 
phase errors in radians to timing errors in seconds. 
-26 -
Chapter 3 
PROBABILITY DENSITY SOLUTIONS 
In Chapter 2 an infinite order differential equation was derived 
for the steady state probability density of the loop phase error of a 
first order tracking loop with shot nois e inputs. The .equation showed 
that the coefficients of the resulting derivative terms in the equation 
depended upon the electron function rate in the photo-detector, which 
in turn depended upon the received radiation power. In this chapter 
we investigate approximate solutions for the desired probability 
density of the tracking error. 
3.1 High Electron Density Solution 
For the cas e where the function density a m (2 -47) is extremely 
high, a first approximation to the solution of Eq. (2 -45) can be obtained 
by dropping all terms that have powers of l/a as coefficients. This 
leads to the equation 
o = ex :~ [sin~ p(~)J (3 -1 ) 
wher e p(~) is the steady state density and a is the elect ron dens ity 
at the photo -detector output: 
a = (3 -2) 
Equation (3 -1) is just the steady state form of the Fokker -Planck 
equation and can easily be solved. In:e g rating both sides yields 
Co = ex s in ~ p (cI> ) + (3 - 3) 
-27-
where Co is an arbitrary constant. This equation can be solved over 
the interval, - n , ~'n, with the two boundary conditions: 
1) P (TT) = P ( _ TT ) 
TT 
2) J p{~) d ~ = 1 • 
_TT 
The solution is 
Q'c os ~ 
e 
(periodicity) 
(3 -4) 
where 10 is the imagina ry Bessel function. Equation (3-4) is plotted 
in Figure 4, for various Q'. Note that the probability density 
approaches, for large Q', a delta function at zero, while for Q' -+ 0, 
it approaches a uniform density over the phas e error interval. 
The former cas e can be considered the limit of perfect tracking, 
while the latter represents a completely random phase error; i. e., 
poor phas e tracking. The ability to track is the refore directly related 
to the value of the Q' parameter. 
It is of interest to note that the solution in (3-4) is the same 
solution obtained for the first order loop when driven by a sinusoidal 
signal plus additive while Gaussian noise Cl,ll]. Thus, the e rror 
differential equation due to shot noise inputs becomes identical to that 
due to additive input GC!.ussian noise as the higher order coefficients 
are eliminated. In e ssence, this serves as an apparent justification 
f or the truncation of Eq. (2-45) to (3-1) for large values of Q' since 
it has been shown [ 3,5,6] that a discrete poisson shot noise process 
approaches a continuous Gaus sian proces s as Q' -+ ro Thus, for 
-28-
p (<p ) 
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3.0-----~r----------
0=100 
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<p (RADIAN S) 
Figure 4. 
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Ci > > 1, the shot noise error pdf is, t o a first approximation, given by 
the solution for additive Gaussian noise inputs. 
The pdf in (3-4) has zero mean and variance given by 
( _1)n I (Ci) 
n 
where I (Ci) is the nth order imaginary Bes s el function. This 
n 
variance is shown as a function of Ci- l in Figure 5. As the para-
(3 - 5) 
meter Ci approaches zero the variance approaches n 2 /3 , the variance 
of a uniformly distributed random variable over the interval , 
(-n, n). It maybe seen that the tracking variance for the steady 
state pdf of the phas e error is approximately proportional to llCi 
for large Ci. For Ci below 5, the v ariance increases rapidly, 
but the range of validity of the high density solution is questionable. · 
3.2 High Order Approximations 
The density in (3 -4) is in theory valid only as Ci ..... <Xl. It is 
not obvious, howev er, how accurate this solution is for finite Ci. 
In this section we investigate higher order truncations of the inifinite 
order equation in (2-45), and the associated solutions, in order to 
obtain better approximations to the true s :>lution . After integrating 
(2-45) once with respect to ~ , expanding the derivatives of sin ~ p(~) , 
and collecting like derivatives of p(~), we have 
<Xl 
(3 - 6) 
Here Co is the constant of integration and the F n (<P ) functions are of the 
form 
-30-
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F (tP) tP (CY _ 1 1 1 5 + ... ) = sin 2CY + --3 -0 12 CY l4 4CY 
F (tP) l+cos tP ( 1 1 1 - .. . ) = -
3 cy3 
+ 
24cy5 1 CY 
F (tP ) sin tP ( 1 1 5 = 
--za - --3 -I- --5 _ ... ) 2 2CY 48CY 
F (tP) 1 1 5 = --2- + cos tP + ... ) 3 4CY 3cy3 36cy5 
(3 - 7) 
F 4 (tP ) sin tP ( 1 5 + ... ) = 
l2cy3 48cy5 
F 5 (tP ) 1 1 = ~ + cos tP --- ... ) 
36CY 24cy5 
F 6 (tP ) sin tP( 1 - ... ) = 
l44cy5 
etc. 
Note that the functions, F (ip), decreas e with CY (for CY ~ land n ~ l) 
n 
and it is reas onable to as sume thats olutions to truncations involving 
higher order terms of Equation (3-7) may yield higher order 
approximations to the total solution of the finite-order differential 
equation. The solution to the truncated equation invo lving terms up to 
and including the jth derivative of p(tP) will be called the jth-order 
truncation solution. The function, F (tP), in general involves terms 
n 
derived from all the odd order derivatives of order ~ n+l in Equation 
(3-6) operating on sin4> p(tP). Therefore, when forming the jth truncated 
equation from Equation (3 -6 ),the functions F (tP) must also be 
n 
appropriately truncated. For example, the solution to the Fokker-Planck 
equation treated previously may also be called the first-order truncation 
- 32-
L 
solution to Equation (3-6). Since, for a given Ci ~ 1, the functions, 
F (<I>), decrease in ITlagnitude rapidly with n it is reasonable to expect 
n 
that solutions (assuITling they can be found) to increasingly higher-order 
truncated equations would also reduce respectively the remainder, 
when the higher -order truncation solutions are substituted for p(~ ) m 
Equation (3 -6). This will be examined below as higher -order truncation 
solutions are found. 
A method exis ts for solving progress ively higher -order 
truncated versions of Equation (3-6). From Ince [14] , Boyce and 
DiPriITla [15], and Coddington and Levinson [I3J it is shown that 
the method of Frobenius which assumes a series solution for p(~) of 
the forITl 
A 
n 
(3 -8) 
is applicable to any-order truncated version of Equation (3-6), even 
(in theory) the total infinite-order solution. However, to solve exactly, 
any nth-order truncated equation from Equation (3 -6) it is necessary 
to have n+I boundary conditions (recall COin Equation (3 -6) is an 
unknown constant of integration). In addition to the boundary conditions 
previous ly introduced , additional boundary conditions ITlUS t be specified 
in order to solve the higher order differential equations. 
For the non-offset case, the primary assumption that will be 
imposed to evaluate the necessary boundary conditions is that the 
solutions to (3-6) are symmetric about ~ = O. The solution is therefore 
an even function about ~ = 0, and between _TT and TT it can be expanded 
in a Fourier series as an infinite sum of cosines, 
-33-
= I: 
n =O 
a 
n 
cos n~ 
whe r e the a IS ar e coefficients. From this exp res s ion it c an be 
n 
(3 - 9) 
seen that all odd order d e r i vatives o f p( ~ are zero at ~ = 0 and ip = + TI • 
Furth e rmore , evaluation of the right side of (3 - 6) a t ip = 0 , with this 
zer o condition for the odd derivativ es , shows that Co is zero. In 
addition to these initial c onditions , w e shall further imp ose the restriction 
tha t all e ven order d e rivatives , evaluated a t ~ = + n , will be zero 
als o. This results in th e set of boundary c ondition s : 
= 0 
+ TI 
, for all n ~ 1 
The s e conditions, along with the two us ed in (3-4) will provide a 
(3-10) 
solu tion to any order t r u n cation of (3-6 ). In the following sections , solutions 
to second o rd e r a nd third orde r t r un c ated equations will be determined. 
3. 3 Second-Ord e r Tru ncation Solu tion 
The second -ord er truncation of Equation (3 -6) becomes 
s ~ ~ P II ( ~ ) + (l + c o~ ~ ) p i (qi ) + (0' _ 210' ) sin ip P (qi) = o. (3 -11 ) 
The p oin t qi = 0 i s a regula r singular point of Equation (3-11) and there-
fore by The or e m 4. 3 of B oyce a n d n -i P rima [15] a series solution 
exists of the fo rm given by Equation (3 - 8), in either of the intervals 
- p< ip < 0 or 0 < qi < P wh ere P is some positive number. The 
valu e of P i s the radius of conve rgence of the series in Equation (3-8), 
and is at least equal to the distan ce from the origin to the nearest zero 
of sinip/2O' , which is at TI. Hence, a series solution can be found for ip 
-34-
J 
1-
in the range _TTto TT for which the series converges. 
By writing sin~ and cos~ in their series expansions, substituting 
Equation (3 -8) into Equation (3 -11), and collecting like powers of 
~, solutions for m and A can .be found. Two solutions are found for 
n 
m, one being zero and the other nonzero. Only the zero value for m 
yields a non-trivial results and the resulting values for A , n even, 
n 
are 
A = 
n 
n+2 
(-1 )-2-
n-2 r 
£ {-ll 
r =O 
(r -even) 
[ {r-l)r 
(n+l-r)! + 
n(A + 1 + n) 
2r S ] A 
(n -1 -r)! r (n - r)! 
(3 -12) 
where P = 2ci_l, A= 20'. A , for n odd are all zero since the density 
n 
is symmetrical. Therefore, for given values of a, all the necessary 
coefficients, A , can be calculated to solve for p(~) in its series 
n 
expansion. This was carried out on a digital computer for a equal to 
I . 5, 3, 10 , and 30. The right half of the syrnllletrical density 
p(~) in (3-8) is plotted in Figures 6, 7, 8 , and 9 for these values, along 
with the solutions to the Fokker -Planck equation for the same a. Note 
that the truncated solution converges ra~her <{uickly to the high density 
solution, and are practically equivalent for a ~ 3. In essence, this can 
be conjectur ed as the range of validity of the high density solution. 
The variance of the phase error, calculated from (3-8), is also shown 
in Figure 10, along with the variance of the high density solution, 
Equation (3 - 5) , and that satisfying a linear relation m 1/0'. Again, the 
results indicate that for a ~ 2, the relation in (3 -5) is valid for the 
second order truncation solution as well. 
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3.4 Third -Order Truncation Solution 
The third-order truncation of Equation (3-6) gives 
1 sin~ cos~ ) 1 P f " (~) + 2 Ci P If ( ~) + (l + Ci P f (~) + (Ci - -2 Ci ) s in ~ p ( ~) = 
4Q2 
o . 
(3-13) 
To solve this equation the previous series method is als 0 us ed. 
However, ~ = 0 is no longer a singular point for this equation, and 
the series solution is simplified slightly to 
p(~) = 6 
n=O 
A 
n 
~n 
The four boundary 'conditions used here are 
i) p{IT) = p( _ IT ) 
IT 
ii) S p(~) d~ = 1 
_IT 
iii) pf(~ )IIT = 0 
iv) plf(~) ITT = O. 
Boundary conditions i) and iii) imply all A (n-odd) are equal to 
n 
zero. Use of the same method to determine A (n-even) as was 
n 
used previously, yields the recurrence relation 
A 
n 
= 
n (n -1) (n - 2 ) 
n+Z n-4 
-2- -
(n - 2) (n + A) ] A + (- 1 ) D 
n-Z 
[ -r(r-l) 
(n - r -I)! 
2r 
(n - r -1)! + 
r=O 
(r-even) 
~_t3-:-:-:-_) Ar } (n - r - 3)! 
(3-14) 
(3-15) 
for n ~ 4 and A = 2~ , S=Z~2_ 1. Boundary condition iv) is used to 
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dete rmine A Z ' Substitution yields 
n-2 
n (n -1) A n = 0 . 
n 
n =2 
Since all the An (n ~ 2) can be written in terrns of AO and A2 
Equation (3-16) can be written as 
[ L n(n_l)nn-2 D ] A +[ ~ n(n-l) nn-2 Bn ] AO = 0 
n =2 n 2 n=4 
where D and B can be determined from Equation (3-15). Then 
n n 
[ 
N n-2 ] 6 n(n-l)TI Bn 
n=4 iN n-2 ] LL n(n-l)TI Dn 
AO is then determined by the normalizing bound ary condition (ii), 
(3 -16 ) 
Th e se computations were also accomplished with a d igital computer 
a nd the solutions for p(~), 0 ~ .p ~ n , ar e p l o tted in F igu res 6 , 7, 
a nd 8 for Ci = 1.5 , 3 , and 10 , respectiv ely. Fo r Ci ~ l. 5, the third 
o rder truncation solution is almost id enti cal to the second order 
solut ion. 
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3. 5 Accuracy of the Truncation Solutions 
The preceeding methods can be us ed to solve higher -order 
truncations of Equation (3 -6) but the derivation of the expres sions 
for A become increasingly more difficult and computer time and 
n 
size (memory) required increase quite rapidly. Therefore 
truncation solutions of order higher than three were not attempted. 
However, it would be of interest to obtain an indication of how well 
the truncation solutions were approximating the true solution to 
(2 -45). In particular, it is desirable to justify the notion that each 
succeedingly higher -order truncation solution was a better approxi-
mati on to the total solution. This requires that the truncation solutions 
be substituted into Equation (3 -6), and the magnitude of the remainder 
associated with the higher order neglected terms should be investigated. 
With this objective the solutions obtained for the first-order 
(Fokker -Planck) and second -order truncations were substituted into 
Equation (3 -6) and the magnitude of the maximum value of the remaining 
terms were calculated on a computer. The results are plotted in 
Figure 11 for various values of Ct. For example, when the first-
order solution was used , the largest remainder was due to the second-order 
term, the next largest due to the third-order term, etc. In addition, 
the magnitude of the third-order term, when the second-order solution 
is used, is smaller than it was when the first-order solution was used. 
It is clear from studying Figure 11 that succeedingly high e r-order 
truncation solutions result in smaller remainders, and therefore provide 
a more accurate approximation to th e total solution. Note also that 
while Figure 11 plots the maximum magnitude of each term, the sig n of 
the remainder terms alternate. Hence, the remainder appears as an 
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30 
alternating series of decreasing terms and the magnitude of the 
remainder for an nth-order solution is bounded by the magnitude 
of the n+l remainder term. For example, for a = 10, the remainder 
for the Fokker -Planck solution is bounded by the second -order 
value of 0.26, and the remainder for the second-order solution is 
bounded by the third - order value of O. 086, down 67%. 
From the data presented in Figures 6 through 11 it is 
indicative that for the low function density cas e higher -order truncation 
solutions to Equation (3 -6) yield better approximations to the total 
solution of the infinite-order equation. It is also quite clear that as 
a increas es all the truncation solutions approach the first-order 
(Fokke r -Planck) solution. In other words, the nth- order truncation 
solution may be represented by 
-,-
p(4) = PI (~) + p:(~) 
where PI (~) is the solution to the first-order (Fokker-Planck) 
-,-
equation in (3 -4) and p ~- (~ , a) repres ents the difference between 
n 
the nth-order and first-order truncation. As a gets very large 
lim n > 1 
a-+ CD 
and 
n > 1 
(3 -1 7) 
The method of solution that has been pres ented here can reduce 
this error to as small a number as desired, in theory, given enough 
time and computer capacity. The third -orde r truncation solution 
was the highefit-order computed in .this analysis and it is shown that 
this solution is a good compromis e in the tradeoff between accuracy 
and complecity of solution for the range a ~ 1. 5. 
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3. 6 The VCO Offs et Cas e 
It has been assumed that the carrier frequency of the optical 
modulat ing signal, tu , and the phas e -locked -loop VCO res t fr e quency , 
s 
W
o
' have been equal. When this is not the case the VCO offset, 
(Ws - WO)' must be included in (2 - 37). Thi s expression for b.~ is 
then modified to 
N (M) 
LH = (W _ W ). llt - ek 6 c o s 
o m= l 
8 I (t ) 
m 
Th e K (~) c oefficients in th e Smoluch owski series equation are 
n 
m odified only th rough th e fir st one which becomes 
(3 -18) 
The effect of t h e VCO offset is such that p( ~ ) is no longer symmetrical. 
This means t hat the series m eth od of finding solutions to truncations 
of the i nfin ite- order Sm oluchowski equation now has the odd as well 
a s the e v en t e rms in the powe r se rie s solution for p(~). In addition, 
t h e constant Co is n o l on g er z e ro . 
As an example of the tr e atme nt of the VCO offs et cas e a 
sec ond-ord e r t runc a tion solution will be found. The pertinent 
e quati on is a modifie d v ersion of (3 -11 ), 
(3-19) 
wh e r e 
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y :: 
8 (UJ - 1 ) ) 
o 
is the new parameter due to the offs et. For a specific value of Y , 
(3-19) can be solved by the series method of the previous sections. 
For exan~ple, with y = (.707)0' , the A coefficients in the series 
n 
solution become 
AC o t.3535
A2 A O 
A t 2 
n+2 n-2 r 
(3 -20) 
3535 A2 An -1 t ( -1 ) -2-""D ( _ 1 )"2 [( r -1 ) r ~ "1 t 2r P : A 
r=O (n-rtl)! (n - r )! - (n - r - 1 ) ! J r 
A :: (r -even) 
n 
(n -even) 
r+1 nt3 n-2 
.3535A2 A
n
_ l (-1)2 ~ 
r=l 
(-2-) r (r -1 ) r 2 r (3 ] A 
(-1) L (n-rtl)! t (n-r)! - (n-r-1)! r 
A = 
n 
(n-odd) 
(r -odd) 
n(nt A +1) 
2 
where A = 2et and 13:: 20' -1. The two unknown constants, Co and 
A O ' can be evaluated by using the two boundary conditions 
i) P (TT) :: p (- TT) 
TT 
ii) S P (~) d ~ = 1. 
_TT 
This was accomplished on a digital computer for Q' = 1. 5 and 3 and 
the results are plotted in Figure 12 along with the first-order solution 
for Q' = 3. The obvious difference between this case and the non-offset 
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case is that the peak of the probability density has now shifted 
from the ~ = 0 center line. 
The two solutions for ct =3 show a pproximately the same 
relationship as in Figure 8 for the non-offset case. 
Higher -order solutions can als 0 be obtained as m previous 
sections for the non- offs et cas es if additional boundary conditions 
are impos ed to evaluate all the unknown constants of integration. 
The equivalent order offset solution, however, is obtained with more 
difficulty and complexity than in the non-offset case becaus e Co 
is no longer zero. 
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Chapter 4 
THERMAL NOISE AND PHOTOMULTIPLIERS EFFECTS 
In the previous chapters a first order phase locked loop driven 
by a shot noise process was considered. In this chapter we investigate 
the effects of additive thermal nois e and photomultiplier devices 
preceeding the loop. 
4.1 Additive Gaus sian Thermal Nois e 
Let r (t) r epres ent a zero mean stationary Gaus sian nais e praces s 
having a flat one-sided power spectral density of NO watts 1hz. When r(t) 
is added to the shot nois e input proces s of the phas e lock loop of Figure 
(1-2), the output of the loop filter [previous ly (2 -6) ] is now 
t N(O, T) 
e(t) = kl J f(t- T )[ L e 6 (T - Tm) cos 81(T) + r'(T)Jd T 
o m=l 
(4 -1) 
where r 1 (t) is the "low frequency " equivalent nois e proces s obtained 
by mixing the input nois e r (t) with the VC O process. It has been shown uJ 
that the new noise term is itself Gaussian, zero mean, with spectral 
density given by NO; (i. e .. r 1 (t) is simply a "f requency shifted" version 
of r(t)). 
When the transmitted phase variation, 8 1 (t). is a constant, the phase 
error derivative for the first-order loop has the forrn 
r N(t) 
d~ = k ' £ c 8 1 ( ) 1 
- e L m =l (t-t
m
) cos t + r (t)j (4 -2) 
dt 
If this equation is integrated from t to t + M, the incremental phas e 
error becomes 
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(4 -3) 
The first term is identical to that previously derived In (2-37). The 
~ec ond term accounts for the added effect of the thermal noise. The 
coefficients of the Smoluchowski equation can now be recalculated for 
b.~ o f Equation (4-3). In particular, Kl (~) remains the same as before: 
Ak . 
Kl (~ ) = - e -2- sm~ (4-4) 
since the expected value of the Gaussian process is zero. The second 
moment requires calculation of 
(4- 5) 
The expectation of the square of the first term has previously been 
calculated, the expectation of the cros s t erm is zero , and the expectation 
2 
of the square of the second term i s k N O/2. Therefore 
For computing the high er amounts, A (~) , define 
n 
N(6t) 
P = e ~ cos 8 I (t ) 
m =l m 
Then, 
(4 -6) 
n n-l n-2 2 n-3 3 
= E{P + an_IP G + an_ZP G + a
n
_3 P G + .. . ) . 
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Since the Poisson and Gaussian processes are independent, this 
becomes 
It has been shown [1] that for 
lim 
CIt ...... 0 
1 
t.t n > 2. 
n-m The expectation of P has already been calculated ln (2 -33) and 
been found proportional to t.t. Thus 
lim 
CIt ...... 0 
and therefore, 
K (~) = 
n 
n ~ 2 
m ~ 1 
n >2 (4 -7) 
which is the same as in the earlier section when no additive Gaus sian 
nois e was pres ent . Hence, the Smoluchowski series equation has been 
modified only in the second term, K2 (~). The solution for the probability 
density of the phase error again requires solution of (2-45) with the 
appropriate K2 modification. It has already been shown that an excellent 
approximate solution for the high Ci cas e is the solution to the Fokker-
Planck equation. For the new K2 (~) term this becomes 
P( ~) = 
Ci 
e cos~ 
2TI I (Ci) o 
with the parameter Ci is redefined as 
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(4 -8) 
Ci = (4 - 9) 
Note that the paramet er Ct ' now takes on a slightly d ifferent m ean ing . 
The bracketed d enominator term is the s um of the spectral level 
due to the shot noise and the spect ral level of the additive G aus sia n 
noi s e. Hence, the denominator repres ents the total effe ctive n o i se 
in the 2BL loop bandwidth , due to both the shot noi s e and additiv e noise . 
The numerator is the average power of th e intensit y proce s s. Thus , 
Ct now plays the role of an operating signal-to-noi s e powe r r atio in the 
tracking loop bandwidth. The depencenc e of p(<P) in (4 -8) on Ct had been 
shown earlier in Figure 4 , and the r e sults there are v a lid w ith above 
inte rpretation of Ct. 
Effe ct of Photomultip l i cation 
In many optical sys t em s photomultiplication is used at the photo -
detector to e nhance the received signa l. The objective of this section 
is t o inves tig ate th e effects of photomulti plication on the b ehavior of 
the phas e error in a fi:r,:st -order tra cking system. 
An ideal photomult ipli c a tion of gain G has the property that it 
produc e s G e l ect r ons at the ph otodetector output for each photo -electr on 
at th e input. If th e electrons ar e cons id ered identical this has the 
effect of produ c ing an equivale n t e l ectron puIs e waveform whos e magnitude 
is G time s the magnitude of a s ingle e lectron pulse waveform. Effectively, 
this increas es the charge of a single electron by the gain G. The shot 
nois e current of Equation (2 -1) may then be written as 
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N (t) 
x(t) = 6 
m=1 
(eG)/)(t-t ). 
m 
(4- 10) 
The pdf for the phase error in the h igh function d e ns ity c as e is again 
given by (3-4), where the signal t o noise ratio parame t e r Ct is n ow 
Ct= 
1 2 2" (e GA) 
(4-11) 
and B is n o w eGAk / 4 . T he photomultiplication advantage is easily 
L 
see n when the add itiv e nois e te rm of pow er spectrum level NO is 
dominant . In this case an increase in the Ct parameter can be achieved 
by inc r easing the photomultiplication g ain G. 
In the practical fabrication of photomultipliers the gain its elf is often 
a random v ariable. In the following it is assumed that the photomultiplier 
has a s tati s t ically va r iable g a i n which is a random variable with mean 
G and mean square G2. This means that each electron at the input 
produces G electrons at the output, whe re G is a pos itive random variable. 
The shot noise current now becomes 
N(t) 
x(t) = 6 
m=l 
eG 
m 
/) (t - t ) 
m 
(4-12) 
where the (G } constitutes a set of random variables, independent, 
m 
and id e ntically distributed over zero to infinity. The incremental change 
i n the proces s is now 
N(6t) 
6~ = -ek 6 G 
m=l 
m 
, t + 6 t 
COS 8 (tm)-kS r'("T)dT 
t 
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and the first two moments become 
2 
ek GA 
2 
s in<p 
K Z (<p) = ~ [(ek)2 G 2 (A) + N oJ 
The signal-to-n ois e r a t io QI i s m odified to 
QI = 
with 
GAK 
4 
(4-12 ) 
Hence, th e shot noi se powe r spectrum is increased by the mean square 
of th e gai n , while the s i gna l p ow er is increased by the square of the 
mean gain . 
In s ome analyse s i t is common t o assume the random gain is 
Gaussian with a m ean G , and a s t anda rd deviation, or "spread II, given 
as a fraction of the m e an g ain. That is, 
a = p~ 0 s; p ~ 1 . 
G 2 
In t his case the mean square gain is 
and Equation (2 -41) b e comes 
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-------------~ --- . --~ 
1 _ 2 
2" (eGA) 
Ci= _______ --:;:;--__ _ 
B L
[ e2 (-G)2 (1 p2)A N ] 
+4 + 0 
Note that the Ci parameter degrades as the "spread 11 par ame ter P 
increases. 
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Chapter 5 
SECOND -ORDER LOOP ANALYSIS AND 
THE GENERAL TRACKING LOOPS 
In this chapter the analysis of phase-locked-loops with shot 
noise inputs is extended to loops of order greater than one, and to 
the first-order loop where the input and feedback functions are not 
neces s arily sinus oidal (general tracking loops). For the second -order 
loop a vector form of the Smoluchowski equation is used for the phase 
error probability density, and solution can be approxima.ted under 
conditions similar to those of the first-order loop. For the general 
tracking loop, a generalized Smoluchowski equation for the probability 
density is used, and again can be solved by the numerical techniques 
presented in Chapter 3 . 
5.1 The Two Dimensional Smoluchowski Equation 
The Smoluchowski-Kolmogorov probability density equation 
was derived in Chapter 2 for a general scalar random process 
4i (t) . The same basic procedure can be repeated for a vector random 
proces s, and a similar vector form of (2 -28) will result. Specifically, 
if we denote 
.!Jt) = (~l (t), ~2 (t)} (5 -1 ) 
as the two dimensional vector process having scalar random component 
processes (~.(t)}, then the vector equivalent of (2-18) is 
1 
(5 - 2) 
where ~. = (~l (t.), ~2 (t . )}. Defining the two dimensional equivalent 
-1 1 1 
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of the characteristic function in (2- 1 9), and repeating the steps In 
(2-20) through (2-28) will yield the equa tion 
= 2:; 2:; 
m n 
whe r e 
K ( ~ ) = 
ron -
(-1 )m+n 
m!n! 
m+n 
o [K (~)p(8,t) J 
o ~ m 0 n ron - -
1 ~2 
E[ {Cdl)m (6 ~ 2 )J 
6 t 
(5 - 3) 
(5 - 4) 
Equa t i on (5 - 3 ) i s just the t w o d imens i onal equivalent of the Smoluchowski 
equation in (2- 2 8). Not e that evaluat ion of the coefficients t K } 
mn 
requir e all the stati s tical cros s - moments of the joint variations 6 ~ 1 
and 6 ~2 in the compon ents of th e process! (t). In the following 
sec tion w e apply (5- 3) to a second o rder phase lock tracking loop. 
5.2 S econd O rder Phas e L ock Loops 
A s ec ond order phase lock l o op is one in which the loop filter 
in Figure 2 i nt r oduces a n integ ration. The basic form of such a 
filte r w ould b e one hav ing t rans fe r fun ction 
F(s) = s+a = 1 + ~ (5 - 5) 
s s 
whe r e a represents a p oss i ble ze ro o f transmission. The i mpul se 
res ponse corresponding to (5- 5 ) i s then 
f(t) = O{t)+a 
For a shot noise input , the gen e ral l oop error dynamical equation in 
(2 - 9 ) n ow become s 
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N(t) N(t) 
d~(t) - -ek cos 8 1(t) 6 O(t-t ) -aek 6 cos 81(t). ~- m =l m m=l m (5 - 6) 
We now see that the variation 6~ will contain a term in ~ [as in (2-37)J 
and a term involving an integral in ~ . due to the second term in (5-6). 
It is therefore convenient to define the vector 
(5 -7) 
where 
(5-8 ) 
and let 
(5 - 9) 
That i s . we c on sider the error process in (5-6) to be decomposed into 
the sum of the c om ponents of a vector proces s y(t). The probability 
dens ity of ~ (t) is then determi ned fr om the joint probabi lity density P(y. t) 
by t h e relati on 
Substitution of (5-8) and (5-9) into (5-6) yields 
d y 1 (t) 
dt 
N(t) 
+ekcos 81(Y.t)~ 6(t-t )=0 
m=l m 
(5-10) 
(5-11) 
where the dependence of 8' (t) on y(t) is emphasized. The above may 
be decomposed into the two equations 
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dY l (t) N(t) 
dt -+ ek cos 8 1 (y, t) ~ O(t-t
m
) = 0 
m=l 
whe r e it is noted that the second equation is simply the derivative of 
the first . The above two equations may therefore be represented by 
the two first-order differential equations: 
dYo(t) 
dt 
dYl (t) 
dt 
= Yl (t) 
N (t) 
= -ek cos 8 I (y, t) z= 6 (t-t
m
) 
m=l 
(5-12a) 
(5-12b) 
The above equations specify the dynamics of the vector process y(t) 
corres ponding to (5- 9) . It is therefore possible to determine the 
equation for the joint density P(y, t) in (5-10) by using the two dimensional 
Smoluchowski in (5-3). The increments of the vector components 
given in (5 -12) are 
(:.. Yo = Yl (t)M 
t +6t N(T) 
(:.. Y 1 = - e kJ cos 8 1 (y, T) z= 6 (T 
t m=l 
N(M) 
= -ek z= cos 81 (V, t m ) 
m =l 
- T ) dT 
m 
(5-13a) 
(5-13b) 
These increments are needed to calculate the joint moments, Kmn (Y 0' Y 1) 
given by Equation (5-4) . The Kmn (y 0' Y 1) are calculated to be 
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----------- .. "~ .~~--,-------
K (-) ekA. ( ) 01 Y = - -2- sm YO + Yl 
n ~ 3 
where again 
All the other K (y) moments not listed above are zero. In this 
rnn 
case the two-dimensional Smoluchowski series equation becomes 
+n 
co 
+ 6 
2 (ek) A 
4 
n ~ 3 
r ekA - l o . Z-sin(yo + Yl) p(y) 
oy 1 L .J 
2 -o p(y) 
2 
o Yl 
The above again repres ents an infinite order partial differential 
equation for the joint density P(y) == P(y, t). Some simplicity is 
(5 -14) 
afforded by considering only the steady state solution, but the resulting 
equation is still difficult to solve explicitly without digital computation. 
For the case where the average intensity A is much greater 
than the loop bandwidth BL (i. e., larg electron density) the approximate 
steady state solution to (5-14) can be found by limiting the number of 
terms involved. The corresponding steady state solution for ~ (t) from 
(5 -10) is then approximately, 
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P(~) ~ 
Ctcos~ 
e 
2TI I (Ct) o 
A> >B L 
where Ct = A/2B L , but B"L now has the definition 
eAk + 2a 
4 
(S-lS) 
(5 -16) 
That is, the loop bandwidth BL is increas ed by the added zero in the 
loop filter of (5-1). The high density solution for P(~) is therefore 
identical to that of the first order loop cas e, with the adjustment in th 
BL bandwidth. For higher - order loops an equivalent n-dimensional 
vector process must b e defined and an n-dimensional Smoluchowski 
equation must be derived, increasing the complexity of the problem. 
5.3 General Delay Tracking Loops 
The objective of this section is to investigate the b ehavior 
of a phase tracking system when the input intensity modulation signal 
and loop feedback function are to a general periodic nature, but not 
necess arily sinusoidal. Let the signal electron rate of Equation (2-2) 
be repres ented by ns (t, T 1 (t)) and the feedback function by y(t , T 2 (t)) 
where T1 (t) and T 2 (t) are their respective time delays. The differential 
e quation des cribing the loop operation for shot nois e inputs , wh e re 
8 1 is again as sumed constant, becomes 
NJt) 
d T (t) - -ek 0 6 (t-t ) y(t, T (t)) 
crr- - m=l m 2 (5-17) 
wher e T(t) = Tl (t)- T2 (t) a n d N (t ) is a g ain a Poiss on r and om var i able 
with i n t e nsity ns (t , Tl (t )). Th e in c r ement al d e lay error i s 
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N(M) 
6T = -ek ~ y(t ,T 2 (t )) m=l m m (5-18) 
and the K (T) moments of the Smo1uchows ki series equation are now 
n 
K (T) = 
n 
lim 
6t ..... O 
1 r N(6t) -: 
t;t E : -ek ~ y(t
m
, T2 (tm)J 
m =l 
where the expectation is conditioned on T. Thus, Equation (5 -19) 
becomes 
where the over-bar represents time averaging inherent in the 
loop mixer function. Hence, K (~) is of the same form as In 
n 
Equation (2 -39), and would be ident ical to it if 
n(t, T 1) = A + Asin(l.1J ot + T 1) 
y(t, 'f 2 (t)) = 0 n(t , 8)/ 08 
= cos (1.1) 0 t + 'f 2 (t)) 
The third-order truncated Smoluchowski series equation 
for a general input function becomes 
o p(T. t) 0 r l (ek)202 
ot = ek ar y(t,T 2 (t))n(t,'f 1 ) p(T ,t}J + 20T 2 
.'-
-,' 
(5-19) 
(5-20) 
r 2 ] 3 0 3 I 3 l ~y (t,'f2 (t)n(t,T1 )p(T,t) +(ek) -3LY (t,T 2 (t))n(t,T 1 )p(T,t)J 
o'f 
(5-21) 
... 
~'Here, attention is restricted again to only the first three terms of the 
infinite series equation, accepting the results as only an approximate 
solution. 
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The steady state vers ion of Equation (5 - 21) occurs when the left -hand 
side is zero. Integrating the e quation with respect to T gives 
whe r e 
R (T ) = yn 
R 2 (T)= y n 
R 3 (T) = y n 
yn 
- 2-
Y n 
-3 
y n 
(ek)2 
+n -2- ;T [ R 2 (T ) ] 
Y n 
R 3 ( T) p(T) ] 
Y n 
(5 -22) 
are correlation functions. Note that this equation corresponds to the 
previously cons ide red equation (2 -45) with the sinus oidal functions 
• replaced by the general tiITle averaged correlation functions given 
above . 
5.4 An ExaITlple-Early Late Gate Tracking 
In rader and puIs e tracking systeITls a periodic pulse train is 
locked to a locally generated periodic signal through a feedback tracking 
systeITl, siITlilar to that in Figure 2. When the t w o signals are in tiITle 
lock , the local signal tracks the tiITle variations in the arrival tiITles 
of the incoITling periodic pulse train. In optical tracking systeITls the pulse 
train is generated by a pulsed laser whose intensity is detected by a 
photodetector at the receiver. The feedback signal in the tracking loop 
is designed such that when it is ITlultiplied with the detected pulse train 
and integrated over s OITle period the result is an error function that is 
odd with respect to the tiITle delay. This local signal is oft en designed 
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to be a periodic train of positive-negative pulses as in Figure 13. 
The rrlUltiplication of the received puIs e train by this particular 
local signal is equivalent to 1fgating in1f the former signal by the 
latter signal. Hence, the receiver is often called an "early late gate" 
on "split-gate" tracker. 
Since the output of a photodetector is a shot nois e proces s with 
intensity n(t, Tl }, the analysis problem is an example of the application 
of the general tracking theory of the previous section. By referring 
to Figure 13 it is eas ily seen that 
y3(t, T 2 (t)) = y(t, T 2 (t)) 
y2 (t, T2 (t)) = 2~ [n(t, T 2 (t))J 
and therefore 
R (T)= yn 
= 
= 
y(t, T 2 (t)) n(t, T 1) 
R 3 (T) 
Y n 
1 T J y(t, T 0 
2 Rnn - y (t, T2 (t)) n(t, 'Tl ) 
3 
= Y (t, T 2 (t)) n(t, 'Tl ) 
1 T 
= 2AT S n(t, T 2 (t)) n(t, T 1) dt + (a constant) . 
o 
Equation (5 -22) now becomes 
(5-23) 
(5-24) 
232 
Co = ek R (T) p(T) + (ek) --.i [R (T) p(T)J + (ek) ~ [R (T) p(T)J 
yn 2 d T nn --r;- d,.z yn 
(5-25) 
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Therefore, for the given input and feedback functions in Figure 13, 
Equation (5-25) could be solved as a second-order differential equation 
for the delay error density of an "Early Late Gate" tracking system. 
The solution would represent an approximate solution to the infinite 
serjes Smoluchowski equation. A computer solution similar to that 
used in Chapter 3 would be applicable to the solution of Equation (5-25). 
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ABSTRACT 
Recent attention has been devoted to the derivation of the 
probability density of the number of photoelectrons occurring (count 
density) at the output of a photodetecting surface when receiving an 
optical field. Previous analysis has been basically confined to 
point detectors, in which the spatial extension of the detector 
surface over the normal optical field has been ignored. In this 
report count density analysis is generalized to account for the 
extended detector. The accepted mathematical detector model is 
developed to cover both time and spatial counting, and the integral 
equations necessary for exact analysis are developed. Approximate 
solutions to these equations are presented for some cases of 
practical interest. Knowledge of counting statistics is of utmost 
importance in the optimal design of an optical communication or 
tracking system. 
iii 
1.0 Introduction 
In optical systems, knowledge of the 'statistics of a photodetecting 
receiver is necessary for the application of optimum detect.~~ and estimation 
procedures. The statistic of most importance in an optical communication 
system is the probability of the number of photoelectrons produced at the 
photodetector output when receiving a statistical field. Although this 
detection operation is basically quantum mechanical in nature, the density of 
the electron occurrences can be theoretically derived by using a semi-classical 
approach to the detector operation. This method can be used for developing 
probabilistic models while avoiding the basic physics underlying the receiver. 
In past work, the problem of determining photoelectron probabilities has been 
almost exclusively confined to photodetectors in which the spatial extension 
of the detector has been ignored, and only temporal effects have been 
developed . In this report the above approaches are extended to include the 
spatial effects of the detector during the photodetection operation. 
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2.0 The Optical Photodetector 
An optical detector is a photosensitive surface that responds to incident 
optical radiation by releasing electrons. These electrons are capt~~d by an 
anode plate, producing an electron current. The release of the electrons is 
strong ly i·nfluenced by the incident optical field, but basically behaves as a 
random phenomena. The resulting electron current therefore evolves as a 
random process, and is mathematically modeled as shot noise whose statistical 
behavior is directly related to the number of electrons produced at the anode. 
The number of electrons produced is called the electron "count" and its 
associated statistical properties are referred to as "count statistics". Of 
particular significance is the probability density of the number of electrons 
produced during a given time interval from the entire detector surface, when 
receiv ing a given optical field. 
The accepted mathematical model[l] of a photodetector is derived using 
a semi -classical approach, which treats the electromagnetic field classically, 
but prescribes a probabilistic solution to account for its interaction with 
the atomic structure of the detector surface. Although a complete description 
of the emission and absorbtion of light by an atom influenced by a radiation 
field is well beyond the scope of this report, an outline of the approach as it 
is rel ated to count statistics is presented below. 
The semi-clas~ical derivation begins with the Hamiltonian equations for 
a charged particle in an electromagnetic field. It is then assumed that the 
combined system, atom plus radiation, begins in some initial state, and a set 
of coupling equations are derived for the transition probabilities, from which 
one can determine the probability rate of finding the combined system in a 
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given final state. Summing over all final states, and making some simplifying 
assumptions, one ends with Fermi's rule for the probability per second for a 
state transition over a differential area 6r located at point r on the 
detector surface. 
dP(t) = SI(_r,t) L'l r dt (1) 
Here, B is a proportionali v constant and I(r,t) is the received normal 
electromagnetic power at time t and point r on the detector surface. The 
primary consequence of the Fermi rule is that it implies that in a short time 
interval lit, the probability of ejecting an electron from an atom at the 
elemental surface area L'lr is proportional to the incident radiation energy 
over lIr and lit. That is, 
Probability that an electron 
is released from area (r + 6r) 
during time interval (t, t + lit) . 
(2) 
for sufficiently small lIr and lit. In addition, (2) implies that the proba-
bility of more than one electron being released must go to zero as (lIr6t)2, 
which means 
Probability no electron ,$ 
released from area (r + 6r) 
duri ng time i nterva 1 (t, t + lit). 
-3-
(3) 
as 6r6t + O. Note that (2) states that the release of an electron from any 
elementa l area at r at any time t depends only upon the radiation energy at 
that time and point, which implies that the release of electrons from disjoint 
differential areas on the surface, and from disjoint time intervals, can be 
treated as independent events. This assumption, along with Equations (1) and 
(3), describe the mathematical model of the photodetecting surface, and will 
be of primary importance in the subsequent derivation of the total electron 
count. 
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3.0 Derivation of Count Densities 
The probability density of the number of electrons produced during a 
time interval (t, t + T) over a total surface area A can be derived using 
the photodetector model of the previous section. To facilitate this derivation, 
we introduce the notion of a time-space domain. This domain contains vectors 
whose components correspond to ttme and spatial coordinates associated with the 
detector surface. For simplicity, we write these vectors as ~ = (t,~) where 
t is the scalar time component and ~ represents the two-dimensional spatial 
coordinates of the detector surface. We define the volume V in this domain 
to be composed of all vectors ~I = (tl/..t') such that t < t l < t + T and 
~'~A, where A is the spa~lal area encompassed by the detector surface area 
and T is the counting time. This allows us to denote the normal electro-
magnetic field intensity (power) at point rl on the detector surface at time 
t l by I(t',~') ::: I(v ' ). This means the volume V is basically the set of all 
points in the time-space domain over which we observe the radiation field with 
a given detector in a given time interval. 
Now consider the partition of the volume V into disjoint cells 
~V = ~~~t. We shall assume ~r and ~t are smaller than the spatial and time 
variations in I(t,~) to insure that within each ~ V, I(~) is approximately 
constant. (This is always possible with continuous fields.) Let ~v be the 
volume of the cells ~V, and let n be the total number of cells in V after 
partitioning. The ensemble of n disjoint cells ~V can now be ordered to 
where each ~V. is centered at some point 
1 
Vi in V. Note that each ~Vi can be interpreted as an observation cell 
corresponding to an elemental surface area and elemental time interval over 
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which we observe the radiation field. In this notation, the model of the 
detector in the previous section has the property: 
rProbabi 1 i ty of an 
lemitted from 6Vi 
electron] = 
at vi' 
BI (v . )6V 
1 
We now consider the probability of the detector releasing k total 
electrons from the total surface area A during the total time interval 
(t,t+l ). This is equivalent to the compound probability that k electrons 
are em itted from the totality of all cells . {6Vi } spanning V. This can be 
written as 
(4) 
1 P(k,V) = k! L 
all 
orderings 
[
probabil ity of l ~prObabi 1 i ty of ] 
one electron no electrons in 
from k different the n-k remain-
ordered cells. ing ordered cells. 
L 
all 
orderi ngs 
where the summation must consider all possible orderings of the n cells without 
repeats , and the division by k! is necessary since particular arrangements 
involvi ng the same k cells need only be considered once. Note that (5) has 
used (3), (4), and the assumption of independent electron emissions from dis-
joint cells. 
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(5 ) 
We are interested in the limit of (5) as 6v ~ 0, n ~ 00 , so that the 
approximation indicated becomes a true equality. Since the limits of sums and 
products is equal to the sum and products of the limits, we can investigate the 
limit of the individual terms in (5) and recombine. We first show that the 
product term has the same limit for all orderings. This can be .seen by con-
sidering the limit of the logarithm of the product. The log is 
11 
log IT f, - SI(V
iq
)6V] 
q=k+' L (6) 
Adding and subtracting the terms omitted in each ordering allows us to always 
write (6) as 
Now, in the limit as 6v ~ 0, 11 ~ 00 and 
Li m log [1 - SI(Vi )6v] ~ - 8I(V i )6V 
6v ~ a 
The f i r st summat ion in (7) therefore has the limit 
Lim 
6V ~ a t q=l log [1 - SI(v )6V] + Lim q 6v + a 
~ (3 f I(v)dv 
V 
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11 
8 L [-I(Vq)6V] 
q=l 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
while t he second summation in (7 ) i nvol ves only a finite number of terms, has 
t he 1 im it 
Lim 
'D.V -+- 0 
n -+- 00 
-+- 0 
for each possible ordering . Hence, in (5) 
Lim n- [1 - BI(v; )D.v] -+- exp [- B f I(~)dI.J 
D.V -+- 0 q=k+l q V 
Now con side r the summation term i n (5): 
L 
all 
orderi ngs 
[ I (V' ) ... I(v. )( D.V)k] 
'1 1 k 
Si nce ea ch ordering above requires i l ~ i 2 ~ . .. t i k, the summation can be 
wri tten as 
n n 
Sk 2: .. . 2: 
i =1 i =1 k 2 
Sum over all 
orderings in 
which at least 
two ia are 
equal . 
(10) 
(11 ) 
(12 ) 
(13 ) 
The second term wil l involve k-l n t erms of order (D. v) k. Si nce n behaves 
as l/D.v, the l imit of the second term will be zero as D. V -+- O. The first 
term i n (13), howev er, ha s the limit 
-8-
(14 ) 
Therefore, using (9), (10), and (14) in (5), we derive the desired probability 
of k emissions over V as 
P(k V) 
where 
and 
(mv)k 
= -k,....,'....---
• 
exp (-mv) (15 ) 
(16 ) 
The probability that exactly k electrons will be emitted is therefore related 
to the integral of the squared field envelope over the desired observation 
volume. The parameter k can represent any non-negative integer, and there-
fore (15) represents a probability over all i ntegers (0,00 ). Note that the 
normalized intensity n(t,r) effects the count probability only through the 
functional mv' We have explicitly indicated the dependence of the probability 
on the counting volume V, which in turn depends upon the location and size 
of the detector area A, the counting interval T, and in particular on the 
specific time parameter t. Thus, the probability in (15) is in general 
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non-stationary in time. This dependence upon time and spatial area A will be 
an important aspect in subsequent analysis. 
If the optical field f(t,~) is constant over A at any time t 
(i.e., f(t,r) = r f(t) 
- 0 for all I,A), then the spatial effects can be removed, 
and (16 ) becomes 
(17) 
where a is the integrated area over the detector surface and ro2 is the 
field power per unit area. The detector is said to be a point-detector, since 
it basically collects power at a particular point in space, normalized by area 
2 power aro ' This latter effect can be incorporated into the coefficient S, 
which can now be redefined as 
(18) 
Thus, when dealing with point detectors in (15), the previously defined time-
soace intensity n(t,~) = S lf(t,~) 12 can be replaced by the time intensity 
functio n n(t) = a lf(t,~)12 in (16). 
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4.0 The Karhunen-LoeWe Expansion of the Field 
The key to further investigation of (15), using (16), depends upon the 
ability to expand the radiation field f(t,!:) into orthonormal Fourier 
series over the observation volume V: 
where 
00 
f(.'{) = '"' f. <jl .(v) L..J 1 1 -
i = 1 
f{v) <j> .{v)dv = 
- 1 - -
( 19a) 
f{t,r) <jl .{t,r)dtdr 
- 1 - - (19b) 
are the complex Fourier coefficients and {<jl .(v)} 
1 -
represents a complete set of 
complex orthonormal bases functions over .'{~V. That is, 
t+T 
( <jl .{v) <jl~(v)dv = (( <jl .{t,r) <jl .(t,r)dtdr = 0 .. ), 1 - J - - ], J 1 - J - - lJ 
V A t 
(20) 
If f(t,~) is squared integrable over V, then the equality in (19a) is in 
the squared integrable sense, and the convergence requires only a bounded energy 
constraint on the radiation field over V. When f(~) is a stochastic fiel , 
the coefficients {f.} become complex random variables, and the representation 
1 
in (19a) is in a mean square sense. In the latter case, if the orthonormal set 
{<j>i{~)} is selected so that 
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f KfC\~·l '~2) CP i(~1)d~1 = Y i CP i(~2) 
V 
where the Kernel 
Then t he random coefficients {f. } are uncorrelated, and the expansion in 
. 1 
(19a) is called a Karhunen-Loev? (K-L) expansion. The function Kf(~l '~2) 
( 21) 
(22) 
1 S the covariance tunction of the radiat ion field, and is obtained by averaging 
i n (22 ) over the statistics of the field. The convergence in (22) then requires 
only the squared-integrability and continuity of the covariance function 
over V. The orthonormal set {<P . (v) } that are solutions to the 
1 -
integral equation in (21) are called eigenfunc tions of the integral operator 
with kernal Kf(~l '~2)' and the Yi are the associated eigenvalues. These 
eigenvalues of the K-L expansion are particularly important to our interests 
since 
Ehl 2 = E f f('Cl)~i('Cl)d'Cl 1 f*(~) ~ i(~)d'C2 
V V 
= C f E[f(~1)f*(~2)J <Pi(~1) <P i(~)d~d~ Jv V 
= Yi 
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(23) 
where we have used (19b), and the fact that { ~ i(~) } are orthonormal over V. 
Thus, the eigenvalue Yi is the mean square value of the random variable f i . 
With the K-L expansion in (19 ) we can now substitute into (16) and 
derive 
mv " J[ S lf(~)12d~ 
= 1 B [i>i~i(~H:t ~;~;(~) d~l 
V 1=1 J U=l 
= S ~~ f.f~ I ~ .(v) ~ .(v)dv L-,L.-J 1 J 1- J--
i=l j=l V 
(24) 
where the interchange of summation and integration is guaranteed by the con-
vergence of the series. The orthonormality of the basic functions then yield 
00 
(25) 
Thus, we have expressed the counting level as the sum of the magnitude squared 
of the coefficients. Note that the particular observation volume V over 
which we collect radiation, and which depends upon the detector area A and 
the counting time interval (t,t+T), is implicit in the computation of the 
coefficients on the right. 
The expansion of mv in (25) as a sum of random variables affords 
us a convenient systematic approach for determining the count probabilities in 
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(15). We can either attempt to compute the probabil ity density of the sum in 
(25), and evaluate (15), or alternatively, compute the characteristic function 
~m(w) of the sum in (25), and evaluate p(kjV) by [2J 
00 
= --' J ~ (e jw - 1) e- jwk dw 2TT m (26) 
-
The computa ti on of the characteri stic fun ct i on ~m (w ) however requires j oint 
statisti cs over al l the {f i }. (T he K-L expansion produces uncorrelated 
coeffici en t s, but the j oint densi ty i s sti ll needed.) By considering only 
Gaussian fiel ds , th i s la t te r obs t acle is avoided. This is due to the fact that 
uncorrela t ed Gaussia n random variabl es are independent. A Gaussian field i s a 
stochas tic field f(t ,~) and i s a Gaussi an random variable at every t and 
r. For Gaussian f ields, the K-L expansion has the added feature of producing 
independent Gaussian r andom coef ficients f i in (19) . It then fol lows t hat 
(27) 
where s· is the mean (signal) value of fl' and y. i s t he ei genva l ue in (21). , , 
Note t he above character isti c f unction appears as a product of indiv idual 
characteristic functio ns . Th is means it can be enterpreted as the character-
istic function of a sum of r andom var iables {k;}, where each ki has t he 
probabi lity density 
-14-
k. 
(SYi) , 
p ( k,.) = ---:""--';-:0-l+k. 
(1 +Sy . ) , 
1 
(28) 
and LK(') is the kth order Laguerre density in argument ('). Thus, for 
stochastic Gaussian fields, the count statistic K can be interpreted as the 
sum 
K = I: Ki 
i =1 
(29) 
of independent random counts ki' where each k. 
1 
has a Laguerre count proba-
bility given by (28). Each k. can be considered the random count associated 
1 
with a time-space mode of the Gaussian field. The modes, however, have specific 
meaning, since they must be associated with the particular orthonormal set of 
the K-L expansion. Each such mode contributes an independent Laguerre count 
variable to the total count. Note that if si = a for some i, implying no 
deterministic component in that particular mode, (28) becomes 
k (Sy i) 
p k . ( k) = ----,;-:-,-
1 (l+Sy . )l+k 
1 
(29) 
which is the Bose-Einstein probability. Hence, any mode of the Gaussian field 
tnat does not contain a signal component (zero mean value) contributes a Bose-
Einstein count variable to K in (29). We emphasize that the Laguerre densities 
in "(28), and the B~se-Einstein densities in (29), require knowledge of the eigen-
values {Yi }' which in turn require solution of the multi-dimensional integral 
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equati on (21) associated with the K-L expansion . For certain special types 
of stochastic Gaussian fields, the solution is somewhat simplified, as 
discussed below. 
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5.0 Stationary, Homogenious, and Coherence-
Seperable Stochastic Fields 
A stochastic field is said to be temporally stationary if the time 
dependence in coherence function Kf (rl,r2;tl t 2) depends only upon the time 
difference t l -t2. The field is spatially homogenious if the spatial dependence 
in the coherence function depends only upon the spatial distance (rl-r2)' A 
field is completely homogenious if it is both temporally stationary and 
spatially homogenious. 
A stochastic field is said to be a coherence-separable field if its 
coherence function factors a 
(30) 
The factor Ks (rl,r2) is then called the spatial (mutual) coherence function, 
while Kt (tl ,t2) is called the covariance function of the field. A field that 
is coherence-separable and temporally stationary [i.e., Kt (tl ,t2) = Kt(tl ,t2)] 
is said to be a spectrally pure field. 
An optical field is completely space coherent over an area A if 
for all rl'~2 in A. It is completely space incoherent if 
KS(~1,r2) = 0, ~l f ~2' Otherwise, it is partially space coherent. For 
coherence-separable fields, the K-L expansion has the property that the left 
side of the eigenf~nction equation in (21) becomes 
-17-
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The form of this shows that an eigenfunction solution to (21) will occur as 
¢. (t,r) = g,.(t)h.(r) 
, - J-
where the above terms satisfy 
t+T 1 Kt(tl,t2)9;(tl)dtl = Yit9;(t2) 
t 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
That is, for coherence-separable stochastic fields the eigenfunctions and eigen-
values will factor into a product of time and spatial components. Thus, the 
eigenfu nctions over V in (21) can be determined by separately determining the 
family of eigenfunctions for both the time and space coherence kernals in (34) 
and (35). Since the product of any two such time and space eigenfunctions will 
satisfy (31), the set of all eigenfunctions {¢i(Y)} in (19 ) mu st involve all 
-18-
( 31) 
- ------ - ---
possible pairwise products of the {g,.(t) } and {h .(r) }. The K-L expansion 
J -
then takes the form 
= ~ ~ f .. g.(t)h.(r) ~ ~ 'J 1 J -
i=l j=l 
where 
t+T 
fo. 
lJ = 5 S f(t,r)g.(t)h.(r)dtdr - 1 J - -
A t 
(36a) 
(36b) 
The functions {gi(t) } define the temporal modes of the received field, while 
the functions { hj(~) } designate its spatial modes. The corresponding {Yit} 
and {Yjs } eigenvalues are the mean square power in each mode. If the field ;s 
completely spatially coherent over A, such that Ks(~1'~2) = ro2 over all 
~1 '~2 in A, then (35) is satisfied with the single eigenfunction h(~) = 1 
2 
and eigenvalue Ys = ro a. Thus, the field will have only one spatial mode in 
A. Substitution into (36) also shows that f(t,r) = r 2af (t), as was assumed 
- 0 
in the definition of the point detector in Section 3. The point detector 
assumption therefore is valid for stochastic fields whenever the field is com-
pletely spatial coherent over the detector area, or equivalently, when only one 
spatial mode exists. 
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6. 0 Solut ion s of the Spa t ial Integral Equation 
Computat ion of the count statistics require the solution to the integral 
equations in (34) and (35). Both equations are basically identical in form, 
altho ug h the former i nvol ves t he scalar parameter t, while the latter involves 
the space vecto r ~. Sol ut io ns to the time equation (34) have been considered · 
in the li te rature.[2] In t hi s sect ion we derive some approximate solutions for 
the spa ti al equat i on i n (36) . 
A. Rectangu l ar Detector 
Consider a rectangular phot odetector of length a, width b, and 
area f\ = ab, receiving a coherence separable field from a source at a dis-
tance R. Using the Fresnel- Kirckof f approximation, the spatial coherence 
functi on ove r t he detector surface A is given by(l) 
(37) 
where A is the wavelength, A is the area of the detector, and f3 (r) has a 
Fourier Transform called the source radiance B(u): 
Here t he i ntegration i s over two-di mensional space of u vectors. By writing 
( 1 ) Hel stron, C. W., J. Op t . Soc. Am., Vol. 59, March 1969 
"De tecti on of Obj ec ts Through Turbu l ent Medium", p. 333 
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the eigenfunctions in (35) as 
we can rewrite the spatial integral equation in (36) as 
Now, if the source subtends from the detector~solid angle m~ch less than 
A2/A, then 8 (~) ~ 8 (0) over the detector area, and the detected field 
(39) 
(40) 
possesses complete coherency. Thus, the point detector model of the previous 
section is valid, and the source can be considered a point source. When the 
source is so large that its solid angle, when viewed from the detector, spans 
many multiples of A2/A, its coherence function over the detector surface 
area is generally smaller in area than the detector itself. For the rectangular 
detector, the eigenfunctions in (40) can be approximated by two-dimensional 
spatial plane waves 
h.(r) = exp [j2nqx/a + j2n£y/b] J - (41) 
where x and yare components of ~, and q, £ are integers. That is, 
the eigenfunctions can be taken as spatial harmonics, with spatial frequencies 
that are multiples of the period a and b. If we substitute with (38) and 
(4J), the right side of (40) becomes 
-21-
(42) 
where ul and u2 are the components u. The right hand integral integrates 
to approximately 
(43) 
so that (42) becomes, approximately, 
[
. 2n9 . 2n£ 1 
exp J a X2 + J --b-- Y2J (44) 
where B(u l ,u2) = B(~). Thus, substituting (44) and (41) into (40), we have 
O( £) = [ \ 2R2] B(9\ R £\R) Y q, A8 a' b 
o 
( 45) 
Therefore, the spatial eigenvalue associated with each of the two-dimensional 
harmon ic spatial frequency (q/a, £/b) is given by the evaluation of the 
-22-
source radiance function B(u l ,u 2) at the point (u l = qdo ' u2 = £bo) where 
a
o 
= AR/a, b
o 
= AR/b. Thus, a significant spatial frequency harmonic, or 
spatial mode, will exist for all (q,£) combinations such that (45) is non-
negligible. Note the above is equivalent to effectively sampling B(~) at 
points separated by a
o 
= AR/a in the ul dimension and by bo = AR/b in 
the u2 dimension. This means that if So is the two-dimensional spatial 
area over which the transform of 8(~) is non-negligible, then the number of 
significant spatial modes (harmonics) can be determined by partitioning So 
into grids, or disjoint squares of width ao and bo and determining the 
number of such squares needed to cover so' This means 
[number of spatial modes] 
where the one factor is needed to include the case where s « ab. 
o 0 0 Note 
that the area aobo when projected to the source at distance R subtends at 
the detector a solid angle a b /R2 = (AR/a)(AR/b)/R2 = A2/ab = A2/a, which 
o 0 
is the diffraction limited field of view of the detector. Therefore, the 
number of significant spatial modes over a rectangul~r detector surface can 
alternatively be viewed as the number of solid angles A2/A needed to cover 
(46) 
the solid angle subtended by the radiance function B(~) located at the source. 
Thus, we can also' write 
number of spatial modes ( 47) 
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Note that the above interpretation effecti vely replaces the true source by a 
ficti tious source whose spatial area cor responds to the area of the irradiance 
funct ion B(~). 
B. Circular Detectors 
Now consider the case where a circul ar de tec t or of radi us a is 
used, and assume a coherence-separable field as in par t (A) hav ing a coherence 
and radiance function possessing circular symmet ry. That i s , in (38) 
(48) 
B(u) = B(lul) 
When t he detector radius a is larger t han the width of the coherence function, 
an approximate solution to (40) is given by 
(49) 
where CKm are normalizing constants, {bKma} are the zeros of the Bassel 
funct ion Jm(x), and 8 is the angle of the point at di stance r . Thus, (49) 
is the circular equivalent to (41). To determine eigenvalues we substitute 
back i nto the integral equation i n (40) . The right hand side becomes 
-24-
f s(~-~) hKm(~)d~ = [AS(o)r1 f S (~-.§.) CKmJm(bKmS) cos(m9s)d~ (50) 
A A 
where [a8(o)]-1 is absorbed into CKm . Using the transform identify in (38) 
in polar coordinates yields 
00 8Cr-~) = i PB(~~P) Jo~Ir.-~I)dP/2Tr 
o 
00 
= ~ (2-.qo) f PB(~~e) Jq(pr}Jq(ps} cos m( 9r -9 s }dpd9 s (51) 
q=O 0 
and integrating out es ' allows us to rewrite (50) as 
with 
00 
CKmcos mer f PB(~~P) Jm( pr)dp FKm( p) 
o 
a 
FKm(p) = f sJm( ps)Jm(bKms)ds 
o 
The term in (53) is approximately 6(p-bKm )/ p, so that (52) is 
-25-
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
This identifies the eigenvalue in (40) as 
(55) 
where XKm is the kth zero of Jm(X). 
Thus, the eigenvalues are obtained by sampling the circular radiance 
functi on at distance XKmAR/2na. The number of significant spatial modes could 
be identified similar to the previous example if the radiance area is taken as 
2 Tfao . Then the angle subtended by it at the source, when viewed from the 
detector is ~ao2/R2. Since each resolution area in (55) occupies a solid angle 
of A2/na2, the number of distinguishable modes is given by 
= (area radiance) (area detector) + 1 
A2R2 
The result is the same as (47), with the rectangular areas replaced by the 
equ ivalent circul ar areas. 
-26-
(56) 
AN EXAMPLE 
WHITE BANDLIMITED, RADIANCE LIMITED, GAUSSIAN FIELDS 
The results of the previous section can now be applied to the most 
practical example - that in which the coherence-separable Gaussian field can 
be considered to have a flat power spectrum over a bandwidth B, and a flat 
radiance function over a spatial area a (projected normal to the detector 
o 
line of sight), Let the detector itself have area )\ and observation time 
T, located R units from the source, For this case, the number of temporal 
modes is known to be 2BT + 1, where all modes have identical eigenvalues 
Yt , The number of spatial modes is M + 1, where M = Aao/ A2R2, and each has 
identical spatial eigenvalues Y
s 
(since samples of the radiance function are 
now all equal), This means the observed field, over a detector area and 
observation time T, has a total of (2BT + l)(M + 1) independent modes, each 
of eigenvalue YsYt' The resulting characteristic function in (27) is a 
product of a finite number of identical functions, and has the form 
( 57) 
where 
N = (2 (3T+l )(M+l) 
-27-
Subst itution into (26) can now be easily t ransformed yielding 
(58) 
where E is the total signal energy ove r all N modes and p(k,V) is the 
proba bility of k counts occurring over the volume A x T. Note that the 
resul ting density depends only upon the t otal signal energy t, the individual 
eigenvalues y , and the total number of modes N. Thus, the primary result of 
extending the point detector to an extended spatial detector is to increase the 
effec tive number of modes over the given observation time T. 
- 28-
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an investigation of the problem of 
maximum likelihood detection of one of M Poisson processes in a 
backi!:round of additive Poisson noise. When the observables cor-
re'pond to counts of emitted photoelectrons, the problem models a 
discrete version of a coherent M -ary opt ical communication system 
usin, photon counters in the presence of background radiation. 
Consideration is given to an average d istance and a detection 
probability criterion. The advantages of an M -ary pulsed intensity 
let (Poisson intensities wholly concentrated in a single counting 
interval) are demonstrated. The performance of such intensity sets 
it exhibited in terms of error probabilities, pulse widths, signal-to-
noise ratio, and channel capacity. Behavior as a function of number 
M of intensities is also discussed. By appropriate conversion these 
reaults may be used for determining power requirements in an optical 
pulse position ~odulation system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
T HE APPLICATIO of detection theory to optical communications has been a subject of increasing 
interest. Since the output of a photodetecting surface is 
often modeled as sequences of electron "counts," and 
since opt ical photoelectrons have been generally accepted 
as obeying Poisson statistics, the analysis problem is 
basically one of signal detection involving Poisson pro-
ces es. The problem was first formulated in this context 
by Reiffen and Sherman [1] , and further contributions 
were made by Abend [2], Kailath [3], and Helstrom 
[4] . In t his paper we investigate the general problem 
of AI -ary detection based upon observations of events 
de cribed by a time discrete Poisson process. Though the 
lormulation ' of the problem is of a general nature, the 
principal application is to optical communications, and 
the pract ical limits of such a system will govern the 
mathematical assumptions imposed. Consideration is 
given to the divC'rgclIce criterion for detection and to a 
criterion of maximization of pr.obability of detection, 
both readily accepted as suitable design objectives. The 
l 
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intensity set yielding optimal performance on the basis of 
special cases of these cri teria is sho\\-n to be a special type 
of orthogonal intensity set, composed of .11 disjoint 
intensities wholly concentrated in a counting interval. 
P reviously, the superiority of this type of signal et in 
binary detection had been shown by Abend [2] using a 
signal-to-noise ratio criterion, and by I\:a ilath [3] using 
a distance cri terion. This paper represents an extension 
of these results to ll[ -ury Poi on detection. 
The form ulation of the problem follows that of Reiffen 
and Sherman [1]. T he OCcurrence of events over an 
observed interval 11 T is aid to obey a Poisson process if 
t he probability of exactly k (an integer) events occurring 
is given by 
(n I1 T)k 
P(k) = e-n6T . 
k! 
(1) 
The parameter n is the average rate of occurrence a nd is 
called the intensity of the process. The average number 
of events occurring is then nl1T and is often called the 
level of the process. If the events occur over a sequence 
• of intervals I1T in which the intensity may vary from one 
interval to the next, but is constant over each interval, 
we have a discrete time-varying Poisson process. In 
photodetection, each event corresponds to the emission 
of an electron, which occurs upon arrival of a photon, 
each photon having a fixed energy. The level is therefore 
proportional to the average energy received per interval, 
while the intensity n is proportional to the average power 
(see Section V). Thus, constraints upon level and in-
tensity in Poisson processes are equivalent to energy a nd 
power constraints on the incident radiation. 
In optical pulse-code modulation (PC:'I) communica-
tions information is transmitted, as shown in Fig. l (a), 
by sending an optical signal intensity modulated with one 
of a set of possible intensities. The modulated signal is 
corrupted by background radiation of fixed intensity 
during reception, resulting in a process whose intensity 
is the sum of both intensities. The output of the photo-
detecting surface at the receiver is then a time-varying 
Poisson process of electron counts having the received 
intensity. In an At -ary system, the transmitter selects 
one of a set of M intensities for the optical process. The 
receiver, after photodetection, counts the number of 
electrons in each of U intervals I1T seconds long and 
attempts to maximum likelihood detect which of M 
intensities is controlling the observed process. We shall 
assume I1T is suitably shorter than the inverse band-
width of the intensities so that the intensity remains 
approximately constant over tiT. In addition, we assume 
that the counting interval is exactly known at the re-
ceiver by a perfect synchronization link. Thus, the above 
system can be modeled by t he block diagram in Fig. 1 (b). 
The input signal corresponds to a discrete Poisson 
process, while the interference appears as additive 
Poisson noise. (Recall that the sum of independent 
Poisson processes is itself a Poisson process having an 
intensity equal to the sum of the intensities.) The model 
INTENSITY r-- PHOTO- t---- r---- MAX . LI KE. MODULATOR DETECTOR COUNTER DECISION 
1 
aACKGROUND 
RADIATION 
(a ) 
DISCRETE } ~ +_~ POISSON 1----'-1. )-. ---I 
PROCESSES 
POISSON 
NOISE 
MAX. LIKE. L 
DETECTOR I DECISION 
F ig. 1. 
(b) 
A PCM optical communications receiver and its 
eq uivalent model 
is idealized since other sources of interference, such as 
thermal noise and dark currents, are neglected. W ith 
this model the M-ary Poisson detection problem can be 
formulated as follows. Let a sequence of events obeying 
a discrete Poisson process occur over a sequence of Af 
disjoint intervals I1T, where M I1T = T, and the count 
over each interval is independent of all others. Let the 
observed process be controlled by one of M possible l 
intensity vectors nq+no for q= 1,2,·· . ,M, where 
nq = {nqllnqu '" ,nqM} 
no = f no,no,no,' .. ,no} (2) 
for nq"no ~ O. The nonnegative nq, is thus the intensity 
of nq during the ith interval. Under a fixed energy con-
straint for each signal, we require 
M 
L nq ,l1T = N, for a!rq. 
i-l 
(3) 
The intensity vector no represents background noise of 
con tant intensity superimposed upon the desired in-
tensity. Let the corresponding number of events occur-
ring in the ith interval be k i • The problem then is to de-
termine which of the possible intensity vectors nq is 
controlling the received Poisson process by observing the 
sequence of independent counts k = I klt k2,k3,' •• ,kM I. 
Under a maximum likelihood detection criterion a nd a 
priori equilikely intensities, it is well known [1 ] that the 
optimal test is to form the likelihood functions 
where 
M 
Aq(k) = L aq,k i 
i-I 
(4) 
(5) 
1 In the statement of the problem, we assume III signals over 
M countin~ intervals. ::;lJb~equent discussion with ~he divergence 
criterion dlsprove~ the need for more t han M Intervals. The 
problem of designillg JIl signab over fewer than M in tervals is 
not considered here. 
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and select nq+n o as the true intensity if no other likeli-
hood function exceeds Aq(k). If a likelihood draw occurs 
(more than one Aq(k ) is maximum), it is known that any 
randomized choice among the maxima can be used. In the 
following, we shall use a purely random selection in the 
case of likelihood draws. Equatioll (4) can be interpreted 
as a cross correlation of k with the ctq " an operation 
readily performed by a digital cross correlator [1] . 
II. DIVER GENCE OF DETECTIO~ TEST 
The divergence between two intensities n j and nq of 
the above test is defined as 
(6) 
where 
Ajf = Aj(k) - Aq(k) 
and E,,/j(A) is t he conditio nal average of A wit h respect 
to k given the intensity n j. Abend [2] has sho\'..-n that fo r 
M = 2 (binary detection) and t he condition n~ = 0, the 
djvergence, no rmalized by the variance of A, is maxi-
mized by a "pulsed" type of intensity, where the level 
of the process is wholly concentrated in a single counting 
interval. Kailath [3] has extended this result by showing 
that, under a total energy con traint, other suitable 
forms of "distance" a re maximized by similar pulsed 
intensities. We extend these notions here to the M -ary 
case and the equal energy constraint of (3). 
The average divergence of an M -ary intensity set 
{n q } will be defined as 
_ 1 
D = -L LDjf • M2 j q (7) 
Since Eit//k i ) = (nj,+no)t..T, the average divergence 
becomes 
D = - L L L (nj; - nq ,) log 1 + -- AT { [ n j , ] 
M2 j q i no 
- log [ 1 + ::,]} 
= - L M L nj; log 1 + - -2AT [ (nj;AT) 
M2 i j K 
( nq,AT)] - ~ L nji log 1 +--
1"Q K 
(8) 
where K=not..T. The nonnegativeness of the nji and no 
allows us to write 
_ 2AT (njiAT) D 5, -- L L nji log 1 + --
M i j K 
5, - max log 1 + -- L L nj,t..T 2 [ (nj ,AT)] 
M "1 K l' 
(9) 
5, 2N log (1 + ~) 
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as an upper bound under the constraint of (3). However , 
the first equality holds if the second term in (8) is zero, 
requiring n}" for J ,eq, to be zero for all i at which no, is 
nOllzero. That is, the intensities must be mutually d is-
joint. The second und third equalities in (9) hold it 
nji = N for one i a nd nji = 0 for all other i . Thus, the 
upper bound for 75 occurs if the intensities of the set are 
disjoint and wholly concentrated in a single counting 
interval. This is satisfied with the set 
nq = {:T c5;.}, q= 1,2", ·,M (10) 
where 15 •• is the Kronecker delta. The above represents a n 
M -ary pulsed intensity set with each intensity occupying 
one of M intervals. It is significant that any disjoint 
intensity set, no matter how many intervals a re used, 
yields t he bound of the first ineq un lity of (9), but only 
t he pulsed intensity set of (10) yields the second bound . 
T hus, of all disjoint intensity sets, only the pulsed set 
maximizes 75, which immediately implies that only .11 
intervals are required for maximization with 111 intensi-
ties. Last, it may be noted that with an average energy 
constraint over all intensities, 
1 
- L Lnj;AT = N 
Jl j i 
(11) 
i nstead of (3), we have nj,5,MNjAT, and (9) becomes 
_ (MN) D 5, 2N log 1 + ~
(12) 
which exceeds ·that previously derived. Furthermore, t h e 
upper bound in (12) occurs when M -1 intensities are 
zero everywhere, and one intensity is a pulsed intensity 
having value llJN j AT. In binary communications, fo r 
example, this means that an ON-OFF binary signal is 
superior to pulse position (M = 2) signaling using t he 
same average energy. 
III. DETECTION PROBABILITY 
T he optimality of the M -ary pulsed intensity set has 
been shown, based on a divergence criterion. In this 
section we show that in certain cases this superiority 
also extends over a criterion based on maximization of the 
detection probability . We first require an expression for 
t he detection probability for a general intensity set lnq }. 
Usually this is obtained by first writing the conditional 
probability density of Aq(k), then integrating over 
regions of correct decisioning. However, Aq(k) in (4) is a 
weighted sum of independent Poisson variates which in 
general is not a Poisson variable. Rather, the true 
density involves an l\f-fold convolution of modified 
Poisson densities, yielding a result that is difficult to 
integrate. We shall instead use an alternative expression 
for the detection probability, derived in the Appendix, 
having the form 
e-lY 
P D = - L max {'T!(q,j )} (13) 
M RM f 
J 
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where N is t he intensity energy constraint of (3), RM where 
the space of a ll 1lI -d imensional vectors j having non-
negative in teger components, a nd 
and the limit follows since nq.~ T / K ~ N / K ......... 0. M [(n . + n o) ~T] ii 
'I!(q,j) = II q . . I e-Mno!;'T. 
i -I )i . 
(14) Now, with the constraint of (3), 
The derivation of (13) follo,,"s a n a nalogous procedure 
used in Gauss ian cha nnels (see [5]), but is somewhat 
complicated by t he fact t hat likelihood dra\\"s occur with 
nonzero probability. 
We would like to determine the intensity set {nql for 
which PD is maximum. This has been obtained for two 
particular cases of interest . 
Case I: M = 2 and Symmetric Intensity Sets 
Let M = 2 and consider the set of all possible sym-
metric intensity sets; i.e. , if nl = {a,bl, then n 2 = {b ,al. 
For this case it is easy to show tha t for a ny intensity set 
of this t ype, the vectors .i for which 'lr ( l,j) ~ 'lr (2,j) \\"hen 
a> b, is simply the set j = UI,]?). such tha t ]1 ~ ]2. 1! sing 
,the constraint of (3) and letting nl= {a,N - al and n 2 
= {N -a,a}, for N / 2 <a~N, the detection probability is 
e-<N+K){.., it-! (a + K)il (N - a + K)n 
PD = 2 L: L: . , . . , 
iI-O it-o )1· 12· 
+L: L: (N-a+K)it . (a + K)h} 
it-o it-it jr! j2! (15) 
where again K = no~T. Differentiating with respect to a 
yields 
dPD e-<N+Kl { .., it - I Ait- I Bit Ail Bn-1 
-- = L: L: " , . -. -, - -.-,'. , da 2 iI-O h-O ()I - 1) . ]2. )1· ()2 - 1). 
'" '" Bii AJ1-1 
+L: L: -.---
it-o i%-irJ I! (j2 - I)! 
where A = (a+K) and B = (N -a+K) . Since A and B 
are positive, the above substantiates P D as a monotone 
increasing function of a. Therefore P D is maximized with 
a having its maximum value a = N corresponding to the 
pulsed intensity set of (10) with M = 2. 
Case II: Any M, N / K-.O 
The limit above implies a high background noise level 
situation. We observe here that 
e-N 
PD = - L: max 'I!(q,j) M RM q 
= e-
N 
L: C max{exp[fji In(1 + nqjt:.T)]} 
M RM ~ i-I K 
--.- L: C max exp L: .' q. e-
N {M j ·n .~T} L ______ N_IK_ .. _O_ Al RM q i_I __ K_' ___ _ (16) 
jinqi~T N 
'" <. ~ K - )max K 
where j max = maXi liil . Thus 
PD ~ e-N L: C exp{jmax N}, M RM K 
The upper bound occurs when 
N 
--.0. 
K 
{ 
M .ijnqi~T} { N} 
max exp L: = exp jme.x K 
q i - I K 
(17) 
(18) 
which clearly is true for the pulsed intensity set of (10), 
signifying asymptotic optimality for any AI. 
To determine optimal intensity sets (either global or 
local) in the genera l case, using ( 13), s till remains a diffi-
cult t ask. It has been conj ectured by ma ny (e.g", see [1] 
and [3] ) tha t the pulsed intensity set is in fact the opti-
mal set, but to the authors' knowledge a rigorous proof 
has not been shown. 
IV. ERROR PROBABILITIES WITH PULSED INTENSITY 
SETS 
In this section we investigate the performance of the 
pulsed intensity set in M -ary detection by evaluating 
the error probability P E = 1- PD. This can be obtained 
by using (13), but the computation can be more con-
veniently handled by noting tha t for the pulsed intensity 
set of (10) {Aql of (4) constitutes a set of independent 
Poisson random variables. The variables Aq have level 
(N + K) if the qth intensity is sent, and have level K 
otherwise (K =no~T). Recall that if the qth intensity is 
sent, a correct decision will be made with probability 
1/ (r+l) if Aq equals r other A's, and exceeds the remain-
ing M - 1- r. Therefore, upon considering all possibili-
ties, the conditional detection probability is 
·L:-e K -e [
Z-I K' _ JM - 1-,[ Kz -KJ' 
1- 0 t! x! 
[ 
(M - I)! J 
r!(M - 1 - r)!(r + 1) (19) 
The right side is independent of q and thus represents the 
average detection probability. By applying the identity 
,II-I (M - 1)! L: AM-I-'B' 
r-O (r + 1)!(M - 1 - r)! 
AM-l [(1 +. B{ )"V 
M(B/ .4.) 
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we can rewrite the error probability as 
where 
= 1 _ e-(N+MK) _ I:. [(N + K): e- (N+Kl ] 
M %-1 x. 
. L: -- - [(1 + a)M - 1] [
",-1 Kle-K] M-I 1 
. 1-0 t! Ma 
a = -----
[
.<-1 KI ] 
x ! L: -
,-0 t! 
(20) 
The parameter P g(N ,K ,M) has been digitally computed 
for various values of N, K, and M. An exemplary plot 
is shown in Fig. 2 in \\'hich P E (N,3, 111) has been 
plotted for various JI as a function of N . 
It is important to note that P E depends on both t he 
normalized signal energy N and the normalized noise 
energy K in the counting interval, and not simply on 
their ratio. This fact is emphasized in Fig. 3 in which 
P B (N,K,2) is plotted as a function of K for 2 fixed ratios 
N / K. This dependence on both signal and noise energies 
distinguishes the Poisson detection problem from the 
analogous coherent Gaussian channel problem. Note that 
the interfering noise energy K depends only upon the 
background energy in the interval t:..T, which is the width 
of the transmitted intensity pulse. The prime advantage 
of optical systems is precisely their n.bility to remove the 
effect of background noise by making t:..T small, and has 
been emphasized in previous reportings [6], [7]. This fact 
can be illustrated graphically, using (20), by considering 
a binary Poisson channel (JI = 2) sending information at 
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• a rate l / T bit/ so The effect of the parameter I1T is 
indicated by plotting PE erY, noTuT/ T, ~) as a function 
of I1T I T, for fixed energy N and background noise 
energy per bit interval noT. This i shown in Fig. 4. The 
results indicate the continuous improvement obtained by 
decreasing the "duty cycle" I1T/ T, the ultimate limit 
corresponding to I1T = O. The improvement, of course, is 
made at the expense of information bandwidth and peak 
power (both inversely proportional to .J. T). Surpri ingly, 
the improvement is quite small at low values of N, and 
the increase in bandwidth may not be worth the decrease 
obtained in error probability . . 
A quantity of particular in terest to communicatioll 
engineers is the detected signal-to-noise ratio. This is 
often defined [ ] as the ratio of the quare of the average 
electron count with no noise to the variance of the count 
when noise is present. For Poi on counting tati tics 
with pulsed intensities, this becomes S / N=N2/ N+K. 
The behavior of P E of (20) as a function of K for fixed 
S I N is illustrated ill Fig. 5 for a binary sy tem. The 
results again indicate the ambiguity in u. ing S I N as a 
design criterioll. The asymptotes show the wide func-
tional variation of PEas K increases from zero. 
As illustrated in Fig. 2, t he error probabilities increase 
as },[ increases. Ho\\·ever, the use of a single et of CUf\'es 
to compare various Ji-ary y ·tems is misleading. An .1[. 
ary system with I1T-second counting intervals transmits 
log2 M bits of information in III I1T seconds. It therefore 
communicates at a rate 
log2M 
R = -- bit/ s. 
MAT 
(21) 
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~~ 
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If the transmission rate is normalized for each M, AT 
must be readjusted to maintain a fixed rate R = Ro. The 
effective noise level per counting interval is then 
Fig. 6. Error probability versus normalized signal energy N, 
each M adj usted for fixed information rate Ro. Ko = nor-
malized noise energy per interval 1/2Ro• 
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(22) 
where Ko is the noise energy in an interval 1/ 2Ro• Thus, 
for a comparison of different At-ary systems, each with 
fixed information rates, one should compare the para-
meter PE(N, 2Ko(log M) / M, AI) for each N. If this 
adjustment is made using (20), the curves of Fig. 6 are 
generated, with Ko= 1. 
The curve corresponding to M = 00 is also shown, and 
is determined by taking the limit of PE(N, 2Ko(log M) / 
M, M) as M -t 00. This can be obtained by replacing K 
in (20) by K' = 2Ko(log Jl) jJ[ and noting 
lim e-(J\"+MK')-tO 
AI-oo 
. ["-I (K')I .'J.1f-1[(1 + a)M - 1J {O, x = 1 hm I: -- e-Ii. -t 
M_ 1-0 t! Ma 1, x > 1. 
Using the above we then have 
(
log M) <Xl (N)ze-N 
lim P E N,2Ko --,M -t 1 - I: ---M_.. M %_~ x! 
1 - (1 - N e-N - e-N ) 
(1 + N)e- N (23) 
which is plotted as AI = 00 in Fig. 6. It is noteworthy that 
(23) is precisely the probability of an event count of 
zero or one occurring in a noiseless counting interval of 
signal energy N. This has the following interpretation. 
As M -t 00, the number of intervals becomes infinite, but 
the normalized noise el).ergy per interval K' = 2Ko(log 
M)/ M approaches zero. The probability that more than 
one event will occur in anyone of Ai -1 independent 
nonsignaling intervals having noise energy K' is given by 
1 - [ (1 + K')e-K']-'f-l 
This approaches zero as AI-too, indicating that counts of 
zero or one will occur in every such interval with proba-
bility one. Furthermore, there will be an infinite number 
of intervals with a zero count and with a one count. 
Therefore, as AI -t 00, an error will occur (with proba-
bility approaching one) whenever the signaling interval 
has a count of zero or onc, and an error will never occur 
when the latter interval has a count greater than one. 
Hence we have (:23). 
It is also interesting to note in Fig. 6 that the best 
system operation, in terms of minimal error probability, 
does not always correspond to ill -t 00. In fact, it C:1n be 
shown that best J[ operation depends st rollgly on the 
amount of background noise Ko. For example, if K o= O, 
it is easy to show, using (20), that for J[ finite, PE(N, K', 
M) = (!II -1)e-·v I!II, which is monotonically decreas ing 
with /If and always less than the M = 00 value of (23). 
Thus, with negligible background noise, system operation 
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improves with decreasing .11, and is best for 111 = 2· 
Physically, this means the noise reduction advantage 
due to decreasing tlT as :\1 increases does not offset the 
increasing errors due to the larger numbers of likelihood 
dra\\·s that will occur. (Recall a random choice is made 
in the event of draws.) For brge amounts of background 
noise, however, the converse is true, and llf = 00 does 
yield minimal error probabilit~·. 
It should be emphasized that a fixed energy constraint 
was imposed on the signal intensity, and therefore the 
time average power Po=NI T=NRl log AI actually 
approaches zero as ill -t 00. If the average power level 
of the source has been fixed at some level Po, N mu t 
be replaced by Po log M / R in the previous equations, 
and we find PE-tO is M-too for any Po>O. This result 
may be compared to a simila r result for an additive 
Gaussian channel [9] in which zero error probability 
occurred only if Po satisfied a condition dependent on 
the rate R. 
The P E results above are useful for determining the 
channel capacity (maximum information r~lt e) of a n M-
ary pulsed intensity et. Assume a transm·itter sends one 
of an ]I{ pulsed inten ities every T seconds, \\·ith each 
pulse having width D.T= TI M. If the transmitter oper-
ates at a fixed rate Ro, then again T = (log M) I Ro as 
given by (21). The channel can now be represented as a 
symmetric channel in which each of the M equally likely 
intensities is converted to itself with probability 1- P E, 
and is com'erted to any of the other intensities with equal 
probability Pe/ (M -1). The channel capacity for this 
type of system is known to be 
log M+PE log (P E/ (Jf-1»+(I-P e ) log (i-PE) C=--=------=----------=----
log MIRo (24) 
where PE=PE(N, 710 log MI MR o, M) . We shall again 
consider the ignal intensity energy N, the background 
noise power 710, and the rate Ro to be held fixed. Then, as 
M-too, P E approaches the limit in (23), while the chan-
nel capacity has the limit 
C -t [1 - (1 + N) e-N]Ro (25) 
for N finite. The above indicates that information transfe r 
can be forced to approach any de ired rate with a finite 
signal energy by using un increasingly larger number of 
intensities and adjusting Ro at the transmitter. Ho\\·eve r, 
each level is transmitted \\·it h a nonzero error probabilit :\', 
and the information bandwidth and peak power become 
infinite. Again introduction of a transmitter power con-
straint, instead of an ene rgy constraint, will yield opera-
tion at a capacity Ro with a zero error probability as 
.If -t 00. 
V. SU:\DfARY A=-OO ApPLICATION OF RESULTS 
In this paper we have investigated "f-ary Poisson 
detection, defined as the maximum likelihood detection 
of one of a set of M discrete Poisson processes in the 
presence of :1n additive disc rete Poisson noise process. 
r-
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The model represents a discrete version of all optical 
communication system in \rhich the observable;; are 
counts of photoelectrons, the signals are intcnsity modu-
lated continuous-wave optical ource:>, and the noise is 
background radiation received within the optical band-
width. The photoelectron count can then be modeled as 
a time varying Pois on process whose average rate is 
proportional to the sum of the illt en ities of the modu-
lated source and the background radiation. In prn.ctical 
operation, the intensity of the optical source is a con-
tinuous process, but the a lla lysis can be put on a discrete 
basis by partitioning the signaling intervals into sub-
intervals over which the intensit~, is taken to be con-
stant. The above Poisson model is examined, and the 
advantages of a pulsed type of intensi ty set are demon-
strated. The latter corre ponds to an optical system 
using pulse position modulatioll ill which illformatio n is 
transmitted by a burst or pulse of optical energy located 
in one of a set of pulse positions. The performance of such 
a system, in terms of pul e wiJth and numbers of pul e 
positions, is presented here. The re ult of this paper 
basically represent thcoretical limit which an optical 
link can approach, since the deleterious effects of re-
ceiver (thermal) noise have been neglected. This latter 
assumption becomes valid, for example, when photo-
multipliers are used in detection, and the background 
radiation collected at the receiver is the predominant 
source of noise. 
The analyses and performance re ults are in terms of 
N and K, the average electron counts due to signal and 
noise, respcctively . However, the e results can be easi ly 
converted to average power requirements by using the 
relations 
N = 7JP.M/ hfB 
. K = 7JPn / hfB 
where p. and P n are the average signal and background 
noise power, h = 6.62 X 10- 34 J. s, 7J is the photodetector 
efficiency (including photomultiplication), f is the optical 
frequency of the continuous-wave ource, and B = 1/ 6T. 
The average power P, and P n can be further converted to 
transmitted power by introducing pace 10 ses and re-
ceiver optics (e.g., see [10, chs. 1 and 2]). Exact syn-
chronization ha been as umed here between transmitter 
and receiver at all ti meso Besides receiver thermal noise, 
the analysis ha excluded the effect. of photomultiplier 
statistics, saturation, and dark currents. We also have 
a.<;;sumed constant intensity background radiation which 
implies a wide-band optical filter. This assumption 
restricts the minimum value of 6T to approximately 
10-10_10- 12 second. 
ApPENDIX 
In this Appendix we derive (13) of the report. The 
average probability of correct ly determining t he true 
intensity in M -ury transmission is 
1 ltf 
PD = - L p(DI q) (26) 
M q-I 
where p(D i q) is the probability of correct detection, 
given that nq+no is the true intensity. :\fow the condi-
tional probability of the occurrence of an observed vector 
k = j = Uilj~,.i3'· .. ,j.l/) , given nq+n o, is 
.\{ [(nq + no)~ T] i, 
P(k = ji q) = II '. e-(.l[no ) ~T e-'V 
i-I J,! 
c::. -v(q,j) e-N (27) 
where N is the energy constraint given in (3). The condi-
tional detection probability p(Di q) is then obtained by 
summing over the set of allj, such that a correct decision 
is made. A correct decision " 'i ll occur when the qth 
intensity is used, if .\q is selected as being the largest. If 
no other ;\, exceeds Aq, but T of the A, equal .\q, the re-
ceiver will be correct with a probability of l / (r +1), 
assuming a purely random selection is made when likeli-
hood eq uali tie occur. Xow j is an .11 dimensional vector 
with nonnegative integer components, and we shall 
denote the pace of a ll such vectors as R.l/. The condi-
tional detection probability p(D i q) can thereiore be 
written by summing over all jER.lf leading to a correct 
decision. Thus, 
M-\ 1 
p(D I q) = L -- L -v(q,j) e-N (28) 
.-0 r + 1 Jq. 
where J q• is the set of jERM such that no other A, 
exceeds Aq, and r other A, equal Aq. If we let Iq denote the 
r dimensional index set corresponding to these r A" we 
can for simplicity denote J q. sy mbolically as 
J q• = fj C RM: Aq = max Ak = A" t C Iq) . (29) 
k 
Substituting (2 ) into (26) yields a general expression 
for the detection probability: 
e-N M M-I 1 
P D = - L L L -- -v(q,j). (30) 
Al q_1 .-0 Jq. r + 1 
Now by examining carefully the set J q• we can simplify 
the above. :\Iaking use of the monotonicity of the 
exponential function , we can write: 
J q. = U C R.lf: exp (Aq) = exp (max Ak) 
= expA" t C Iq) 
= {j C gil: g [(nqi + no)6T]i' 
.1/ 
= maxII [(nk, + no)6T]ii (31) 
k i-I 
M 
= II [en"~ + no)6T]i', 
= U C R.l/: -V (q,j) max -v(k,j) 
k 
= -v(t,j), t C Iq}. 
Thus J q. can be alternatively defined as the set of j 
for which (-vq,j) is one of r+ 1 maximum -v(k,j) func-
tions. This means every j in J qr also belongs to r other 
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sets J", tC l q , or correspondingly, a point j in J" , 
tClq , exists such that 'It(t,j) ='It(q,j). i\ote that the set 
of subspaces I J q ,) are disjoint for different r, but not 
for different q. With these facts consider the summation 
:!- " 'It (q ,j) 
L. L. (32) 
q- l Jq, r + 1 
for fixed r. For any term of the sum, say 'l'(IJo ,jo)/(r+ 1),. 
there exist r other terms having the same value, one for 
each point jo of J
"
, tClqo . The total contribution to the 
sum above from this set of r+ 1 terms is then 
(r + 1) [ 'It(qo,jo) ] = 'It (qo,jo) 
r + 1 
= max 'It(q,jo) 
q 
(33) 
t he last equation follo\\' ing since j oE J qor • Thus, over-
lapping points in the ummation of (32) co ntribute a 
total amount given by (33). It therefore follows that 
M 'It (") I: I: q,l I: max 'It (q ,j) (34) 
q-l Jq r r + 1 V Jq, 
q 
where UqJq, is the union over q of the subsets lJq,). 
Inverting the order of summation in (30) and using (34) 
allows us to rewrite 
P D = 
e-N M - l 
M 
e-N 
I: L max 'It(q,j) 
r-O V J qr q 
q 
- I: max 'It(q,j) 
M RM q 
where we have employed the fact that the UqJq, 
disjoint subs paces, and the sum over a ll r span 
whole space RM. Equat~on (35) is the same as (13). 
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Estimation of Delay of !If PPM Signals in Laguerre 
Communications 
N. C. MOHA TY, MEMBER, I EEE 
Abstract-In this note the maximum likelihood detector for M 
pulse-position-modulated ' (PPM) signals in Laguerre communica-
tions is derived. A decision-directed maximum likelihood estimator 
for the delay of M PPM signals is discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The output of an idealized quantum photo detector is a doubly 
stochastic Poisson process wi th the intensity of the process 
A(t} - fj I Set} + n et } I' 
where n (t},t.(O,T}, is zero-mean white Gau ian band limi ted to 
±B Hz and 8 (t ) is a determini tic signal occupying the same band. 
Karp and Clark [1 J have shown that the probabi li ty of the number 
of counts N T in [0, TJ is K and is given by Laguerre distribu tion, i.e., 
peN ~ KJ _ (fjN. }1C 
T - (1 + fjN. ) I+IC-HBT 
.exp [ -fj ~T I S et) I' dt / (1 + fjN.) ] 
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energy. For a wide ra nge of signal intensities I S (I) I', this can be 
approximated by a P oisson dis tribution with intensity 
fj I S et) I' + fji> 
where f3N. «1 and 2BT » 1. i> is the total average noise power 
2BN •. Estimat ion of the delay of one signal in optical communica-
tion is discussed by Karp and Clark [ I J and. Bar-David [2]. In this 
note we wan t to est imate the delay of !If pulse-position-modulated 
(PPM) signa ls in Laguerre commllni('lltions when the receiver does 
not know which signal is present. In this Jf-ary PPl\1 system, the 
transmi t ter selects one of the ~et of M intensities for the optical 
process. The receiver, after photo detertion, count s the K" the nllm-
ber of electrons in each (M + 1 ) in tervals, tlT seconds long, and 
attempts to maximum likelihood detect which of JIf intensities is 
controlling the observed proress. On the basi of this decision, the 
maximum likelihood est imate of the delay (J, 0 < (J < tlT, is derived 
when the signal- to-noise ralio (S R ) is very high and it is compared 
with distribution of Poisson s tatis tics. 
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD DETECT OR 
A suming the cost mat ri x /r;j I i such that Co'; = 0, C;j = 1, i -;e j, 
and the s ignals a re equ ilikely, we decide S. if join t dis tribution 
(K", • • ,KN +,) satisfies 
P (K " K " " "K,,,+,/S.) = max P (K "K., ·· ·,KM+,/Sj) . (2) 
1$j9f 
inee ou r a umption is white band-limi ted noise, rounts in each 
in terval, i.e., K . counts in the in terval «i - 1) tlT,itlT) , are inde-
pendent 
Signals are given by 
(VE, 
S.(t) = ~ 
lO, 
M+l 
II P(K;/Sj ) . 
• -1 
if tlT (i - 1) < t < itlT 
elsewhere. 
Sin ce (1) is generated by convolut ion of M-fold, the joint distribu-
t ion of K"K., ·.· ,K..,+, is given by 
P (K "K" " ' ,KM+,/Sj) = aK,bLlC i « tlT - (J )C)LKi+ l (- (Jc ) 
where 
fjN. 
a = --- K, = K , + K. + ... + K M +, 1 + fjN.' 
b - 1 +lfjN. exp [ - 1 :T:N.] 
E 
C = (J = delay parameter. N. (l + fjN.) , 
Therefore, (2) becomes 
L K, « tlT - (J )c) L IC,+l ( -(Jc) = max LKi ( - ( tlT - 8)c)LKi+1 ( -(Jc ) 
15;;$.11 
then s. is sent. Since this maximization is true for all (J, and LIC ( -x) 
is a monotonically increasing function in x ~ 0, the rule ill to decide 
8. if 
f LXI ( - (tlT - (J )CLKi+1 ( -(Jc) diJ 
- max !LKi( - ( AT - (J ~C)LlC i+l( -(JC) diJ. 
15;;$M 
.LIC,BT [ - ~T I S et ) I' dt / N.( l + fjN.) ] (1) Using identities [3J, and after some algebra, decide s. if 
where fj is a cons tant direclly proportional to the detector quantum 
efficiency and surface area and inversely proportional to photon 
Pap!'r approved by the Associate Editor (or Space Com munications o( 
the I F. ~~ F. ('ommunicat Ions flod"t y (or puhli<-at ion without oral presenta-
tIOn . :llanuscript rI'cf'ivl'(l :II arch :.!. 1!J73 ; rl'visl'd :\uvC'mh('r 2:1.1\173. 
The author Is wILh the f)"partment o f Electrical Engineering. State 
Univonolty or New York at Buffalo. Buffalo. N. Y. 
LK<+IC ,+,+I ( -tlTE) "" max LKi+IC,+,+I( -ATE). 
1$;$.11 
Since Laguerre polynomials are increasing, the decision criteria be-
comes decide 8 i if 
7l( 
c 
o 
R 
'- ------
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CONCLUSION 
An adaptive estimator bll~ed on de ('is ion criteria is derived on the 
assumption of very high SNR . A minimum mean-square estimator 
can be derived if we assume some statistics on O. Related matters 
are discussed in [4}-[6]. 
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Fig. 1. Maximum likelihood detector of M PPM signals. 
The receiver counts the number of photons in each of two adjacent 
counters and compares and decides Si if the count is maximum in 
the ith counter of 2tlT. See Fig. 1. When the counting statistics are 
Poisson (i.e., when the S R is very high), it can be easily verified 
that the decision criteria is the same as the preceding statements. 
MAXIMUi\l LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATOR 
Based on the decision that}i Ls present, we will find that the 
maximum likelihood estimator (h·OL must satisfy 
Again using Laguerre identities [3J, (3) becomes 
LII./_ I ' ( - t:.T - OL)c)LII.;+l ( - OLC) 
(3) 
= L/{ ; (- (tlT - 8L)c)LII./+l-I' ( - OLC). 
Assuming very high SNR, 
( - x)II. 
LO(x) ,....,,---
K! ' 
when x» 1. 
Using (3) and (4), 8 must satisfy 
(tlT - Odc 8Lc + , = +-. 
Kj Ki+' 
From (5), we get 
- tlTKj+1 OL = ---'--
K j + Kj+,' 
(4) 
(5) 
When the cou_nting statistics are Poisson, the maximum likelihood 
estimator for 0 must satisfy 
This, on simplifica tion, gives 
(t:.T - 8p ) E + P 8p E + P 
Ki K i +1 
(6) 
From (6), we get 
• ATEK i+1 + P (Ki+l - K, ) Op = .' 
E (K. + K i +l ) 
When E/P » 1, 8p and 8L are almost equal. 
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On the Identifiability of Finite Mixtures of Laguerre 
Distributions 
N. C. MOHANTY 
AbstrQct-Finite mixtures of Laguerre distribution are identifiable. 
INTRODUCTION 
Identifiability is a necessary criterion for estimating parameters 
in a mixture distribution . It is known [I]. [2] that the classes of 
normal, exponential , Cauchy, and negative binomial distribu-
tions are identifiable. It was established by Feller [3] that 
mixtures of Poisson di stributions are identifia ble . In this corre-
spondence we show that mixtures of Laguerre distributions are 
identifiable using a theorem of Teicher [4] . It is worthwhile to 
mention that the Poisson distribution is a limiting case of the 
Laguerre distribution, both of which are encountered in optical 
communication theory [5]. 
LAGUERRE AND POISSON MIXTURES 
We shall use the following theorem. 
Theorem [4] : Let ~ = {F } be a family of cumulative dis-
tributions with transforms 4>(t) defined for I E S<1> (the domain of 
definition of 4» such that the mapping M : F -+ 4> is linear and 
one to one. Suppose that there exists a total ordering (5) of :F 
such that FI < F2 implies i) S<1>, 5 S<1> ,. ii) the existence of 
some tiE S<1>. (I I being independent of4>2) such that Iim,_
" 
4>2(1)/ 
C%li(t) = O. Then the class K ' of all finite mixtures of ~ is 
identifiable. 
Proposition: The class of all finite mixtures of Laguerre dis-
tributions is identifiable. 
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Proof: 
peN = K) = exp (~) ZK(I - Z)2+ I L7.: (x), 
1- Z 
where LK"( ) is the associated Laguerre polynomial of order ex, 
x is the parameter, and !Z! < I. 
The Laplace transform of peN = K) [6] is denoted by 
(I - Z),,+I [( ze- I )] 
<1>(1) = (I _ eZ - ')«+ I exp x A. - I _ Z-I ' 
where A. = Z /(l - Z). If X2 > Xl> then P(xt,K) < P(x2 ,K) 
4>2(1) = exp [(X2 _ XI) (A. _ Ze -
I 
)] . 
<1>t(t) I - Ze-' 
NowwithS<1> = (- 00 ,+ 00 ) and tl = 10gZ 
lim <1>it) = O. 
I-I. <1>1(t) 
CONCLUSION 
When the counting statistics are Poisson or Laguerre, finite 
mixtures of the counting statistics are identifiable. 
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M-ary Laguerre Detection 
Abstract 
In this correspondence. maxim~m-likelihood M-STy detection theory 
II applied to an incoherent opticel system model employing photo 
detectors governed by Laguerre counting statistics_ It is shown that 
a maximum-likelihood Laguernl detector cOITesponds to a count 
comparison over each signaling interval. Error probability is derived. 
I. Introduction 
In a communication system using optical devices, the 
receiver is modeled as a counter of elec trons which are 
emitted from a photodetector when a modulated optical 
wave in the form of photons is incident on it. The synthesis 
of the optimal receiver processing and its resulting perform-
ance depend upon the statistics associated with this count-
ing. The probability of obtaining K photoelectrons in the 
fmite time interval (0, t) due to a general radiant source is 
Poisson distributed according to the function 
Manuscript received lune 5, 1972-
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p[U •• t ~K~(t)l ~ Kll [[ O'/(t')dtT 
• exp [...,.[ I(t')dt] 
where a' is constant associated with the photodetector, 
UR ,I is the random variable that represents the number of 
photoelectron counts, and 1(1) is the intensity of the light. 
When 1(1) is a random function of time, the sum of a 
deterministic signal and a random noise, the probability 
distribution is a random function of time. The required 
stationary counting distribution P(UR ,I = K) , which char-
acterizes the detection process, is found by the statistical 
average of P[ U R ,I lI(t)] : 
p[U'.t ~Kl ~ )! f Ht l(t')dT 
• exp [_a S: l(t') dtJ P(I) dt (1) 
where P(f) is the probability distr ibution of the intensity 
I(t) of the optical wave incident upon the detector 
[7, pp. 11-12] . Ingeneral , PlUR ,1 =K] ~ P(K) is a double 
stochastic Poisson process [8] . We will consider the case 
in which intenSity is the complex envelope of the optical 
field; i.e., 
I(t) = 1S(t) + n(t)12 
where Set) is a deterministic signal and n(t) is zero-mean 
Gaussian noise band-limited to ±B Hz. With a' :: 1 and 
signal bandwidth less than noise bandwidth, taking first, 
(2Bt + 1) eigenvalues of the· covariance of n(t), it can be 
shown (1] that the probability distribution of K electrons 
is given by 
P(K) :: NK exp [1-: N] L'k [N(~~ Nj] (2) 
(1 + N)cr+K+ 1 
where N is the average number of noise photon counts per 
time space mode, given by Planck 's formula N = [exp(hf!el1) 
- 1)-1, where h is Planck's constant , e is Boltzmann's 
constant, and r is the optical carrier frequency, E is the 
energy of the signal, 
L~(x) ~ IX:;) 
m=O 
(-xyn 
m! 
and a = 2BI is the time-bandwidth product. 
roaUSPONDENCE 
When the counting statistics are Poisson, the detection 
and estimation problems are considered by Reiffen and 
Sherman [2 ] , Bar-David [3], and Gagliardi and Karp 
[4]. In this correspondence, we will consider detections of 
M signals when counting statistics are governed by Laguerre 
distribu tion. Detection schemes for two signals in this 
area are considered by Helstrom [5] and Gagliardi [6] . 
II. M-ary Laguerre Detection 
In an M-ary system, the transmitter selects one of a set 
of M intensities for the optical process. The receiver, after 
photodetection, counts the numbe r of electrons in each of 
M intervals 6T(M!::.T = r seconds long, and attempts maxi-
mum-likelihood detection of which of M intensities is 
controlling the observed process. We shall assume that!::.T 
is suitably shorter than the inverse bandwidth of the 
intensities, so that the intensity remains approximately 
constant over!::'T. In addition, we assume that the counting 
interval is exactly known at the receiver by a perfect 
synchronization link, signals are equilikely, and the cost 
matrix is given by Cij , cii = 0, Cij = 1, i '* j. After observing 
K :: (K l' K 2, K 3,·· ·, KM), where Ki is the count in the 
interval [(i - l)!::.T, i/::.T] and M!::.T = t, we decide Sj if 
p(KIS.) = max p(KiS ·). 
J 1 <.j<.M I (3) 
Since our assumption is white noise, the Ki are independent, 
M 
p(KlSj ) = JI P(KiISj ) . 
Signals are given by 
s,{r) = { E' 0, 
i=l 
if !::.T(i - I) ~ r <'i!::.T 
elsewhere. 
Since (2) is generated by convolution of M-fold 
NK i [_Ei] [Ei ] 
P(KilS) = exp 1 + N LKi N(I +N) 
(1 + N)Ki+ 1 
(4) 
(5) 
where £i is the signal energy in the ith counting interval, 
and from (5), we get 
p(KjlSj) = NKj exp [~]LKj [ -E ] 
(1 + W j+ 1 1 + N N( 1 + N) 
(6) 
Using (4), (5), and (6), 
0L [ -E ] XI N(I +N) . (7) 
Substituting (7) into (3) and cancelling common terms, we 
get 
if S; is decided. Lm [-x] is a monotonic increasing function 
if x ;;. O. Therefore, K; = max K,' if S; is decided. The 
1 <.i<:.M 
scheme is to make a compariso n of counts, and then to pick 
the maximum one. When M = 2, our result agrees with 
Gagliardi [6] . 
III. Error Probability 
Our decision scheme suggests that , after count ing 
electrons in M counters, we select Si if the count in the ith 
count is maximum. Following the procedure of Gagliardi 
and Karp (4 ) , probability of error PE, when signal S; is 
decided, is given by 
PE = L L · .. · L P(K1IS; )P(K2ISi)P(KMI Si) 
X; Xj-l =X/ XM =Kj 
.. L P(KtlSj ) 
K M =Kj 
.. L P(K I ISj) 
K],f= K j 
+ ... 
+ ... 
+ (M~ J X~o P(Kj ISj)P(KjISj) '" P(K jISj)} . (9) 
1 
Using [7] , we get, from (8), 
I K . a I ~ 1M [ (M -1)K· PE = 1+ N t a 'bLK;[C) (I -a,/,-l 
where 
( 
(M -3)K;) K .-2 a 
. La 1 bLK · 2 [C] M 1 
1- (I-a)-
+ ... 
N 
a=I+N' b = exp r_~] [ I + N 
-E 
C = N(I + N)' 
By using the identity 
we get , from the (10), 
( I )M{ b 1 r. -CaM] PE = -I -+ -N (-I----=a'-)M---I (1 - aM) - rxp -aM---I 
-1 [-<:'0] I (M) b3 
• (1-a) exp -=t +3 3 M-3 
a (I-a) 
(10) 
[
CaM -2 ] -2 [-2Ca] 
• (1-aM - 2) exp (1 -0) exp--
aM -2 - 1 0 - I 
1 / M) M [-McaJ1L 
+M\M+ 1 b exp ~dJ' 
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On further simplification, we get 
PE ~b exp[ caM M~ M . 1 1 - a ~ I ( M ) br = 1 + N I - aM - L r r - I (I - aM ~ + 1) r - 2 
{ r. -rca] caM -r+I } • eXPla - 1 + aM - r +I - 1 
This result can be computed very easily for various values of 
M, E , andN 
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Communication Theory for the Free-
Space Optical Channel 
S. KARP, MEMBER, IEEE, E. L. O'NEILL, AND R. M. GAGLIARDI, MEMBER, IEEE 
Abstract-The current understanding of quantum detectors. the 
noile mechanisms wh ich limit (are basic to) thei r operation . and 
their application to optical communications ( theory) is summarized . 
In this context . we are considering channels in which the electromag · 
netic field is not subjected to any propagation effects other than a 
geometric loss. (Such a channel would exist between satellites.) 
Consequently. we will concentrate on optimum t ime processing using 
the tool. of statistical communication theory. 
Fundamental to the study of a detection process is the need to 
develop a good mathematical model to describe it [1 ]-[6]. Therefore. 
approximately one-fifth of the paper is devoted to establishing. in a 
lemi-classical analysis. the quantum detector output electron num· 
bar as a conditional Poisson process with the conditioning variable 
being the modulus of the electromagnetic field. Once this has been 
established . these results are used to derive various limiting probabil -
ity densities related to actual practice. Although the mathematical 
details are omitted . these results will be presented from the view-
point of orthogonal function expansions and interpreted in terms of 
an eigenspace. 
The resulting current flow is analyzed next as a shot noise process. 
and the power density spectrum is calculated . Attention is focused 
on isolating the signal components from the noise in terms of b!lth 
the current probability density and the power density spectrum. 
Exampl"s are given where appropriate. At this point. an understand · 
ing of the underlying noise processes will have been presented and 
attantion will shift to analog and digital communications. 
The analog communication will be presented primarily in terms of 
the lignal-to-noise ratio . Tha SIN ratio in direct detection will be pre-
• ented both as a ratio of the integrals of two separate portions of the 
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spectrum and as a ratio of two moments of the probability density 
describing the current . These calculations will be extended to includ"l 
heterodyne detection. 
Digital communications will be discussed in the context of detec-
tion theory. It will be shown that the likelihood ratio is often a mono-
tonic funct ion of the random variable representing the number of 
electrons flowing. Hence optimum processing will consist of a 
weighted count of electrons from various counting modes. Digital 
design will be prtosented in terms of M-ary signaling. error probabil-
it ies. and information rates . 
1. INTRODUCTION 
W E BEG! with a classical description for the en-ergy and mo~entum densities of a radiation field for both the stngle- and multtmode cases. Confining 
our treatment to the semi-classical theory, we ketch brieOy 
the argument that the probability of ejecting an electron 
from a photo-cathode surface in a short time interval is 
proportional to the light intensity. From this point of view. 
we deduce an expression for the probability of releasing n 
photoelectrons in a time T in terms of a weighted Poisson 
distribution . The weight factor is the probability distribu-
tion for the accumulated energy received on the photode-
. tective surface in equal times . 
A. Semi-Classical Theory 
/) Normal Mode Decomposition of the Field: We begin 
our description of the semi-classical theory of radiation and 
matter by writing down the free space wave equation for the 
vector potential A(r, t) 
V2A a2A 
- c2 at2 = O. (1) 
I 
..J 
1612 
E lecting to work in the Coulomb gauge, div A =0, the 
electric and magnetic field vectors are now given by 
E = _ oA 
at 
8 = curi A. (2) 
Concentrating firs t on a single mode of the radiation field , a 
plane wave is characterized by the components of the wave 
vector k = (kx, kyo kJ where w=lklc. However, even a fter 
specifying the direction and frequency of a plane electro-
magnetic wave, there still exists the possibility of two in-
dependent, orthogonal polarization directions, a 1 and a 2 ' 
A plane wave, then, at frequency w propagating in the 
direction k can be written as : 
A(r. t) = aCt) exp (ik . r)+ a*(t) exp ( - ik . r ) (3a) 
t. = iw((a exp(ik' r)-a*exp(-ik' i)) (3b) 
8=i[(k xa)exp(ik ' i)-(k xa*)exp(-ik ' r)] (3c) 
where 
It will also turn out to be useful to list the energy density f.l 
plus the linear a nd angular momentum den ities 9 a nd i1i 
associated wi th this wave. 
E' jj + B' H 2 2 1 12 J1 = 2 = w co a 
- E x fl 1 -1 .., 2W2co 1 2r 9 = -- = - -2 (A x curl A) = -- al K 
c
2 f.loC c 
1 . 
m = - 2 (A x A) = 2wco(lb +12 - Ib _12)k (4) 
}loC 
where 
fi . b± = T (a l ± !a2)' 
We are following here the notati on of Louisell [7]. The 
ambiguit y in sign in the last expression is rem oved when we 
choose either right- or left-h anded circularly polarized light. 
Of course. for linearly po larized light, a I and G 2 are in phase 
so tha t with Ib + 12 = Ib _12 no net angular momentum is 
propagated. We a lso add in passi ng tha t the second term in 
(3a) is added to ensure the reality of ,4 =,4*. A plane wave 
traveling in the o pposite direction (- k) is obtained by 
changing the sign of k. Fina ll y. a standing wave is described 
by taking a linear combination of the expression with 
+ k and - k. Before moving on to the multi mode descrip-
tion of the rad ia tion field, we will now select a single 
polarization component of the field a nd decompose this 
complex quantity in the fonn : 
(5) 
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Under this transformation of variables, the energy and 
momentum densities become 
p2 + w2q2 
JA ' = ) ) = H· ) 2 ) 
H· r g . =---1. K 
J C (6) 
so that as far as energy and momentum co nsiderations are 
concerned, the radiation field can be treated as a simple 
harmonic osci llator obeying Hamilton's canonical equa-
tions of motion 
aH. q.=-) ) apj 
_ aHj . Pj = 
aqj (7) 
Turning now to the multi mode description of the field, we 
impose periodic boundary conditions by introducing the 
triad of integers 11,12 , and 13 into the relation 
(8) 
For economy in notation, we will henceforth use the symbol 
I to imply this triad, and all Fourier sums will be treated as: 
(9) 
Moreover, the orthogonality relation 
foL foL foL exp [i(k I - k I ' ) . rJ dx dy dx = V 151/' (10) 
taken over a cube of volume V = L 3 will guarantee that each 
mode will contribute independently I to the total energy and 
momentum of the field . 
We are now in position to put all these pieces together. 
Starting with the multi mode description of the vector 
potential 
A(r, t) = II GI" exp Uk I ' r) + complex conjugate (1 1) 
I." 
and introducing the canonical variables q'a and PIa through 
the relation 
1 
a,,, = J 2 (W,q'a + iP'a) 
4cOVWI 
(12) 
we may now list the expressions for the total energy and 
momentum of the field in the form 
I Of course. this lack of cross tenns in adding up the total energy of a 
sys tem is the v. hole idea behind normal mode decomposition . Also . 
dloo"ng plane v.a\e clgcnJ'um: lI (llh. mlhog(lnal over cubic geometry. is 
Ilh: reJ~ the ~Illlpicst wa~ to proceed. Ultllllatdy. we will work wi th the 
mode density. in which case the SIze and shape of the cavity will not appear. 
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( 13) 
These equations indicate that so far as energy and mo-
mentum are concerned, the radiation field may be con-
sidered as a collection of oscillators, each contributing 
(per mode) to the total energy and momentum. We point 
out here that a quantum oscillator's level of excitation is 
given by H,u = I1luhwl and when this condition is inserted into 
(13) there results the conclusion that a radiation field may 
be treated as a superposition of discrete photons, n,u per 
mode, each possessing energy hw, momentum hw,/c and 
angular momentum ± h. 
2) Interaction Between an Atom and a Radiation Field: A 
complete description of the emission and absorption of light 
by an atom influenced by a radiation field is well beyond the 
scope of this paper. The reader, interested in the details of 
the process, is urged to consult [7J - [IO). We present here 
only a bare outline of the approach insofar as it related to 
the photon counting distribution. 
Starting with the complete Hamiltonian for a charged 
• particle in an electromagnetic field 
- ;P H = (p - e ) + HR + e V 
2m (14) 
we neglect the term in e2 and use the gauge condition div 
A =0 to reduce this to 
( 15) 
where H,. =(p2j2m)+eV is the Hamiltonian of the atom, 
HR = 2:IH,u 
, u 
is the Hamiltonian of the radiation field, and 
HI = - (e/m)A . Ii is the interaction Hamiltonian. Combining 
the first two terms into the unperturbed Hamiltonian 
Ho = HA. + HR , we next treat H, as a perturbation and at-
tempt to solve the Schrbdinger equation 
(Ho + H1)11/I ) = ih c~> . (16) 
Using the method of fir t order perturbation theory, we 
attempt an expansion of 11/1) into a linear combination (with 
time varying coefficients) of the eigenstate II/I~ ) of the 
unperturbed Hamiltonian, known to satisfy the equation 
Holl/I~) = ih c31~t~) . (17) 
In this expansion we have 
11/1) = ~ Cn(t) exp ( - ~ Ent) II/I~) (18) 
and the probability of finding the system in a state II/I~> is 
(19) 
Assuming then that the combined system, atom plus radia-
tion field, begins in some initial state, Ii), (18) implies a set of 
coupled equations for the probability amplitude (Cn(t)) from 
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which one can determine Ie J(t)j2 , the probability of finding 
the combined system in the final state If ). Summing over 
all final states, and making a number of simplifying assump-
tions [8]- [10], one ends up with Fermi's "golden rule" for 
the probability per second for a transition in the form 
~ ~ 2: l<fI Hll i)12 p(EJ ). (20) 
Here peE J) is the density-in-energy of the final states, and 
<fIHlli ) represents the matrix element of the perturbatIOn 
Hamiltonian between the initial and final states. When 
applied to the problem of an atom in a radiation field, one 
must distinguish between the cases when only the atom and 
both the atom and the radiation field are treated as quan-
tized systems. In the former, the semi-classical treatment, 
one can correctly deduce Einstein's B coefficient for stimu-
lated emission and absorption in terms of the electric dipole 
moment taken between the initial and final wave functions 
of the atom. On the other hand, when one also quantizes the 
field including the zero point fluctuation, then (20) also 
predicts the existence of Einstein '5 A coefficient for spon-
taneous emission. 
3) Photon Counting Statistics: The consequence of (20) 
that is of importance to us is that it leads [8] to the result 
that in a short time M the probability of ejecting an electron 
from an atom on the surface of a photocathode is propor-
tional to the incident intensity of the light I(t) . That is 
PI(t, t + ~t) = aI(t) ~t. (21) 
For sufficiently short times poet, t + M) ~ I - -:xI(t) ~t so that 
in an interval (0, t + ~t) there are but two ways of releasing 
n photo-electrons, given by 
Pn(O, t + ~t) = Pn- I (0, t)aI(t)~t + Pn(O, t)( I - al(t)~t). (22) 
Subtracting Pn(O, t) from both sides and dividing by M 
before passing to the limit, we can write 
(23) 
The solution to this differential-difference equation is 
Pit) ~ [·l /(t')dtJ exp [ -·l /(t')dt} 
n n! (24) 
Now if this process were carried out a number of times over 
similarly prepared realizations of the field, the average over 
this ensemble would lead to 
. 1"" (aw)" exp (-aw) 
p"(t, T) = 0 pew) dw 
n! (25) 
where 
w·= r+ T I(t')dt' 
and P(w)dw IS the probability for w to lie In the range 
(w, w+dw). 
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4) M(lde Density: So far as the question of density of 
radiat ion modes is concerned, we can start from one of 
several points of view. From the viewpoint of wave optics. 
light of wavelength i. emerging from a slit of width I1x can 
be expected to produce interferenc~ and diffraction effects 
over an angle A:x such that AxA:x ~ i .. Extending this notion 
to the elemental area As = AxAy we see that 
i,2 AA 
Arxti{3 '" As = Ii!' (26) 
In terms of the "coherence area," this can be written as 
;.2 ;'2 
AA ..... As/R2 = Ml' (27) 
Further, if ligh t proceeding fro m As has a bandwidth AY 
then there exi. ts a "coherence time" A( - 1 fA" correspond-
ing to a "coherence length" ti/=ctil -citil'. D ividing by 
two to take in to account the two independent polarization 
states, we now write for the "coherence volume" 
AAAI (cAl)A 2 1 
AV = -2- = 2Ml = 2,1{l (,,2 / (,3)AI' (28) 
In a volume V, we expect to find tiN = V /.1 V mo des. or in 
terms of mode density 
/1N \ ,2 
N = - = (2)( /1Q) - · \' VAy ('3 (29) 
For isotropic rad iat io n, this reduces to the famil ia r expres-
sion 
8ny2 
N. = - 3- ' 
C 
(30) 
F rom a purely qua ntum stat istica l point o f view. the ele-
mentary cell size in pha se space is given by 
(31 ) 
so that for a bea m o f photo ns of momentum p=hl'/c in a 
so lid angle /1Q a bo ut p we have: 
h3 h3 
/1x/1 vAz '" p2 Ap/1Q = (h3y2/c3)AY/1Q (32) 
Dividing by two to account for the two orthogonal po lariza-
tion states, we end u p with, again 
(33) 
It is important therefore to know how many spatial and 
temporal modes of the radiation field interact with the 
photo-detector. We shall see that a single mode of chaotic 
thermal radia tion. and stabilized laser radiation lead, re-
spectively. to Bose-Einstein and Poisson photocount dis-
tributions. For the case of several radiation modes, one 
needs to calcu late the probability distribution for the sum 
of several random variab les leadi ng to multiple convolu-
tions. 
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II. COMPOU:-JD PHOTOCURRLNT DISTRIBUTIONS 
It is clear in view of the preceding discussion that 
when using a quantum detector. one always has a Poisson 
proces governing the current flow . That is, the number Nt of 
electrons flowing in any interval (0. t) is a random variable. If 
the time-space envelope of the projected electromagnetic 
(EM) field iV(T, r) l. (0. t) is given, then the probability densi ty 
for Nt = k electrons to flow in this interval is [t I f3iV(r. rJll dr drJ 
PN,(k) = k! 
. exp [ - t I f3iV(r, rJll dr drJ (34) 
If on the other hand the quantit y 1 V(T, r)1 is random or has a 
random component then (1) is a conditional density a nd 
must be written as P.~, , (k 1 V(T. r)I). To find PN,(k) requires the 
additional averaging 
(35) 
For the purpose of thi discus ion we will assume that the 
in tegration over the detector surface merely yields a con-
stant (e.g .. a point detector) and that we can write 
I t {3iV(T. r )1 2 dT dr = rx f~ la(r)!2 dr 
with rx = // /171', IJ the quantum efficiency, and la(rJ!2 the in-
stantaneous power in the received process. Notice tha t 
la(T)1 is the envelope of the received process and tha t (35) 
rea lJy amounts to performing the final average over the 
sta tis tics of the envelope. 
In m ost commu nication pro blems (and the ones which 
we will consider). the functio n afT) can be expressed as the 
li near sum of a known signal S(T) and a noise process /1(r ) .. 
T he signal may also contain a stochastic parameter a to 
rep resent a channel disturbance such as fadi ng. As is com-
mo n at lower frequencies, the component It(t) can be 
accurately modelled as a Gaussian noise process. Hence 
we wil l assume that a(T) can be written as 
a(r, a) = s(r, a) + n(r) 
which is the compiex envelope of a determin istic signal plus 
a narrow-band Gaussian noise process :x(r) centered at some 
high frequency fo 
rx(r, a) = Re [a(r, a) exp (i2nfot)J. 
It is also meaningful to expand a(T, a) In a complete 
orthonormal Karhunen-Loeve series [11] 
co 
a(r, a) = L aM)CPi(r) 
i=O 
co 
= L (sj(a) + I1 j)cpj(r) 
i=O 
having the following properties: 
r 
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1) The {¢;(-r)] are solutions to the integral equation 
where 
](,,(/1, v) = E[II(IL)II*(rlJ 
in the covariance function of the noise and is a rea l function . 
2) aj(O') = La(r, O')¢t(r)dr=(a, ¢j)=(s, ¢J+(n, ¢J 
3) The equality is in the sense of "Iimit-in-the-mean." 
4) (¢j, ¢j) = {)ij 
5) The aj(O') are independent Gaussian random variables, 
when conditioned on 0'. 
The generating function of this process N, can then be 
written as [12] 
MN,(s) = E[exp(xLla(t,O'Wdr[ell - 1J)J 
= E[exp(ex Jo laMW(ell - I))J 
which, using property (5) and [13] reduces to 
<Xl 
MN,(s) = Il E[exp((XlaMJI2[el' - IJ)] j=o 
At this point, the variable 0' will be suppressed although it 
must be considered as a conditioning variable when en-
countered in practice.-
Notice that MN,(s) is a product of similarly distributed 
functions. The inverse transform of the ith component is 
(37) 
where LAy) is the Laguerre polynomial. 
1) No Additive Noise: In the limit a ;.j-+O (37) approaches 
[exls ·12Jk, l~~PN,,(kj)= ~j! exp(-!Xlsd2) 
and 
where k = I;X;o k j is the total count and Es= Ij~ o is.12 is the 
total signal energy in the (0, c) interval. Thus the deter-
ministic signal alone yields a Poisson distributed count. 
This, of course, could have been deduced immediately 
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from (34). Notice. however. that when 1.\1 2 =0 
( . )k, P k _ ;X/'j 
N,,( j) - (I + ;xi.
j
) I H, (39) 
and each of the coordinatel:omponents is Bose-Einstein 
distributed [4] . 
In summary we see that : the signal alone can be con-
sidered to be Poisson distributed along each of its co-
ordinate axes in Hilbert Space: Gauss ian noise alone is 
Bose-Einstein distributed a long a particular set of coordi-
na te axes in Hilbert Space: when signal is added to the 
noise the resultant p,'ocess is distributed according to (37) 
along each of the coordinate axes determined by the noise 
alone. 
2) Band-Lilllired Whire Gallssiall Noise: An important 
case occurs in comit1unication theory when the signa l and 
noise are pa ~d l through a filt er before detection. We will 
consider the case where tile process aIr) is band limited by 
a rectangula r filter wi lh bandwidth 2B. We will also assume 
that thl! lIoi e was illitiJ lly wh ite. with spectra l densit) No. 
It has been sh()wn [14) that when a proce s is band 
limited and then obsened over a time interval (0. r) the 
eigenfunctions are prolate spheroidal wavefunctions. It has 
also been shown that the first (2 Bt + 1) of these functions 
accurately approximate the original function. This appears 
valid for values of 2Br a low as 3 and 5 [11) . Therefore. it is 
a good c(lgincerlflg approximation to assume that the 
eigenvalues as ociat"d with the first (2Bt + I) coordinates 
are each No with the remainlllg ones being zero. The gen-
erating functIOn M .v,(s) in (3) thell becomes 
exp [ 
exes, s)(ell - I) J 
1 - exNo(el' - I) 
M,,-,(s) ~ [I _ exNo(el' _ 1)J2BI+ 1 
with the corre ponding probability density being 
(cxNo)k 
PN,( k) = (·-:-1 +-N~)k-;-+"2 0;:-' +;-;-, 
;x 0 
[
-;X(S,S)J 2BI[ -:x(s,s) J 
. exp Lk 
1 + (XNo (XNo( 1 + :xNo) 
(40) 
(41 ) 
where LfBI(X) is the Laguerre polynomial. We will now 
consider some limiting forms of (41). 
3) No Signal: In the absence of signal, (41) reduces to 
P k = (2Bl + k)( I )281+ l( :x No )k 
N r( ) k 1 + exNo 1 + exNo 
which is a negative binomial distribution. There are two 
important limiting ca es for this distribution . 
a) Limit 2Bt -+ 0 
(exNo)k 
PN,(k) = (1 k + exNo) + 1 
For 2Bt« I, there is only one significant eigenvalue. the 
average value. Since this occurs when t« 1/2B, it can 
clearly be related to the approximation 
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f~la(TW dT ~ la(0)J2t = I.ot (42) 
using the mean value theorem for integrals. This latter 
approximation is commonly used to obtain this result but 
lacks the insight as to the meaning or the range of validity. 
b) Limit 2Bt large, aNo « 1 
[a2BtNo)k PN,(k) = k! exp ( - a2BtNo)· 
Notice that since 2NoB is the noise power, 2BtaNo is the 
tota l noise energy in the (0, t) interval. If we write this as j t, 
we have: 
L ala(t)J2 dt = It 
where j is in fact the time-averaged noise power 
II' j = - ala(t)J2 dt. 
t 0 
Thus for large 2Bt , there is a smoothing of the fluctuations 
in the noise process, and Poisson statistics prevail. The 
condition aNo« 1 is a little difficult to interpret, except 
that it implies there be much less tha n one noise count 
per degree of freedom. which is easily o bta ined in pract ice. 
If one recognizes that a na rrow optical filter has a band-
width on the order o f I A at visible wavelengths, or about 
100 GHz, it is clear tha t large 2Bt is the most common 
form of operation. 2Bt will be comparable in magnitude to 
the ratio of the optical filter and system bandwidths. 
F urther, since almost all noise has a thermal origin, 
" 
aNo = « 1 
exp (hv/kT) - 1 
is satisfied at optical frequencies. Actually, this is true assum-
ing one mode of operation. However, for the purpose of 
this discussion we have considered a plane wave, or one 
spatial mode. 
4) Signal Plus N oise: For this case, there are a lso two 
limiting conditions for (41). 
a) Limit 2Bt -+ ° 
P (k) _ (aNot [ - a(s, s)] ( - a(s, s) ) 
N, - (1 + aNo) 1 H exp 1 + aNo Lk aNo(1 + aNo) . 
As in the case for no signa l, the probability density reduces 
to that of an individual coordinate (37). Again this can be 
interpreted as the zero order eigenvalue or average valu:!, 
as in (42). 
b) Limit 2Bt large, aNo » 1 
[a{2BNot + (s, S)}]k 
PN,(k) = k! exp [ -a{2BNot + (s, s))]. 
As might be expected from condition 3a) a nd (38), the 
limiting condition for large 2Bt and aNo« I corresponds 
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to a Poisson-dist ributed signal plus independent Poisson-
distributed noise. Since this is the most common condition 
that one encou nters in practice considerable effort has gone 
into exploring this approximation [17]- [20] . 
5) An Equiralem Eigenspace : Let us reexamine (37) and 
(4 1). Equation (4 1) is obtained as a (2Bt+ I)-fold convolu-
tion of probability densities in (37), where all the i'j are equal 
to No. This can be written as 
2B. (aN Y" P (k) _ Ij(\ 0 
N, - j':'o (1 + aNo)l Hi 
. exp ( -als;J2 )L
k
' ( -als;J2 ) 
1 + aNo 'aNo(1 + aNo) 
(43) 
where @;!o denotes a (2Bt + I ) fold convolution. Notice 
that the only way in which the signa l enters is through the 
energy (s, s). Now 
(5, s) = tls(tW dt 
and since the signal is band limited to ± B, we can partition 
the (0, t) interval into (2Bt + 1) equal ~t intervals where 
(2Bt + 1) ~ T = t. We can then closely approximate (s, s) as 
2B, (s , s) ~ L Ish~TW~T, j = 0, 1,2, .. " 2Bt. 
j=O 
We can also write k as k = r.J!'o kj where kj is the contribu-
tion of the jth interval to the total count k. Equation (41) 
can then be decomposed into a (2Bt + I)-fold convolution 
of the form 
2B. (aN Y" 
PN,(k) = .® (1 + ; t,+ 1 
,=0 a 0 
.exp( -aISj I 2~T)Lk ( -alsl~T ). 
1 + aNo ) aNo(1 + aNo) (44) • 
Notice that (44) is equivalent to (43) and would be identical 
if IS;J2 = ISjll~ T for all i .= j . On the other hand, (44) is mean-
ingful as representing a processable signal formed from in-
dependent samples as opposed to an abstract eigenspace. 
For the particular case where the noise process is wide 
sense stationary and 2Bt is large (see, for example, [11 D, . 
one can approximate the eigenfunctions by harmonically 
related cissoids, and ISjll and No represent the Fourier co-
efficients of the power density spectrum. Equations (43) and 
(44) then express the duality of signal processing and design 
in bo th time and frequency. 
We can elaborate on this duality using the time-frequency 
representation first considered by Gabor [21] (see Fig. 1). 
The received process aCT) considered, exists over the in-
terval (0, t), with frequency components primarily con-
tai ned in the interval ( - B, + B). This is a Hilbert space of 
(2 Bt + 1) dimensions which can be considered either as 
intervals of bandwidth l / t in frequency or duration 1/2B 
in time. Hence we can observe the count k j by looking in 
the time inte rval (j/2B, j + 1/2B) with a filter of bandwidth 
2B or we can observe the count k j by looking in the frequency 
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Fig. I. Time-frequency represenlalion in lerms of i - j inlervals. 
band (- B + ill, - B + (i + I )It) for a time l. The first measure-
ment is a sum of all the squares in the jth column, while 
the latter is a sum of all the squares in the ith row. 
If the process is not wide sen e stationary, we can still 
use Parseval's Theorem to write (s, ) as 
roo 2B, 
(s, s) = Jo PU) df =::. I~O P{ltlf)tlf 
and write a density similar to (44). K, would be the total 
count in the band tl( in the interval (0. I). However, one 
cannot assign the rigorous definition of power density speC-
trum to the noise and the noise coefficient. 
We note, finally, that the most common statistical be-
havior encountered in practice yields 2 Btl T» I. Hence 
condition 4b) applies to any measurement interval of 
length tl T. Thus the observance of counts over many inde-
pendent tl T intervals is a sum of independent Poisson vari-
ables. This interpretation was first proposed by ReifTen and 
Sherman [17] on the heuristic ba is . but can clearly be 
shown to have a solid foundation . 
Ill. SHOT NOISE PROCESSES 
We have shown that a linear relation exists between the 
average power 1 of the radiation (over some finite aperture) 
and the rate of flow of photons n. Thus if n is a function of 
time, we can write 
I(t) = hvn(l) (45) 
where h is Planck's constant and v is the photon frequency. 
Thus the detector of optical radiation can be represented 
either as an instantaneous power detector or as an in-
stantaneous rate detector. This relationship is generally ex-
plained by postulating that each incident particle inde-
pendently releases an electron with probability " upon 
arrival at the photodetector surface, the electron in turn 
traveling to a cathode surface yielding a current "impulse" 
effect at the detector output. Thus the total output current 
i(t) is due to the motion of a collection of electrons, propor-
tional in number to the arriving particles. We can. therefore, 
write for the output current flow itt) 
N, 
i(t) = L h(t - t",) (46) 
",=1 
where h(c) is the current. impulse effect, lm is the time of 
release of the tilth photoelectron. and N, is the number of 
such electrons occurring in the total time interval (- Xi , C). 
The function h{t) has area equal to the charge of an elec-
tron, while N, i the counting tatistic. discussed in Section 
II, of the photoelectron emissions. Note that if we neglect 
space-charge effects in the photodetector, the travel time 
of each released photoelectron is finite. which means that 
the function h(t) must be time limited to some interval T. 
That is, h(t) = 0 for l < 0 and {> r. In this case. N, becomes 
the counting statistic over the finite interval ({-r.l). Since 't 
is inversely related to the detector bandwidth. 't is relatively 
short (10 - 10 - 10- 7 s), and can be considered a "delta 
function" with respect tQ most modulation waveforms. It 
perhaps should be pointed out that If hell is assumed to be a 
flat rectangular function over (0. 'tl. then i(t)= N, - N, _ T and 
the detector output is precisely the counting process of the 
received optical radiation . If, instead, a nonrectangular im-
pulse waveshape is to be accounted for, then one is forced 
into a closer examination of the processes described by 
(46). This class of processes can loosely be defined as "shot 
nOise" processes (although the exact definition of the latter 
tends to vary in the literature). 
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As discussed in Section II , the parameter N, is a random 
va riable depending upon the intensity of the received field. 
Recall that if 1i(1) is a deterministic functi on, N, is a Poisson 
random variable, with mean va lue given by the integral of 
1J1l {t) over (t - T. t), and is a conditional Poisson random 
variable if the in tensity 11(1) is a sample function of a con-
tinuous stochastic process. T hat is, given any intensi ty 
function of the ensemble, the coun ting process N, is Poisson. 
With Poisson co unting processes the resu lting shot noise 
processes are referred to as Poisson shot noise (PSN). Some 
excellent discussions of PSN processes are given by Rice 
[11], Middleton [22], Papoulis [24], and Parzen [23] . In 
essence, first- and second-order statistics, such as prob-
ability densities, moments, power spectra, and correlation 
functions have been well developed. For the conditional 
PSN, the foregoing stati stical characteris tic can be formally 
a ttained by tak ing subseq uent ave rages over the PSN re-
sult s. For example, consider the power spectrum of the con-
ditional PSN process in (46), where the in tens ity 11 (1) is a 
sample functio n of an ensemble of posit ive random sta-
tionary process N defined over (-: 00, ex:: ). We formally de-
fine the time averaged power density spectrum [25] of the 
shot noise process i( t) by 
Si(W) = lim -21 E[ II T(wW] 
T- oo T 
(47) 
where E is the expectation operator and IT(w) is the Fourier 
transform of i(t) over (- T , T). For the PSN processes, 
(47) can be readily determined as 
SPSN(W) = lim _1 [NT + I<I>T(WW] IH(wW (48) 
T-oo 2T 
where 
NT = f: T n(t) dt (49) 
and H(w) and <I>T(W) are the Fourier transforms of h(t ) and 
n(I), - T < t < T , respectively. The subsequent statistical 
average over N, and time average over T via the limiting 
operation, yield the power densi ty spectrum for conditi onal 
PS N processes 
(50) 
where SN(W) is now the time averaged power density spec-
trum of the stochastic intensity n(l). The foregoing results 
are significant, since it is valid fo r any counting statist ic 
generated from conditional Poisson stat istics and, there-
fore, indudes those discussed in Section II I. Note that the 
spectrum always takes the form of the intensity spectrum 
immersed in a backgrou nd of "noise" of spectral shape 
E(N)IH(wW. (For infinite bandwidth detectors, H(w)~ I for 
all w, and the aforementioned represents basically "white" 
noise.) This noise constitutes the shot noise of the detector, 
and is due to the discreteness of the photoelectron model. 
The intensity spectrum SN(W), in general, contains portions 
due to desired in tensity modulat ion, portions due to back-
ground effects, and associated cross-spectral terms. These 
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latter two components constItute the " fluctuation" noise of 
the photodetector output. Since the spectrum in (50) has the 
form of a "signal noise." there is a tendency to view the 
photodetected output as signal plus additive noise. The dif-
ficult y. of course. is that the signal and noise are not inde-
pendent, and usual "signal plus noise" interpretations, 
famili ar to communication engineers, often lead to fa lse 
conclusions (e.g., see Section IV). 
It is often instructi ve to examine the "instantaneous" or 
"short-term averaged " power spectrum of tlie detector out-
put . which can be viewed basicall y as the conditional 
spectrum of (48) before the time averag ing limit is taken. If 
we interpret the 2T interva l to be the interval (t - r, t ), 
instead of (- T , T), we see that the bracketed term in (48) 
will contain terms dependent on I. Furthermore, if we in-
clude the fact tha t the electron function s h(l) have time 
widths r much shorter than the time variations in n(c), then 
the intensity n,(I) is approximately constant over (t - r, t). 
I ts power spectrum is then a de lta funct io n and the bracketed 
terms in (48) take the form 
[ (
sin wr/2)2] 
k,(t) + n2(t) wT/2 ' IH(w)j2. 
That is, the instantaneous spectrum (power spectrum before 
the time average is taken) has the appearance of a back-
ground shot noise whose level varies with time, and whose 
average value varies accord ing to the instantaneous value of 
n( t). In this sense, the detector acts as an instantaneo.us 
" power" detector, which is the accepted classical definition 
of photodetectors. The true frequency content of the shot 
noise is not exhibited, however, until the time averaging is 
invoked. 
The foregoing discussion raises .an interesting query that 
cannot be answered from a spectral density point of view. 
If the shot noise process is to represent a true intensity, 
detector, even wh~n n(l) is a stochastic process, then the 
statistica l properties of the shot noise in (46) must be related 
to those of the intensity process n(I). When the intensity is a 
determinist ic time function, the rela tions between the shot 
noise and its intensity are well known. However when the 
intensity is itself stochastic, the manner in which the 
statistics of the intensity and the conditional PSN are re-
lated is somewhat vague. For example, although the firs t-
order probability density of i(t) is difficult to write in closed 
form, its characteristic function is immediately available by 
making use of the known characteristic function of PSN 
[12], [23], [24]. Thus 
[ 
00 Uw)' rt ] 
cPi,(W) = EN exp '~I 7 J.-r n(p)h'(t - p) dp (51) 
where EN is the average over the process N. One way to 
interpret (51) is to assume infinite bandwidth detectors, and 
factor the first term of the exponential summation. Thus 
cPi,(W) = EN{ exp Uwn(I))G[ w, n(t)] } (52) 
where the G function represents the remaining facto rs. The 
average of the first term alone is precisely the characteristic 
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function of the intensity process N at any time t. Thus the 
effect oC the function G is to cause a departure of the first-
order probability density of i(t) from that of nIt). The condi-
tions under which the latter effect is negligible. and the shot 
noise process has approximately the first order density of N, 
have been studied by Karp and Gagliardi (26) . In this latter 
instance, we can say that the shot noise represents (statisti-
cally) the intensity process. This representation can be re-
lated to the "denseness" of the photon arrivals; i.e .. the 
average number of photons per second . In fact, when the 
latter parameter is large, it can be shown that the bracketed 
term in (52) is approximately the characteri stic function of a 
Gaussian random variable, with mean /I (t) and variance 
n(t). This infers that the conditional (on N) probability 
density of itt) at any t approaches asymptotically a Gaussian 
density, which again may be loosely interpreted as an in-
stantaneous "signal" /1(1), immersed in additive nonsta-
tionary Gaussian noise of variance n(l) . 
The rela tion between shot noise and its intensity can be 
further investigated by consideration of the iIldividual 
. moments of the two processes. The moment of the proce s 
i(t) can be obtained from its semi-inva riants, which are, for 
PSN processes 
A"(t) = i~t h"(t - p)n(p) dp. (53) 
The moments can then be obtained by the sequence of rela-
tions E(i)=A, E(i2)=A2+;.T, E(iJ)=AJ+)' I)'2+).I, etc. For 
conditional PSN processes, the A" are themselves random 
processes, and the moments of i(t) depend upon the higher 
order moments of the process 1/(1). However. if the intensities 
are continuous, or if the detector bandwidth is much larger 
than the bandwidth of the intensities, the rth moments are 
related by 
E(ir) = E(Nr) + D(r) (54) 
where D(l) =0 and D(r), r> 2, is function depending upon 
the higher order statistics of n(l) and upon the function 
h(t). This relationship was investigated in (26) . It was 
shown, for example, that if the function h(r) was rectangular 
over (0, ,) the rth moment of itt) was approximately eq~al to 
the rth moment of the intensity process N if 
photon arrivals in» . 
[
average number Of] r(r _ I) 
, seconds 2 
(55) 
Equation (55) essentially states that the denseness of the 
shot events (i.e., the average number of h(t) functions over-
lapping the time interval of one function) must be suffi-
ciently large for moment representation. The right side of 
(55) serves as a rough rule of thumb for determining how 
large this denseness must be for approximate equality of the 
rth moment. It may be recalled [20) that for PSN processes 
(deterministic intensities) a condition of large number of 
shot occurrences is required before the PSN loses its discrete 
nature. Equation (55) can therefore be interpreted as the 
statistical equivalent of this statement; i.e., the condition 
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under which thc conditional PSN bcgins to take on the 
statistics of its intcn::.ity. 
By using (54), it is also possible to relate the fluctuations 
in the detector output ill) to those of the lI11ensity n(t). 
Specifically, if we define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a 
positive process as the ratio of its mean value squared to the 
variance. then (54) leads to the fact 
SNR of i(t) ~ SNR of /l(r) (56) 
which implies that the percent fluctuations in the shot noise 
are always at least as great as those of the intensity itse lf. 
We make this point mainly because the foregoing definition 
of SNR is commonly used in assessing signal quality in 
communication system analysis. 
It may be noted that the conditions for which the inten-
sity is represented by a shot noise process are a lso useful in 
"building up" intensity models as shot noise. This type of 
shot noise modeling has been used for studying radiation 
scattering and perturbation effects (27). (28) in which the 
impulse function h(t) were reinterpreted as wave packets . 
With the tat istic ' of the conditional shot noise process 
identified (a t least in first- and second-order stat istics). the 
problem of optimal processing procedures at the photo-
detector output can now be properly formulated . and in 
some instances. solved . For example, the problem of op-
timal linear filtering of the process iU) , so as to minimize 
the mean sq uared error from the desired intensity. was con-
sidered in (26) . For certain types of pul sed intensities. as in 
PCM communications optimal operations maximizing 
output signa l to noise ratios have also been considered (29). 
The application of estimation theory (30). tracking opera-
tions [31], and detection procedures [17 J. (18). [20 J to the 
photodetector shot noise output has been under study, and 
appears to be a problem area of considerable interest from 
both a practical and theoretical point of view. 
IV. DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS AND 
OPTICAL SYSTBIS 
The availability of an easily generated extremely narrow 
pulse in the optical region of the spectrum suggests a natural 
application to communication by digital methods. This 
notion, in turn , has fostered an increasing interest in the 
application of both classical detection theory and informa-
tion to optical systems. Since the output of a photodetector 
is a sequence of electron counts. the detection problem is 
formally one of decisioning in the presence of generalized 
Poisson statistics. While early approaches to the problem 
basically were confined to pure Poisson counting (32), [33], 
more recent attention has included the generalized Laguerre 
' counting processes in Section III , (13). 
The formul ation of the general M-ary detection problem 
involving counting statistics proceeds as follows. The 
transmitter sends a signal whose intensity is modulated 
with one of a set of M possible intensities, each T seconds 
long. The received signal is corrupted by background radia-
tion. which we assume here is white Gaussian noise of level 
No watts per hertz per unit area, and optical bandwidth B. 
The output of the photodetector at the receiver is then a 
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time varying process of electron counts, obeying a general-
ized Poisson distribution. as in Section Ill. The receiver 
observes the counting process over (0, t) and decide which 
of the M possible intensities is being received. Since K 
binary digits can be uniquely encoded into 2~ = M possible 
intensity waveforms. a correct deci ion effecti ve ly decodes K 
data bits. The foregoing model can be cast in to a discrete 
format by subdividing the interva l T into 1:1 T -second 
intervals (1:1 T ~ I/ information bandwidth) and associating 
a signal energy component sji for the jth intensity and ith 
interval. (That is. Sji is the total energy associated with the 
2BI:1Tsamples. or modes, of the Karhunen- Loeve expansion 
of the jth intensity during the ith 1:1 T interva L) Under a 
fixed energy constraint , we require I i Sqi = E for all q. The 
discrete problem then is to detect which of the possible 
intensity vectors Sq= {Sqi } is controlling the counting 
process by observing the sequence of independent counts 
k={k;}, i=l, 2,"', M(=T/I:1T). Under a maximum 
likelihood detection criterion. and a prio ri equally likely 
signals. the optimal test is to form the likelihood fu nctionals 
Aik) and select Sq as being transmitted if no o ther A;(k) 
exceeds Aq{k). If a likelihood d raw occurs (more than one 
Aik) is maximu m) any randomized choice a mong the 
maxima can be used. F rom (37), the likelihood test is 
therefore equivalent to co mparing : 
(57) 
for a ll q, where Sqi is now a no rmalized signa l intensity obey-
ing the constrai nt I Sqi = E == N. I n typica l operation, 
2BI:1 T» 1 (i.e., the optical band width is much greater than 
the information bandwidth) and (I ) is approximately 
Aq{k) ~ fll [2BI:1 T + NoO s: tXNoJ / k i !· (58) 
After observing k , examination of the se t of {Aq} for 
maxima is eq uiva lent to the comparison of the set of func-
tions I ki log ( I + Sq;/ K ), where K = 2BNo l:1 T represents the 
noise energy per counting interva l per unit a rea. (Recall it 
was previously shown in Section II that under the condition 
2BI:1 T» 1 the counts ki a re Poisson varia tes so that com-
plete statistics of the foregoing test ca n be determined.) 
An indication of the performance of a detection test is 
given by the d ivergence, or "expected distance between 
hypothesis." T he d ivergence is formally defi ned as 
(59) 
where Ajq=Aik)-Aq(k) and E.{Alj) is the conditional 
average of A over k given the intensity Sj . Abend [18] had 
shown that for Poisson count ing, using the functions of (58) 
and M = 2 (binary detection), the divergence normalized 
by the varia nce of A is maXimized by a "pulsed" type of 
intensity, in which the available signal energy is wholly 
concl!ntrated in a single counting interval. That is, an in-
tensity set defined by 
(60) 
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where ~qi is the Kronecker delta function . Kailath [19] ex-
tended this result by showing that under a total energy con-
straint. other suitable forms of distance are maximized by 
simila r pulsed intensities. Gagliardi and Karp [20] applied 
an average divergence criterion to the general M-ary Pois-
son detection problem and again showed the optimality of 
the inten ity set of (60). In the latter reference, the intensity 
set that maximized the probability of correctly detecting the 
true intensity, rather than maximizing divergence, was also 
considered, and :;hown to correspond to the pulsed set in 
two specia l cases. I) M = 2 with symmetric intensity sets and 
2) any M and low intensity-to-noise-energy ratio. However, 
the determination of global optimal intensity sets in the 
pure Poisson case, based upon detection probability still 
remains a difficult task. It has been conjectured by many 
that the pulsed set of (60) is, in fact , a global optimal set, 
but to the authors' knowledge a rigorous proof has not been 
shown. The optimality of the pulsed set, even under this 
special criterion, is significant, since it indicates the impor-
tance of intensi ty waveshape in digital system design. This, 
of course, is partly due to the general advantage of ortho -
gonal signals in detectability, a property afforded by the dis-
join tness of the pulsed set in (60). The use of signals placed 
in adjacent time slots is in essence a pulse position modu-
la ted system in which each position corresponds to a digi tal 
word. The dual of such a system (a frequency keyed system), 
which also retains the orthogonality property, can similarly 
be generated by redefining the expansion functions of the 
received field [34]. 
It should be pointed out that if the condition 2BI:1 T» 1 
is not valid, care must be used in accepting the pulsed set of 
(60) as an optimal intensi ty set. In particular, the Poisson 
assumption and the use of (58) is violated. For the case of 
2BI:1 T« 1, the d ivergence in (59) must be obtained by 
averaging terms as in (57) over the Laguerre densities. If 
this averaging is carried out, (59) takes the fo rm 
~ {nM (Sqi) nM (Sii) Dqj = C . 10 -N + . 10 -N 
,= I 0 ,= I 0 
-2 fi 10(SqiSii)} (61) 
i=! No 
where Io{x) is the imaginary Bessel function of zero order 
and C contains terms common to all q and j. Now it is no 
longer immediately evident that the pulsed set of (60) 
maximized Dqj . The last term, however, is minimized if 
either Sqi = 0 or Sj i = 0 fo r all i, which suggests a disjoint 
intensity set, but it is not evident that the first terms a re 
maximized under the same condition. The difficulties of 
this problem are quite reminiscent of similar difficulties in 
attempting to find optimal signal sets in noncoherent addi-
tive Gaussian noise channels. 
When the pulsed set of (6O) is used and the general 
Laguerre counting is assu med, the analysis procedures are 
similar to the Poisson case. It is easy to show the mo-
notonicity of Laguerre functions with respect to their 
indices. It then follows from (57) that 1\ ~ A i if Li..(N/No) 
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~ L~;(N / No) which, in turn , is true if kq ~ k j • Hence the maxi-
mum likelihood test need only count over each inte rval, 
selecting the signal corresponding to the interval with the 
largest count. 
A. Error Probabilities with Pulsed Intensity Sets and 
Poisson Counting 
The performance of the pulsed intensity set in M-ary de-
tection can be evaluated by considering the error probability 
when Poisson counting statistics are assumed. This can be 
obtained by noting that for the pulsed intensity set of (60) 
the log of the likelihood function for each k j constitutes a 
set of independent Poisson random variables. The variable 
for kq has intensity (N +2BaNot!T) if the (Jth intensity was 
sent, and has intensity K = 2BaNot! T otherwise. Recall that 
if the qth intensity is sent a correct decision will be made 
with probability 1/(r + I) of the log likelihood equals r others 
and exceeds the remaining M - (r + 1). Therefore, upon con-
sidering all possibilitie , the error probability can be de-
rived as [20 I 
• e-(N+MK) 
PdE, K, M) = 1 - --M-
. ["r,1 K1e,-K.JM-I . [(1 + a)M - IJ (62) 
1=0 t. aM 
where : 
The function PE(N, K , M) has been plotted by Pratt [32] for 
M = 2, and recently a .digital computation has been gen-
erated [23] for a complete plot of the function . An ex-
emplary plot is shown in Fig. 2 in which PE(N, 3, M) is 
plotted for various M as a function of N. It is important to 
no Ie that PE depends on both the normalized signal energy 
N and the normalized noise energy K in the counting in-
terval, and not simply on their ratio. This fact is emphasized 
in Fig. 3, in which PE(N, K, 2) is plotted as a function of K 
for 2 fixed ratios N / K. This dependence on both signal and 
noise energies distinguishes the Poisson detection problem 
from the analogous coherent Gaussian channel problem. 
Note that the interfering noise energy K depends only upon 
the background energy in the interval t! T, which is the 
width of the transmitted intensity pulse. The prime ad-
vantage of Poisson systems is precisely their ability to re-
move the effect of background noise by making t! T small, 
and has been emphasized in previous reportings [36], [37] . 
The actual dependence of PE on the parameter t! T has 
been considered [38], and the improvement in error prob-
ability with decreasing t! T has been demonstrated. The im-
provement, of course, is made at the expense of information 
bandwidth and peak power, both inversely proportional to 
t! T. Surprisingly, the improvement is quite small at low 
values of N. and the increase in bandwidth may not be 
worth the decrease obtained in error probability. The effect 
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on error probability of additive extraneous thermal noise 
in the decisioning system and statistical characteristics of 
photomultipliers has also been considered [38]. 
For Laguerre counts, (62) must be rederived using the 
Laguerre densities discussed in Sect ion III. Recently. general 
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bounds or the error probability in this latter case, using the 
orthogonal (di joint) signal intensity sets. have been re-
ported [34]. 
B. illfornwtioll Rale of t1 Poissoll PPM System 
We have so far analyzed only one a:,pect of system per-
formance, i.e .. error probabilities. The actual information 
rate that the link achieves is another important design con-
sideration . As stated. the transmitter sends optical energy 
in one of M time intervals. which is tl T seconds wide. thereby 
transmitting one of M possihle signals in M tl T seconds, or 
at a ra te logz M IMtlT hit /s. The receiver correctly deter-
mines the true signal wi th probability I - PI; and is in error 
with probability Pt;. Because of symmetry, the erroneous 
signal may be equally likely interpreted as any of the M-1 
incorrect signa ls. Thus the overall channel may be depicted 
as an M-ary symmetric channel. in which each of the M 
possible transmitter signals is converted to itself with prob-
ability 1 - Pt; and convert ed to each other signa l with prob-
ability Pd(M -I). The information rate for such a channel 
is known to be 
For convenience we shall denote this as 
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C. Fixed Word Period 
We assume here that tl T is allowed to vary with M so as to 
maintain T = M tl T constant. Thus the system "squeezes" 
more signals into the T-second period as M increases. The 
resulting rate is then 
H = C(N, KT/M, M)T (66) 
where KT is the noise energy in T. Thus the rate depends 
only upon the numerator o f (63). With N fixed. increasing M 
increases the ource rate. but the error probability also in-
creases and eventually reaches an asymptotic va lue of 
P (1 N[KT - 1 + eXP(-KTl]) (N) E = + KT exp -
for large M. The resulting system rate increases. to within a 
constant of the entropy of the alphabet. log2 M /T. There-
fore. it is clear that if the bandwidth is expendable. one will 
a lways increase the system rate for large M by increasing M. 
In a practica l system. this implie that one should operate 
with as wide a bandwidth as possible to fu ll y exploit the 
capability of the PPM system. We are. therefore, led na-
turail y to consider the design of a system for an arbitrary 
rate H. when the fu ll ba ndwidth (I /tl n of the system is 
limited . 
H = C(N, K , M )/MtlT (64) D. Fixed Bandwidth 
to emphasize the dependence of the numerator on the 
sta ted pa rameters. By using (63) a nd the families o f error 
probability curves as in Fig. 2. the rate H can be evaluated 
by straightforward substitution. Although specific curves 
for such a computation are not shown here, it suffices to 
note that if Nand K are such tha t PE < 10 - I , then (63) is, 
to a good approximation 
H ~ (l - PE)[(logz M)/MtlT] 
= (logz M)/ MtlT - PE[(logz M)/MtlT]. (65) 
If we in te rpret the rate H as the source rate minus the 
equivocation of the cha nnel. then the PPM optical sys tem 
behaves approximately as if a source ra te of log M / M tl T is 
passed into a channel of equivocation PI; log M /MtlT. As 
noted in (62), even if K -+0 (no background interference), 
PE-+exp (- N )/2, so that the equivoca tion is not due en-
tirely to the background noise. 
The use of (63) and the previous eq uations are helpful in 
determining the rate, given operating parameters. H owever, 
the converse design problem, which is to determine par-
ticular parameter values that achieve a desired rate, is not 
so straightforward. This is due to the fact that the rate is a 
somewhat complicated function of the parameters. We shall 
consider here two aspects of this design problem that have 
practical applica tion under certain operating conditions. 
First, the word period T = M tl T is held fixed while the in-
formation bandwidth I / tl T is allowed to vary, and second, 
the bandwidth is held fixed while the word period is allowed 
to vary. In both cases, we are interested in the relationship 
between the rate H and the transmitter parameters Nand M, 
assuming that the noise power is held fixed. 
I n this case. tl T is held constant (thereby fixing the noise 
energy A' in tl n so that both the numerato r and denomina-
tor in (63) depend upon M, and the rate degrades quickly 
as M increases due to the log M / M dependence. A given 
rate , e.g .. Ho, may be obtained by ma ny different combina-
tions of Nand M. Analytically, these equivalent operating 
points may be obtained graphically by noting that they are 
the values for which the numerator C(N, T, M), considerep 
a a functio n of M . intersects the stra ight line HotlTM. By 
plotting these functions for various N, their intersection 
will identify (N, M) pai rs which achieve the ra te Ho. O ne 
may then decide on a particular operating point by invoking 
suit able design criteri a. For example. one may select the 
smallest M from among the candidate pairs. which then 
minimizes the word period T=MtlT. Alterna tively, one 
may choose to minimize the average transmi tter power per 
information bit, which is proportional to N/C. In the latter 
case. therefore . one would select the operating pair (N, M) 
for which N/C is minimal. The latter parameter is recognized 
as the fJ-efficiency parameter (energy per data bit) of a com-
munication system [39]. I f the value of N/C, corresponding 
to the optimal (N. M) pair. is tabulated, the results can be 
compared to previously derived performance based upon 
the same parameter. This type of comparison was con-
sidered [40] and it was shown that the PPM system outper-
formed an optical heterodyne system for sufficiently large 
M. approaching in fact the minimum fJ generated by the 
Gordon bound for quantum systems. This type of result 
further emphasizes the importance of expending system 
bandwidth (increasing Af also implies increasing informa-
tion bandwidth) to improve overall performance. The 
effect of Laguerre statistics (when the information band-
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width approache the optical bandwidth) and the effect of 
additive noise can be accounted for by modifying these 
Poisson results [40]. 
The extension of the discrete model for optical detection 
(which was assumed almost entirely in the aforementioned 
references) to the contin uous model has received little 
attention . In usual procedures. the continuou case is gen-
erated from the discrete by taking limits of infinitely small 
intervals . Although this procedure can be properly struc-
tured to generate the continuous version of the counting 
process, the continuous process representing the photode-
tector output must be viewed entirely as a shot noise process 
(see Section III). Unfortunately. such processes have first-
order densities that are expressible only through transforms 
of their characteristic function. Hence the building up of a 
general detection model based upon shot noise rather than 
discrete processes would be severely hampered by the inabil-
ity to express observable statistics . It would appear. how-
ever, that shl)t noise detectability cannot continue to be 
avoided when consideration is given to operation with in-
formation bandwidths on the order of optical detector 
~andwidths. This aspect of detection deserves more atten-
tion in future re earch studie . 
V. ANALOG COMMUNICATIONS 
The major portion of work in the area of analog ·commu-
nications for optical systems has centered on first- and 
second-moment theory. spect ral analysis. and signal-to-
noise ratio. We have already discus ed spectral analysi for 
shot noise proce ses with emphasis on signal representation. 
For the remainder of the paper we will concentrate on trying 
to bring together some of the e idea in a unified way. lean-
ing heavily on phy ical motivation. 
Before turning to the analy es required it is v~ry instruc-
tive to reconsider the behavior of a photodetector from a 
phenomenological point of view. As we have already een 
an important parameter in a photodetector i the time dT 
over which the inten ity fluctuations remain relatively con-
stant. This is related to the bandwidth B of the optical ignal 
by d T ~ 1/2B. When an electron is released from the detect-
ing surface and flows through the en uing circuitry. there 
is always the fixed electron charge e. Thi fixes the area of 
the resulting current pulse. Hence higher energy electron 
will flow faster, the current pulse will be narrower in time 
resulting in an increased frequency response of the detector. 
Generally. one think of coun ting circuitry as literally 
counting each of these event . On the other ha nd . one can 
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also consider the following viewpoint: suppose we "match" 
the detector response Bd to the incident radiation bandwidth 
dT~ 1/2B= I. 2Bd . Then each current pulse created will be 
approximately dT econds wide. Hence at any time I. the 
effects of all pulses from the pr~\"iou d T econds will sti ll 
be present. Therefore. if k j electrons flow in the interva l 
(t j - d T. (;), then at the time (j the value of the current can 
be approximated by kj(e dn. or si nce k j dT==~i(lj)' 
i(lj)~ex.ei(t;l . which was shown earlier. If the response of 
the detector were sq uare pulses. this description would be 
exact. On the other hand . the distortions occurring due to 
end effects are the normal effects of filtering . The so-called 
shot noise represents the fact that K; is an integer. making 
iU j ) take on discrete values. whereas the true [(I) would be 
continuous. 
The previous argument was intended to justify considera-
tion of the (2BI+ I) Nyquist amples for analog processes 
al o. It was hown in (55) that these samples can also be 
considered statistically independent. 
I ) MU.Yillli::iny Si~/I/{/I-to-N()ise Rmio I()!· DireCI Defec-
lion : For maximum likelihood detecti o n. the optimum form 
of proces ing con is ted of weighting the counts on each of 
the (2 BI + I ) intervals. We will. therefore. consider the form 
of processing where each k j is weighted by the number {3j. 
The processed ignal then becomes L where 
28t 
V = L {3jKj. 
j=O 
(67) 
As a criterion for signal processing. we will use the signal-
to-noise ratio defined as 
~ = E2[rJls o = 0 
N var [L'J . (68) 
Thu the mean of r in the absence of noise can be obtained 
from (37) and is 
18t 
E[vJINo=o = ex. I {3jls/jdTWdT (69) 
j=O 
with the varia nce being 
281 
var [vJ = :x I fJ; [(IS/jd TJ!2 + 0) 
j=O 
and No = o/d T. 
Thus the igna l-to-noise ratio becomes 
(71) 
which can be bounded by using the Schwarz inequality. Hence 
~ < 28t ex.{lsh dTW}2 d T . 
N - Jo Ishd T)j2 + No + :x(NOl + 2NoIshd TW)d T (72) 
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with the equali ty holding when 
_ Isij':\TW 
Pj - Ish~TW + No + rx(N02 + 2Nolsh~TW~T (73) 
Notice that in the absence of noise No = 0 
(74) 
This. however, is the average number of photoelect ron 
counts in the (0. t) interva l and is genera ll y referred to as the 
quantum-limited signal- to-noise ratio. 
Let us now rewrite the right-hand side of (72) as 
(S) 2Bt rx ls .(j':\TW ':\T - < L ) -N - j=O 1 + rxNo + [l /rxls).:\ T )!2 .:\ T] {rxN~ + rx 2 N 6} 
::; rxEs' (75) 
Recall now tha t rxNo is the number of noise counts per .:\ T 
interval and fo r thermal noise sources is much less than one. 
In addition, ~ISj(j.:\ T W .:\ T is the ave rage number of signal 
counts in the j th .:\ T interval. Suppose, therefore, that we 
construct a signal 
ISj(.:\ T W = :~ , for one value of j 
= 0, for a ll other values of j. 
Then clearly 
l Bt 
L Isi.:\TW .:\T = Es 
j=O 
is not violated, and in addition 
(76) 
for all values of ~Es > rxNo. Thus low d uty-cycle opera tion 
is preferable when maximizing the signa l-to-noise ratio of 
detected radia tion in the absence of detector noise. 
The addition of independent thermal noise with tempera-
ture T at the detecto r outpu t changes the va riance in (70). 
After some manipula tion to take in to accoun t the electron 
charge e, the bandwidth, and the load R, the signal-to-noise 
ratio in (76) can be written as 
S [ rxNo + (aNO)2] kT 
- = aEJl + aNo + E + 2 E RB ' (77) N a ~ e rx s . rl 
The quantity kT/e zrxEsRBd is, in general, much greater than 
one. Therefore, except under extreme condit ions of tem-
perature, impedance, bandwidth, and signal level, a normal 
detector will be "thermal noise limited" in operation and 
SIN will be much less than ctEs · 
We have been considering the case where each sampling 
interval represented one mode. If, in fact, each interval 
contained L modes, then clearly we need only replace rxNo 
by LrxNo everywhere. 
2) Direct Detectioll with Pl1Otomultiplicatioll: We have just 
shown that most detectors are inherently thermal noise 
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limited except under extreme temperature conditions. This 
was true because the current that was released by the sur-
face immediately encountered a thermal environment. There 
are devices, presently limited to the visible region of the 
spectrum, which impart a preamplification to the photo-
current before the thermal environment is met. The most 
common device, a photomultiplier tube, consists of a cas-
cade of stages through which each emitted electron passes 
and is amplified many thousands of times. When the effect 
of an electron emitted at the cathode reaches the anode, it 
appears as an actual current pulse well above the anode 
thermal environment. It is, therefore, possible to view the 
effects of individual electrons. These devices are commonly 
referred to as "photon counters." 
T o fi rst order, one can account for this amplification A 
by assuming an elect ron charge equal to Ae. Then we can 
see from (77) that the term which previously made the 
device thermal noise limited becomes 
kT 
Thus if the gain of the device is such that the inequality 
i satisfied, it is again shot-noise limited. In practice, the 
ga in is a random variable and an "excess noise" appears 
because of the finite variance of A. This, however, only 
causes changes on the order of 20 percent or about 1 dB, 
and for the purposes of this discussion can be ignored. 
3) Heterodyne Detection: If the electric field of a local 
oscillator is aligned coincident with the received signal over 
the detector surface, then one can directly add the two 
electric fields. Thus if we designate the signal by E I exp (jwlt 
+ ¢(t)) and the local oscillator by Ew exp (jwzt) then 
sijt.T) = EI exp Uwl(j.:\T) + ¢(jt.T)] 
+ Ew exp [iW2(j':\T)] 
and 
Isij':\TW = IEd z + IEwi z + 21 Edi Ewi 
. cos {(WI - w2)j.:\T + ¢(jt.T)). (7 8) 
If the local oscillator is made large, then it can be shown 
that, under these conditions, the density in (41) approaches 
a Gaussian density with a mean value of 2rxiEd IEwl 
cos {(W I - wz)j.:\ T + ¢(j.:\ T) ] (excluding the dc component) 
and variance rxlEwl multiplied by the bandwidth considered. 
Then if the bandwidth of the signal in (78) is 2W and the 
bandpass of the detector is greater than (w 1-w 2 ) + W, one 
can pass the detected signal through a bandpass filter cen-
tered at (WI -wz) with bandpass 2W and recreate the signal 
2a.E I Ew cos {(w1-wz)jt.T+¢(j.:\T)} . The resulting car-
rier signal-to-noise ratio will be 
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which can aga in be recognized as the quantum limited con-
dition. 
4) Power Spectrum Analysis: In Section III it was shown 
that the time-a ve raged power density spectrum of the cur-
rent could be written as 
Sj(W) = IH(wW[E(N ) + S", (w)]. 
Since S",(w) is the spectrum of a nonnega ti ve definite func-
tion (the norma li zed power). it can be written in terms of a 
dc and an ac component. The ac component is SAdw) where 
SAdw) = ("Iiie)2<l>M(W) 
and net) has been normalized to 
net) = ii(l + m(t)) ; met) ~ - 1 
with 
and <l>M(W ) the time-a erage power dens ity spectrum of 
met). Notice tha t the modula tion index i incl uded in m(r). 
For an unmodula ted source, such as noise, m(r ) == 0, and only 
the shot noise term and the dc remain. Thus if we have a 
signal plus add itive no ise impinging on the detector, where 
the average noise ra te is designa ted nn, the power density 
spectrum minus the dc terms can be written as 
where we have a lso incl uded the thermal noi e cont ribution. 
If we define the signa l-to-noise ra tio as the ratio of the to ta l 
signal power 
over the bandwidth o f the signa l. divided by the to tal non-
signal power over the sa me bandwid th : 
1 f [ 2k TJ 
-2 e2IH (wW"l (n + iin) + - dw 
rr 2 W ' R 
then , assuming that IH (wW is " fl a t " over the 2 W' region of 
interest 
(79) 
where W is now the cyclic frequency. o tice aga in tha t if e 
is replaced by Ae and the ho t noise term 21/ A 2e1 iiW 
= 2"1Ae/ DC W> 4kTW, the device will be aga in shot-noise 
limited. The term 
"Iii "IP 
2W = 2hvW 
can again be recognized as being related to the quantum 
limited condition. 
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VI. SUMMARY R EMARKS 
We have tried to present in this paper a review of the 
basic concept in optica l communica tions viewed strictly 
from a classica l point of view. in the absence of any channel 
effects. In thi s vein , we have viewed the received signal as 
an electromagnetic field and described its interaction with 
a photodetector. We then described some of the fundamen-
tal properties of the resulting current flow as seen by the 
communications engineer. 
The treatment in thi s paper is not complete, since the 
study of this problem has not finished. Consequently, some 
portions have been given more emphasis than others , while 
some have been omitted entirely. For example, in the litera-
ture the topic of continuous estimation for shot noise pro-
cesses has barely been touched [13]. The same is true for 
synchronization in a shot noise environment [31]. although 
this will be fundamental to any sophisticated optical com-
munications system . 
What has been attempted . rather. was a presentation 
wh ich a n wered the questions concerning the physical 
modelling of the system a nd a reduction to the terms most 
useful for ana lysis. Where such ana lysis had reached a level 
of conveying a reasonabl y complete understanding of an 
aspec t of the problem, it was a lso presented . It is hoped that 
thi s paper is thorough enough to motivate additional re-
search in this a rea. 
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ABSTRACT: In recent literature the advantages of an idealized 
narrow-width pulse-position modulated (PPM) optical communi-
cation system, using coherent sources and direct photodetection, 
have been shown. In this paper the practical design of such an oper-
ating PPM link is considered. System performance in terms of 
error probabilities and information rates is derived in terms of 
key parameters, such as power levels, number of PPM signals. 
pulse width, and bandwidths. Both background radiation and 
receiver thermal noise are included. Design procedures utilizing 
this data are outlined. Whenever possible, optimal design values 
and parameter tradeoffs, in terms of maximizing information rate 
or minimizing transmitter power, are shown. The effect on perform-
ance of photomultipliers and their inherent statistics is also pre-
sented. Although the basic analysis is derived in terms of photon 
"counts," the necessary system optics equations are introduced to 
allow for overall optical hardware design. The primary underlying 
assumption is that synchronization is maintained at all times 
between the transmitter and receiver. 
Il'i"TRODUCTIO:>I 
WITH THE development of coherent sources in the optical region of the ,pectrum, there has been an 
increasing interest in the de:;ign of optica l communication 
systems [1 J- [(3]. The direct detection of optical radia-
tion is pre ently restricted to photodetection , urface,', for 
which it has been shown that the relea .. ed clcctrons obey 
Poisson statistic:; [7], [8]. In th is ca,'e invc:;tigators have 
shown the advantage ' of w;ing narrow-width pul:e-posi-
tion modulation (PPM) as the principal mode of com-
munication [3J, i.e., coding information into one of Af 
possible signals and transmitting it as a pul. e of optical 
energy placed in one of 11[ adjacent time interval '. It had 
been shown [1J-[3J that idealized vcr, ions of such sys-
tems optimize performance in term. of both various" dis-
tance" criteria and overall error probability, fo r cases of 
most interest. Therefore, in this paper we shall present 
procedures for the practical design of an .!If -ary low" duty 
cycle" PPM optical communication systems. In particu-
lar, performance characteristics in terms of key ystem 
parameters will be derived, with emphafiis on hardware 
limitations and intcrfcrence efTccts. 
Consider the PPM optical communication system shown 
in Fig. 1. The transmitter is a monochromatic optical 
source operating at a fixed frequency. Information i:'l sent 
'ACI(~ MfWAL 
RAOIATIOH HOI5£ 
Fig. 1. :\laximum-likelihood processor. 
by transmitting one of M signals as a pulse of optical 
enerK" at the sa me frequ ency, located in one of ,l[ adjacent 
time interval:, each of which i:; !1T seconds wide, We 
as,;ume that complete, Yllchrollization is maintaincd be-
tween the tran:"mitter and receiver at all times, i.e. , time 
coherent operatio n. The optical recciv(' r deter.ts the trans-
mitted signal by attempting to determine th e optical 
energy in each po ': ible time slot, then selecting the signal 
which corresponds to the maxim:11 energy. In direct photo-
detection thi. i equivalent to "counting" the number of 
relea, ed electrons in each !1 T interval. Background radia-
tion entering the photodetector acts a::; erroneous energy, 
causing signaling elTor:;. J n practical . ystems photomulti-
pliers are often used to affo rd an improvemellt in photo-
detection (i.e., a gain ill numbers of released elect ron::;) 
but unfortunately often behave randomly, complicating 
system design. J 11 addi t ion, additive the rmal noise may 
occur after pitotodetection, " 'hich t end:; to cause further 
errors in , igllal decisioning, Both of these latter effects 
shall be considered sub:'lequently. 
As optical radiation impinges upon a photodetecting 
surface, a .. erie: of electrons are released; each produces 
a current pulse eh (t - 1m ), where e is the electron charge, 
1m is the time of release, and h (t) represents the current 
mot-ion. The function h(t) is pulse like, having a time 
width roughly equal to the inverse of the photodetector 
bandwidth . We assume that h(t) is identical for all elec-
trons, and that the area of h (t) is normalized to unity. 
In the absence of thermal noisr' the output voltage ac rolls 
a resistor R of the normalized current integrator, when 
.. ampled after !1 T 'econds of integration, is then 
v = (Ke/ !1T )R (1) 
where K is the number of electron:; released during the 
!1T- econd integration period. This result ncglects "end 
effects;" that is, it a. sumes that h(t) can be considered 
an "impulse" function with respect to the integrating 
time !1T. Thus the integrator >iumple is proportional to 
the number of electrons relea cd in the preceding AT time 
interval and therefore" counts" electrons. The average 
number of electrons produced in the time interval !1T as 
a result of the received radiation from the tran mitter is 
denoted Ks and is proportional to the received trans-
,-
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mitter energy, i.e., Temporarily neglecting the additive thermal noise and 
taking into accomit all the ways in which the correct 
(2) interval count can equal r other interval counts, we have 
where 11 is the photodetector efficiency, PR the received 
peak optical signal power in watts, and f the mode (trans-
mitter) frequency, and where h = 6.6 X 10-34 joules per 
second. The received power can be related to the system 
optics by 
(3) 
where d is the optical diameter in centimeters, r the range 
in meters, 8 the divergence of the antenna in radians, PT 
the average transmitter power, and L the transmitting 
optics loss. The peak transmitter power can be converted 
to the average transmitter power by dividing it by the 
number of signaling intervals M . 
Similiarly, we denote by KN the average number of 
electrons in a time interval t,'l' produced by the back-
ground radiation received by the optical collector. Thus 
(4) 
where now P N is the received background radiation aver-
age power. This is generally written as 
(5) 
wh ere N A is the background spectral radiance [watts per 
area (solid allgle) banuwidthJ, Lo the optical loss, AR the 
area of the collector, n the re olution of the receiver 
(sulid angle), and A'A the optical bandwidth. 
Note that with PN held con tant, the average number 
of noise electrons K N is proportional to AT. This clearly 
indicates the advantage gained by low" duty cycle" oper-
ation, i.e., by the u e of signal interval which are as 
narrow as possible to decrea 'e the amount of interfering 
radiation. The minimum value for ~T, however, is approx-
imately 1 I A'A, for then the assumption of fixed noi e power 
P N is no longer valid. (For optical filters on the order of 
5 A, t:..T widths of 1O- ILlO- 12 econds are feasible .) 
The number of electrons counted in a signaling interval 
(i.e., an interval t:..T containing transmitter energy) is a 
P oisson random variable who e average value is Ks + K N . 
For nonsignaling intervals the average value is K N . \\'e 
have tacitly assumed that the system i synchronized, i.e., 
that the integration occurs exactly during the AT data 
intervals. The maximum-likelihood processing corresponds 
to counting the number of electrons in each of the M 
in tervals and electing the interval with the largest count 
as the proper PI' 'I signal. Allowing for likelihood draws 
(in which case we make a random selection among the 
drawees), the probability of making a correct decision is 
..II-I 
PD = L 1/(r + 1) 
r-() [
i.e., the probability that the] 
correct interval count equals r 
other interval counts and ex- . 
ceeds the remaining !If - r+ 1 
[
%-1 K ' ]M-I-' 
• exp [- (Ks+ KN)J E i7 exp (-KN) 
[ K % ]' · x~ exp(-KN) + (l / M)exp [-(Ks +.MKN)].! 
(6) 
Using the identity 
M-I (M - 1)' L . AM-I-rBr 
r - O (r + 1) ! (M - 1 - r) I 
AJI-l 
M(BjA) [(1 + BjA)M -lJ 
we can rewrite (6) as 
[
r-l KN' JM - 1 [(1 + a)M - 1J} 
· L -.- exp (- KN ) 
,-0 d Ma 
+ (11M) exp [- (Ks + MKN)J (7) 
where 
Tlus result is amenable to computation and can be used 
in s~"tem design to obtain performance characteristics f~r 
,11 -ary operation with fixed parameter values. An exem-
plary plot is shown in F ig. 2, in which error probability 
P E = 1 - PD is plotted ver'us III for fixed values of Ks 
and K N . The results show the degradation in system per-
formallce as M is increased, which can be attributed to 
the increase in the likelihood draws as the number of 
intervals incrca es. Note that PE depends upon both Ks 
and KN and not simply upon their ratio, so that a com-
plete catalog of P E curves is required to handle all design 
conditions [11]. 
Previously, it was stated that the signal intervals AT 
should be as narrow as the optical bandwidths allow. 
This fact can be shown quantitatively by examining PH 
as a function of AT, assuming P n fixed . This is shown, 
for example, in Fig. 3, where M = 2, and where P n is 
constrained such that the average electron noise count in 
an interval To is 10. The probability of error is plotted 
versus AT jTo, the duty cycle of the transmitter. Since 
Ks i held fixed throughout each curve, the transmitter 
peak powcr must neccssarily increase proportionally, as is 
obvious from (2). Note that the error probability decreases 
monotonically as AT decreascs. The minimum values at' 
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Fig. 3. E rror probability versus normali zed pulse wid th. 
AT = 0 are shown, but operation at the._e values implies 
infinite optical bandwidth. This minimum value is pre-
cisely the probabi lity that a zero count occurs in the 
signaling interval (which is al 0 t he noise count of t he 
non ignaling intervals)", and that the receiver randomly 
selects incorrectly. It is also interesting to note that the 
pulse width AT is not particularly significant at low values 
of K 8 . As Ks increases, however, the duty cycle begins to 
playa paramount role in the resulting error probability. 
Thus attempts to increase bandwidth will have a direct 
payoff in system operation. 
It is generally tempting for communication engineers 
to base system design in terms of signal-to-noise ratios 
(SNR). Typically, this is defined as the ratio of the 
squared average signal electron count to the variance of 
the count with background noise [ :i]. I n terms of our 
previous notation th is becomes. 
(8) 
To indicate the difficulty in basing design purely upon 
the SNR, consider the following com pari on. First, let 
Ks = 10 and KN = 10; then Sj N = 5 and, from Fig. 2, 
Pe = 3 X 10-2• On the other hand, consider the case 
when K8 = 5 and K N = O. Again Sj N = 5, but now 
PH = 3 X 10- 3• Thus with less signal energy we have 
imprOVed the detection an order of magnitude with the 
same SNR. Th is is due t.o the fact that I'E in (7) depends 
upon signal energy Ks and noise energy KN and not only 
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Fig. 6. Probability of error for photomultiplier model. 
upon the ratio. It is precisely this point that distinguishes 
t he Poisson detection problem from the analogous problem 
of transmitting one of 111 orthogonal signals over a Gaus-
ian additive channel of equal noise power. 
It is also of interest to determine how the SNR and 
error probability are related, in general. By solving for 
K s in (8) one obtains 
K8 = HSjN) 11 + [l + 4KNj(SjN) ]1/2 l (9) 
which can be inserted into (7). We can then plot P E 
versus KN for fixed values of Sj N and M, as shown in 
Fig. 4. For lar!!:e valu(:s of K N, P E approaches erf (Sj2N) , 
which is identical to the error probability of orthogonal 
coherent signaling in Gaussian noise with a SNR of SIN. 
Since this approach is asymptotic from below, the Gaus-
sian case will always be inferior to the Poisson case for 
the ~ame SNR. This point is also in agreement with re-
sults showing the equivalence of optimum Poisson process-
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ing and optimum GausHian proccHsing for large values of 
background noise power [1J, [4]. Notice again that to 
maintain the Harne SNR, Ks must be increased. Lastly, 
we note that even if noi:e background is negligible, i.e., 
KN ~ 0, the signaling error probability does not go to 
zero but rather approaches 
P E = ! exp (-Ks). (10) 
KN..(l 
This is the same as the minimum values (at t!.T = 0) 
shown in Fig. 3. 
EFFECT OF THERMAL NOISE A~D PHOTOMULTIPLlERS 
So far in our analysis we have neglected the effect of 
additive thermal noise, which adds a random variable to 
the integrator output sample of (1). This complicates our 
origillal assertion that the receiver COUllts exactly the 
number of electrons at the photodetector outp'ut. Since 
this is the erux of the maximum-likelihood direct detec-
tion system, it would be worthwhile to investigate this 
pr0blem in more detail. Suppose, for example, that we 
consider the current resulting from the flow of a signal 
photoelectron during a time interval t!.T = 10- 9 econds. 
The sample value at the integrator output across a SO-Q 
resistor from this electl'OIl would be 8 X 10- 9 volt. Now 
if the receiver operated at room temperature, the thermal 
auditive noise would contribute an integrator noise volt-
age who e root mean square (rms) value is approximately 
28 X 10- 6 volts (R = 50Q, temperature = 300°). Clearly, 
the count of a single electron could not ea ily be made in 
such a poor signal and noise condition. Photomultipliers 
exist, however, which effectively amplify the current 
effect of each photoelectron, resulting in a larger photo-
electron count at the integrator output. Let this amplifica-
tion factor be A, so that each photoelectron contributes a 
current value Ae/ t!.T at the time of sample. We would 
like to determine the effect of A on PD in (7) when 
Gaussian white thermal noise of one-sided pectral level 
No is added at the integrator input. If we a sume that 
each electron receives the same photomultiplier gain A, 
then the sample value due to the photodetector output 
v = (KeA/ t!.T)R (11 ) 
where K is again the number of electrons produced during 
the interval t!.T. With Poisson statistics for the electron 
count during the t!.T interval, the probability density of 
v is then 
.. 
P(v) L [(Ki/j! ) exp (-1?)J!S(v - jeAfJR) (2) 
HJ 
where !S (x) is the Dirac delta function, fJ = l / t!.T, and 
K is the average value of K. The thermal noise is inte-
grated by the integrator and adds to the integrator sample 
v a random variable that is Gaussian distributed with 
zero mean and variance Nc/:J. Thus the total integrator 
sample value z after t::.T seconds of counting has a prob-
ability density obtained by convolving the Gaussian den-
sity with the discrete density in (12), yielding 
.. 
P.(z,K) = L [(Ri/j!) exp (- R) JG (z,jA efJR,NcI3) 
HJ 
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(13) 
where G(a,b,c) denotes a Gaussian density in the variable 
a with mean b and variance c. Observe that the sample 
probability densitie. are now continuous densities, and 
that the probability of equal sample values occurring is 
zero; that is, there is a zero probability of likelihood draws. 
Now the average count K is Ks + KN when a signal is 
present in the t!.T interval and is K N when the signal 
is absent. Therefore, the probability of a correct decision 
is simply the probability that the observable z after the 
correct interval exceeds the observable z after the !If - 1 
remaining intervals. Hence 
/ '" [I' ]M-l PD = -00 dz p ,(z,K s + K N ) -00 p,(y,KN ) dy 
(14) 
This can be written more compactly, as 
. /", dz G(z,J.I,a2 ) tJ;M- I (z) (15) 
-00 
where 
tJ; (z) = ~ {I + ~ [~7; e~p (- KN ) ] erf G2~)~~)} 
J.I = A6fJR 
and erf (x) is the error integral. Equation (1S) has been 
evaluated for everal values of K sand KN and is shown 
in Fig. S with fJ = 109 Hz and No corresponding to a 
noi e temperature of 300° with a 50-Q load. The a ymp-
totic value for large photomultiplier gain are precisely 
the values obtained by (7). At low gains, however, the 
thermal noise becomes the dominating source of error, 
and the probability of error increases rapidly. Note that 
to overcome the thermal environment a photomultiplier 
gain of about 104 is nece sary for all the operating condi-
tions shown. For other thermal environments one can use, 
as a rule of thumb, A > GOO (temperature) 1/2, obtained by 
.directly scaling the foregoing results. 
r n the previous analysis we have assumed that the 
multiplier gain was a constant; that is, it was the same 
for all photoelectrons. In practice, however, the gain itself 
is generally a random variable [lOJ with a variance or 
"spread" which is usually taken as a percentage of the 
mcan gain. " 'e would nol\' like to recompute PD under 
this situation. If we let A i be the electron gain of the 
1'th released photoelectron, then the integrator sample 
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value for K electrons is 
x 
V = :E A,~/3R (16) 
... 1 
where each A i is an independent random variable with 
probability density P A (X). The probability density of v 
is then obtained from 
00 
P(v) = :E p(v/K )p(K) (17) 
K-{J 
where p(v/K) is the conditional density of v, given K 
photoelectrons. Hence from (16) 
p(v/K) = ( l /e/3R)K [P A (v/e{3R) ® P A (v/e{3R) ] (18) 
X-I 
where ® X denotes K-fold convolution. Let us assume that 
P A (X) is Gaussian with mean A and standard deviation 
aA/2, where 0 ~ a ~ 1 represents a percentage of the 
gain. Then (18) is a Gaussian random variable with mean 
KAe/3R and variance K[ (aA/2)e/3RJ2 so that (17) be-
comes 
00 
P(v) = :E (Ki/i!) exp (-K)Glv,iAe,BR,i[(aA/2)e,BRJ21. 
i-O 
(19) 
If one adds the sample contribution due to the thermal 
noise, then the sample z has a probability density 
00 
P.(z,l?) = L (Ki/i!) 
i-{J 
-exp ( - R) G(v,1AefJR,i[ (aA/2)e{3RJ2 + Nrf3). (20) 
Note that (20) is identical to (13), except for the vari-
ance terms in the Gaussian densities, and that it special-
izes to (13) for a = O. Hence the probabi lity of detection 
is given exactly by (14), with the variance (12 replaced by 
this variance. The resulting error probabilities are shown 
in Fig. 6 as a function of the preading parameter a, 
using parameters as in Fig. 5. Although the results vary 
somewhat as a function of the signal and noise, one ob-
serves that for mean gains between 104 and 105 the error 
probabilities obtained earlier (Fig. 2) are valid with gain 
spreads as high a 30 to 40 percent. Even with spreads 
as high as 70 percent, the results indicate only about a 
factor of 2 increase in error probabiiity. The primary 
conclusion, then, is that with suitabl.\· high-mean photo-
multiplier gains, system error probabilitie can be basi-
cally divorced of additive thermal noise effects. In this 
case the error curves plotted ill Fig. 2 represent the 
overall system error probabilities. 
The previous results also impl~' that a device average 
gain-to-spread ratio should be as large us possible for best 
operation. Consider an idealized photomultiplier charac-
terized as a Poisson branching process [10]. Every photo-
electron emitted from the photoemissive surface impinges 
on the first stage of the device and rei eaRes K secondary 
electrons whieh are Poisson distributed in number with 
parameter 151. The secondary electrons are then focused 
on the second stage where the same effect occurs. This 
process continues on through n stages, resulting in a large 
electron flow at the anode for each photoelectron emitted. 
The distribution of electrons at the anode output is quite 
complicated but is unimodal and quite easily fitted with 
a Gaussian distribution, as we have already done. In our 
calculations of error probability the two important param-
eters emerging were the mean gain of the device A and 
the mean gain to rms gain ratio r. For the idealized 
photomultiplier the two parameters can be calculated in 
a straightforward manner and are, in our previous nota-
tion, 
2 ( 01 )112 
r = ~ = (1 + 1/152 + 1/152153 + 1/15215315. + ___ ) 
Notice that r is almost completely characterized by the 
first-stage gain 15 1 (a minor contribution is also made by 
the second stage). Thus we can relate a directly to the 
gain of the first stage by 
a ro.J 2/511/ 2• 
For photon counting, FIg. 6 indicates that a < 0.4, or that 
2/1511/ 2 < 0.4 ==} 151 > 25. 
To take into account the effects of the remaining n - 1 
stages, assume 152 = 153 = - -- = c5 n = 15 . Then 
" . 1 - (I/c5) ,,+1 1 E (~/5)' = 1 - (1/.5) < 1 - (1/5) 15 =--15 - 1 
Therefore, 51 should be increased by 5/(15 - 1). Typically 
15 = 4, so that 
51 > 25-t = 33. 
. INFORMATION RATE OF A PPM SYSTEM 
We have so far analyzed only one aspect of system per-
formance, i.e., error probabilities. The actual information 
rate that the link achieves is another important design 
consideration. As stated, the transmitter sends optical 
energy in one of AI time intervals, which is t:!.T seconds 
wide, thereby transmitting one of 11[ possible signals in 
M t:!.T seconds, or at a rate lo~ M / Iff t:!.T bit/so The re-
ceiver correctly determines the true signal with prob-
ability 1 - P E and is in error with probability PE. Because 
of symmetry the erroneous signal may be equally likely 
interpreted as any of the M - 1 incorrect signals. Thus 
the overall channel may be depicted as an M -ary sym-
metric channel, in which each of the M possible transmitter 
signals is converted to itself with probability 1 - PE 
and converted to each other signal with probability 
PEl (M - 1). The information rate for such a channel 
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is known to be 
H = log2 .i1f +PE log2 [PE/(M -1) J+ (1- PI? ) log~ (1- PE) . 
M t1'l' 
(21) 
For convenience we shall denote this as 
H = C(Ks,KN ,M)IMt1T (22) 
to emphasize the dependence of the numerator on the 
stated parameters. By using (22) and the familic~ of error 
probability curves a" in Fig. ~, the rate H can be evaluated 
by straightforward substitution. Although specific curves 
for such a computation are not shol\"l1 here, it suffices to 
note that if Ks and KN are such that P E < 10- 1, then 
(22) is, to a good approximatioll, 
H~ (1- PE)[(log~Jl[)/Jlt1TJ 
= (lo~M) /Mt1T - PE[ (log2l11 )l ilft1T} (23 ) 
If we interpret the rate H as the source rate minlls thc 
.equivocation of the channel. then the PPM optical system 
behaves approximately as if u. . ource rate of log JI ,'Jlt1T 
is passed into a channel of equivocation PE log ]If I At! t1T. 
As noted in (10), even if K N - 0 (no background inter-
ference), P E - exp ( -Ks )/2, so that the equivocation i. 
not due entirely to the background noise. 
The use of (22) and the prcyious equations are helpful 
in determining the rate, gin:n operating paramcters. How-
ever, the converse de ign problem, which i. to determine 
particular par:lmeter value.' that achieve a de ired rate, 
is not so f'tra ightfol"\mrd. This i. uue to the fa ct that the 
rate is a somewhat complicated function of the param-
eters. We shall con. ider here bl'O aspcct of this design 
problem that have practic:l1 application under certain 
operating conditions. First, the II'ord pcriod T = M t1 T i 
held fixed while the information bandwidth {3 = I I t1T is 
allowed to vary; and second, the system banu\\'idth (3 is 
held fixed \I'hile the word period is allowed to vary. In 
both cases we are interested in the relationship between 
the rate H and the transmitter parametcr K s and lIf , 
assuming that the 1l0iH' pOII'er i. held fixed. 
Fixed Work Period 
We assume here that t1T is allowed to vary with M so 
as to maintain T = ]lI :J.T con tanto Thu the system 
"squeezes" more signal ~ into the T- econd period as M 
increases. The resulting ra te is thell 
H = C(Ks,KNr/ lIf,lIf) IT (24) 
where KNT is the noi e energy in T. Thus the rate depends 
only upon the numerator of ( :.!2 ). With Ks fixed, increasing 
M increases the source rate, but the error probability also 
inc rea es and eventually reaches an as~'mptotic value of 
P ( Ks[KNT - 1 + exp (- K NT)] ) . e= 1+ K exp(-Ks) NT 
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for large JI. The rcsulting sy. tem rate increases, to within 
a constant of the entropy of the alphabet, log2 M I T. 
Therefore, it is clcar that if the bandwidth is expendable, 
one will aJlmys increase the system rate for large JI{ by 
increasing J/. In a practical system thi implies that one 
should operate with as wide a bandwidth as possible to 
fully exploit the capability of the PPM system. Weare 
therefore led naturally to consider the design of a sy tern 
for an arbitrary rate H, when the full bandwidth ( II t1T) 
of the :ystem is limited . 
F1'xed Bandwidl.h 
I n this ca:-5e t1 T is held constant (thereby fixing the 
noise energy K N in t1T) 0 that both the numerator and 
denominator in (22) depend upon M, and the rate de-
grades quickly as Jf increases due to the log At I JIl depend-
ence. A given rate, e.g., IIo, may be obtained by man~' 
different combinations of K and M. Analytically, these 
equivalent operating points may be obtained graphically 
by noting that thcy are the values for which the numer-
ator C( Ks,K.v ,JI J, considered as a function of JIl , intcr-
sects the straight line Hot1T.1r. By plotting these functions 
for vari()u~ K. their inter ection will identify (Ks ,M) 
pairs \I'hich achieve the rate Ho. One may then decide on 
a particular operating point by invoking suitable design 
criteria. For example, one may select the smallest M from 
among the candidate pairs, which then minimizes the 
word period T = Jf t1T. Alternatively, one may choose to 
minimize the average tran mitter power per information 
bit, which is proportional to KsI C. In the latter case, 
therefore, one \\'ould elect the operating pair (Ks,M) for 
\I'hich K s/ C is minimal. An applica.tion of this procedure 
is given in the next section. 
A)( EXAMPLE: REAL-TIME TELEVISION 
FROM DEEP SPACE 
To illustrate the design procedures outlined in this 
paper, we will consider a television system which will 
tran mit in real time from deep space. Sy tem parameter 
values \\'ill be chosen to allow us to use the previously 
derived data and will not always reflect the optimum 
values or current tate of the art. We shall assume the 
following transmis ion parameters: 
background blue sky 
distance 4 X lOS km 
optical loss 
receiver diameter 
receiver temperature 
optical bandwidth 
quantum efficiency 
resolution 
photomultiplier gain 
optical frequency 
signal bandwidth 
50 percent 
16 meters (nondiffraction 
limited) 
300° 
5A 
20 percent 
] arc second 
>105 
.'5000 A 
109 Hz. 
For real-time television a rate of approximately 7 X 107 
bit/ s is required (corresponding to better than 2 samples 
r -
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TABLE I 
Ks J[ Ks/C 
0.8 19 0.593 
0 .9 23 0 .552 
1.0 28 0 .506 
1.2 35 0.494 
1.4 42 0.484 
1.6 47 0 .488 
1.8 52 0 .496 
2.0 55 0.508 
5 .0 95 0 .792 
per information hertz and 7 bit , per sample coding) . Our 
objective is to determine design parameters for a PPM 
system that u es minimal average tran 'mitter power and 
a bit error probability no greater than 10- 4 . U. ing t his 
list of parameters in (.J. ) and (;") ) yields]{N = 0.01 as the 
noise background count. Following the discussion in the 
previous section we plot C(Ks,O.Ol ,M ) as a function 
of M, and determine the intersection with the line 
(HotlT )M = (7 X 10- 2 ) .1[, yield ing the tabulation in Ta-
ble 1. The minimal average tran. mittel' power occur \\"hen 
Ks = 1.4 and ill = 42 which defines the PPM system. 
Using (2) and (3), the transmitter then requires 0.072 
watts. The corresponding PE can be obtained from (7) 
to get the word error probability (2.4 X 10- 1), for which 
the corresponding bit error probability is approximately 
Ps /2 ~ 10- 1 [9]. Thu' the bit error i::l larger than that 
desired and in fact will be further increased by the ther-
mal noise, as evidenc d by the data of Fig. 5. (This figure 
shows a slight incrcase in P E for Ks = 10 and 1If = 2 at 
photomultiplier gains of 104, and one can conclude the 
situation will be worse for K s = 1.·1 and AI = 42) . Thus 
the minimal power condition is not sufficient to obtain 
the desired Ps for thiS" example without coding. 
To achieve the desired bit error probability, we note 
from Fig. 2 that a system with Ks = 10 and !vI = 100 
yields bit error probabilities PE / 2 ~ 10- 4 . at the same 
noise level. We would expect no appreciable degradation 
from thermal noise, and Fig. G indicates that only slight 
increases occur even with photomultipliers having spread-
ing as high as 45 percent. The tran mitter power, which 
no longer is minimal for the desired information rate, is 
found to be 0.25 watts, an increase of 5.4 dB over the 
minimal average conditions. 
CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have considered some design aspects 
of an optical M-ary PPM communication system using 
photon counters (photodetectors followed by current inte-
grators) at the receiver. The system considered transmits 
monochromn.tic optical energy in one of JII time intervals, 
and the receiver determines the photon count (i.e., the 
received energy) in each interval and performs a maxi-
mum-likelihood test to determine which signal is being 
received. Complete time sYllchronization is as 'umed to be 
maintained at all timc .. Performance characteristics n. re 
derived in terms of system parameters with both back-
ground radiation and thermal noi. e interference. In par-
ticular, it is shown that, unlike the case of pure Gaussian 
additive noise, system performance does not depend on a 
few key parameters but must be recomputed for different 
operating points. The important equatio ns for deriving 
these characteristics are introduced. From these equations, 
design procedures are outlined \\'hich lead to be t choices 
of transmitter po\\'er, numbers of signals, interval lengths, 
etc. , in order to obtain cleo ired error probabi li ties and 
information rates. In particular, \\'e have indicated the 
requirements impo ed upon the individual components 
and have delineated the strong and weak point in the 
overall system. TO attempt has been made to e tim ate 
the cost or " 'eight in building such a system. Thi: ill fact 
would be premature . ince the technology required is in 
its infancy and is undergoing wift and quite radical 
change. In addition, we have !lot included any discus ion 
of the methods to maintain link Rynchronization nor any 
co nsideration of atmospheric effects other than a loss 
factor. 
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On the Representation of a Continuous Stochastic 
Intensity by Poisson Shot Noise 
SHERMAN KARP. MEMBER, IEEE , A:\,D ROBERT }'L GAGLIARDI, ME~BER, IEEE 
Abstract-In many applications a Poisson shot noise (PSN) 
process is said to statistically "represent" its intensity process. 
In this paper an investigation is made of the relationship between 
• PSN process and its intensity, when the latter is a sample function 
of a continuous stochastic process. The difference of the moments 
and the mean-square difference between the two processes are 
eumined. The continuity assumption on the intensity permits 
the development of a sequence of moment relationships in which 
the effect of the PSN parameters can be seen. The results simplify 
and afford some degree of physical interpretation when the com-
ponent functions of the PSN are "rectangular," or when the in-
tensity process does not vary appreciably over their time width. An 
integral equation is derived that defines the component function 
that minimizes the mean-square difference between the two pro-
cesses. It is shown that a "degenerate" fonn of component function 
induces complete statistical equality of the two processes. The 
problem has application to optical communication systems using 
photodetectora. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
. IN THIS PAPER a study is made of the relationship 
between a Poisson shot noise process and its inherent 
intensity when the latter is a sample function of a 
continuous stochastic process. The problem is of interest 
in certain applications where a shot noise process ·is used 
to "represent" the intensity process. When the intensity 
is a deterministic time function, the relations between the 
shot noise and its intensity are \yell known [1]-[3]. However, 
when the intensity is itself a stochastic process, the 
manner in which the statistics of the intensity and shot 
noise are related is somewhat vague. 
The problem has primary application to optical com-
munications where shot noise processes are generally 
accepted as models for the output of wide-band photo-
detectors. In such models, the intensity of the received 
radiation impinging on the detector surface becomes the 
intensity parameter of the shot noise. When the received 
intensity corresponds to a desired modulating process 
(e.g., if the optical transmitter is intensity modulated "ith 
the process) a question then arises as to the context in 
which the detector has "demodulated" the input radiation. 
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Other applications of similar shot noise modeling involve i 
radiation scattering and perturbation effects [4], [5]. 
II. :\IoME~T DIFFERE:\CES 
Ult P(tl ' t2 ), t2 > tl indicate the n'umber of random 
events occurring in the time interval (tl' t2)' The number 
of events is Poisson distributed over (iI' t2 ) if the prob-
ability of k events in (II, t2 ) is given by 
[ Pr P(tl' t2) = kJ = [t' n(t) dtJ 
·exp [ - {' net) dt}k! (1) 
where net) is an integrable nonnegative function and is 
called the intensity of the events. A Poisson shot noise 
(PSN) process is then defined as 
P(-'" . Il 
let) = I: h(t - tM ) (2) 
where h(t) is the component function of the process and 
l t", I is a sequence of independent random variables, each 
having probability density 
(t) = n(t) 
PI- f'" 
. _ .. net) dt 
(3) 
It is well known [1], [2] that the semi-invariants of the 
first-order density of the process 1(1), at any t, are gi\"en by 
A~(t) = i~ h"(t - x)n(x) dx . (4) 
When the intensity net) is a sample function of a stochastic 
process, the semi-invariant.s are themselves random pro-
cesses, and the statistics of the process let) have a compli-
cated relation to those of the process net). By making use 
of some practical assumptions concerning net) and h(t), 
we can, nevertheless, derive some properties of t.his 
relationship. 
Let net) be a sample function from a continuous non-
negative real bounded stationary random process N. (By 
continuous we mean every sample function is everywhere 
continuous, almost surely. By bounded we mean at every 
t, net) is a bounded random variable.) Let the component 
function h(t) be nonnegative real, time limited to r seconds 
(i.e., h(t) = ° for all t outside (0, r), and hl(t) is integrable 
over (0, r) for all k. Then the continuity of the process N 
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allows us to apply the mean-value theorem for integrals' 
to rewrite the conditional (on N) semi-invariants as 
~ = net) f.~. ha(t - x) dx . t - T ~ l ~ t (5) 
wbere we have dropped the t variable from the x.. descrip-
tion for convenience. The first-order moments of the PSN 
process 1(t) can now be directly related to the process N . 
We 'write tbe general ktb moment as 
E[I(tW = E(E[r(t)IN]) (6) 
l\:'bere E is the expectation operator and Ee . IN ) is expecta-
tion condit ioned upon N . Using the relat ion between senu-
invariants and moments Ii], t he conditioned expectations 
in (6) can be obtained from (5) . T hen substit uting into (6), 
and using the st ationarity of the process N , yields the 
sequence of moment relations: 
E [I(t)] = E(N)El 
E[l2(t)] = E(N2)E~ + E(N)t2 (7) 
EW(t)] = E(N3) E~ + E [n(t)n(t2)]E)E2 + E(N)fI 
wbere E(N1 ) is tbe ktb moment of the process N, t.. (" .. " 
are points in (t - T, t), and 
(8) 
Tbe lack of a general term relating moments and semi-
invariants prevents us from writing an expression for the 
general J.,-t.h moment. However, it is evident that the kth 
moment can be cast in the form 
(9) 
In general, D(k) represents a summation of terms in which 
ea'ch term is of tbe form 
(10) 
where i + j ~ k - L The C(k, m, q) are positive constants 
generated from the expansion in (7). Equation (9) repre-
sents a general expression relating the moments of the 
PSN process to the statistics of N, in compliance with 
the aforementioned assumptions. It is clear that this 
rela.tion depends not only upon the moments of N, but also 
upon its second-{)rder statistics as well. Note that the 
component functions h(t) enter the equation through both 
! t, I terms and tbe [iiI parameters. 
An important result concerning the process signal-to-
1 The theorem referred to here is sometimes called the second 
mean-value theorem for integrals (6). It states 
• • f I(x)g(x)dz -/(6)1 g(x)dz a ~ 6 ~ b, 
• • 
and requires only the continuity of I, the poeitivene118 of g, and the 
integrability of g and fg. 
noise ratio can be stated from (9). If we define the process 
SNR as the ratio of the square of its mean to its variance, 
we have 
_ ~ E2(I(t)l _ _ [E(N)td' (S~R) 1 - var [J (/)] - E(}·r) t~ + E(N)t2 - [E(N)EI]* 
E2(l1{) / \'ar (N) 
1 + [E(N) Edll var (N)f < (S!\~) N ' (11) 
where (SNR) ,. is t he signal-to-noise ratio of the intensity 
process N . Hence, the S~R of the PSN process is always 
less than that of its intensity process, We make this point 
mainly because the above definition of SNR is commonly 
used in assessing signal quality in communication system 
analysis. 
For convenience, we can normalize (9). Define the 
intensity of t he PSX process to be normalized by the 
factor El , and denote the resulting PS~ process by 10(t) . 
That is, we consider the normalized PS~ process 10(t) 
whose intensity process has sample functions 
(12) 
For this case, (9) becomes 
E[l~(t)] = E(Nt) + Do(k) (13) 
where Do(l) = 0, Do(2) = E(N) f21 f l' Do(3) = [E[n(t) n 
' (~)1E2 + E(N)t31/E), etc. That is, Do(k) is a normalized 
form of D(k) and, in general, contains terms identical to 
those of D(k) in (10), divided by the factor f ;+i. When 
written as in (13), Do(k) represents the difference between 
the moments of process N and t he moments of t he normal-
ized PS. T [ o(t) , the latter having intensity process No 
in (12). If the PSN is to " represent" the process N in 
the kth moment, then Do(k) should be "small" compared 
to that moment. Consider, for example, the relation of tbe 
mean-square values of lo(t) and net). I n this case, Do(2), = 
E (N)EdE) and minimization of Do(2) requi res minimiza-
tion of t2, which depends only upon h(t). We may then 
inquire if there is one component function h(t), 0 ::; t ~ T 
that \\-ill minimize E2 for a fixed EI' By straightforward 
application of calculus of valiations, using Lagrange 
multipliers, we obtain the solution 
h(t) = Ell TO::; t ~ T (14) 
= 0 elsewhere. 
That is, a "rectangular" function spread over the interval 
(0, T). The solution in fact minimizes E~ for all n ~ 2, but 
we must not hastily conclude that the rectangular com-
ponent function minimizes moment differences Do(k) for 
all k. The rectangular function is, however, of interest not 
only for the above reason, but also because it simplifies 
(13), allowing further insight. Define d = EIIT. Then 
E" = d:T, A.. = n(T)d:T, .pI = 1', = 1'3 = ... = 1', wbere 
t - T ~ 9 ~ t. This allows us to substitute into (10) the 
identity E[ni(1')ni (f) 1 = E(N i +i ), for all i, j, whi~h in tum 
allows us to rewrite (13) M 
i-I 
. E[l~(t)] = E[N i ] + L: C(k, t)E(N'-')di 
_ .. [ ~ C(k, t)E(N'-')di ] 
- E[N] 1 + E(Ni ) 
~ E[N'][1 + D~(k)] (15) . 
where D~(k) denotes the right-hand bracketed term and 
the C(k, ~J are again positive constants (actually combina-
tions of the previous C(k, q, m) terms). Equation (15) 
allows us to conclude that the kth moment of the normal-
ized PSN process, with rectangular component functions , 
will be approximately equal to the kth moment of the 
process N only if D~(k) « 1. The term D~(k) can be 
evaluated knowing just the first k moments of N, except 
the conStants C(k, i) are not known in a general closed 
fonn. 1 Since the intensity process N is nonnegative, we 
can make use of well-known properties of absolute 
moments [8] to establish 
E[N1 ~ [E(NH)t /H "" E[NH][E(NH»i/H 
~ E(Ni- i)[E(N)] i. (16) 
. Substituting into (15) then implies 
D '(k) < ~ C(k, ~)di (17) 
Q - f::t [E(N»)' 
and an upper bound on D~(k) is seen to be inversely 
related to the average value of N. For 
EClf> » [C(k, t)),1i all i ~ k, 
(17) is approximately 
D'(k) < k(k - l)d 
Q - 2E(N) (18) 
where the bound is taken M simply the first term of the 
sum. This result implies that the kth moment of l o(t) is 
approximately equal to the kth moment of N, for all k for 
which 
~" k(k - 1) 
d././ 2 . (19) 
Note that E(N)/d = TE(N)/EI = TE(No) (average 
number of occurrences in T seconds). Thus, (19) essentially 
states that the "denseness" of the shot events (i.e., the 
average number of component functions occurring in the 
time interval of one component function) must be suffi-
ciently large for moment representation. The right side 
of (19) serves M a rough rule of thumb for determining 
how large this denseness must be for approximate equality 
of the kth moment. It may be recalled [3J that for PSN 
with deterministic intensities, a condition of large number 
lit can be seen, however, that C(k, 1) .. k(k - 1)/2, by noting 
the relation between semi-invariants and moments. We UBe thi8 
fact in (18). 
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of occurrences is required before the PS~ process loses its 
"discrete" nature. Equation (19) can therefore be inter-
preted as the statistical equivalent of this st.atement, i.e., 
the condition under which the PSN begins to take on the 
statistics of its intensity. 
Note that (15), though strictly valid only for h(t) 
rectangular, is also approximately valid if T is much less 
than the time variations in net), no matter what the 
component function is, since we would then be able to 
approximate with n(l;) ~ net) for all t - T ~ ti ~ t. 
Thus, (16)-(19) are basically applicable for all applica-
tions in which the time variations in net) do not change 
appreciably over the time width of the component func-
tions. In fact, under the latter assumption, we may even 
remove the condition of stationarity on N, and (15) can 
be used with E(N k ) replaced by E[n1 (t)] . From this, we 
can conclude that the above equat.ions are valid for non-
stationary continuous intensities and arbitrary component 
functions, so long as the component functions are suffi-
ciently narrow in time width. 
III. DEGENERATE PSN PROCESSES 
The previous results for rectangular component func-
tions allow an additional interpretation. Let us examine 
a. "degenerate" situation in which we let d, the rectangular 
function height, become arbitrarily small. We then note 
from (17) that M d ~ 0, D~(k) ~ 0 and 
E[l~(t)] ~ E(N") all k. 
Thus, all the moments of the degenerate process lo(t) 
become identical to the moments of the process N. Fur-
thermore, since the process N is bounded, the moment 
principle of random variables (8) guarantees that, in fact, 
M d -+ 0, the first-order probability <;lensity of lo(t) con-
verges to that of the process N at every t. The limiting 
condition d -+ 0 implies that the component rectangular 
functions degenerate to zero in amplitude, while the 
intensity of the lo(t) process, given by n(t)/dT, becomes 
infinite. That is, the component functions get "smaller," 
but their rate of occurrence, in forming the sum in (2), 
increases without bound. Loosely speaking, the functions 
become more "densely 'packed," and the PSN behaves 
more like a continuous process rather than a discrete 
process. 
The actual manner in which the processes behave can 
be seen by investigating the conditional probability densi-
ties of lo(t) for d ~ O. Since the semi-invariants x.. are of 
order O(d") for n ~ 1, we can establish that the conditional 
first-order probability density of lo(t) approaches a 
Gaussian density with mean n(il) and variance dn(t2)' For 
the case where the component functions are extremely 
narrow i.p. time compared to the time variations of the 
process n(t), we can approximate nUl) ~ n(l,) ~ net). 
Hence, given the sample function n(t), the degenerate 
process lo(t) appears M a. stochastic process with time-
varying mean net), and an additive Gaussian noise of 
variance dn(t). The signal net) and the noise are, of course, 
not independent, which distinguishes the true degenerate 
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shot noise representation from the more common signal-
in-additive-noise representation. 
We can, in fact, expand this notion, and show that the 
condition d -+ 0 allows even stronger conclusion concerning 
the degenerate lo (l). The conditional correlation of the two 
random variables lo(t ;) and lo(t l), t, "e t i , is given by 
E[Jo(t.)lo(t;)IN] = E[ Lh(t. - t .. ) Lh(t; - tt)IN]. (20) 
,. .. . 
Expanding out the double summation, performing the 
expectation [see (35)], and applying the degenerate 
condition d -+ 0, yields 
E[lo(t.)lo(t j ) IN] -+ E[lo(t.) IN] E[J 0(1;) IN]. (21) 
4-0 
That is, the conditional correlation approaches the product 
of the conditional means as d -+ O. Thus, 10Ct.) and lo(t;) 
are uncorrelated, and with the Gaussian condition proven 
earlier, are in fact independent. This argument can then be 
extended to prove the conditional mutual independence 
of a sequence of variables I lo(t .) J . The eventual conclusion 
is that 
E[n l~'(l.) ] 4-=: E[ 1) n"(t.) ] (22) 
where I r.j is an rth-order positive integer set. Thus, the 
rth-order moment of the degenerate process lo(t) ap-
pruacht:.:S the corresponding rth-orJer moment of the 
proCf'-SS N, and the boundedness of N is again sufficient to 
guarantee convergence of the general rth-order probability 
density of lo(t) to that of N. 
IV. LEAST-MEAN-SQUARE PSN PROCESSES 
The more meaningful results in the previous section 
were obtained for the case of rectangular or extremely 
narrow component functions, ·with degenerate amplitudes. 
In this section, we investigate the validity of these 
assumptions by approaching the problem from a different 
point of view. We attempt to determine if there exists an 
optimal component function h(t), 0 ~ t ~ T, that mini-
mizes the mean-square difference between the shot noise 
process of (2) and an arbitrary nonnegative random proc-
ess, V. We shall ultimately be interested in the particular 
case where the process V corresponds to the intensity of the 
shot noise, but initially we can allow some generality. 
We formulate the problem as follows. Given t.he PSN 
process of (2) "ith intensity net) as a sample function from 
a random process N. ;L€t vet) be a sample function from 
random process V. Let N and V both be stationary non-
negative real processes with continuous cross correlation 
R.vv(t) , and autocorrelations RNN(t) and Rvv(t), respec-
tively. We define the mean-square difference 
J = E[v(t) - let)]' (23) 
where let) is again the PSN process of (2). We seek the 
nonnegative component function ho(t), 0 < t < T, that 
minimizes J. Proceeding formally, we expand out (23) and 
compute the resulting expectations (the details are shown 
in the Appendix), yielding 
J = E(V2) - 2 J,~. h(t - t .. )RVN(t - t..) dt. 
+ E(N) J,~. h2(t - t.) dt,. 
+ J,~. J,~. h(t - t .. )h(t - tt)RNN(t. - tt) dt. dt •. (24) 
Now by straightforward application of the calculus of 
variations, subject to the constraint h(t) = 0 outside (0, ,.), 
we derive the integral equation for the optimal component 
function ho(t), 0 < t < T, that minimizes J. This is 
RNV (u) = E(N)ho(u) 
+ i~ ho(u - S)RNN(S) as, 0 ~ u ~ ,. (25) 
= i: ho(u - S)[RNN (8) 
+ E(N) ~(s)] as, 0 ~ u ~ ,. (26) 
where 5(8) is the delta function. The equation has the 
form of a Wiener-Hopf equation. (Indeed, the problem 
could have been formulated in the context of mean-square 
filtering, since ho(t) can be regarded as a filter-impulse 
function operating upon a PSN process whose component 
functions are delta functions.) The problems in obtaining 
a general solution to (26) are developed in treatments on 
Wiener filter theory and need not be repeated here. The 
resulting mean-square difference, when the solution to (26) 
is substituted into (23), is 
J = .!...1" [SVV(W)[SNN(W) + E(N)] - ~VN(W)J tU 
mID 211" _.. SNN(W) + E(N) 
(27) 
where Svv(w) is the Fourier transforms of Rvv(t), etc. For 
our interest, we are concerned with the above development 
for the special case where net) = vet) / Ell as in (13). 
Under this assumption, RN y(t) = Rvv(t)/EI and RNN(t) =-
Rvv(t)/ f~. The corresponding equation for the optimal 
solution is 
Rvv(u) = i: ho(u - s{RvE:(s) + E(V) 5(8)] cU" 
11"' = - ho(u - S)Rvv(8) dB 
£1 -ao 
+ E(V)ho(u), 0 ~ u ~ ,.. (28) 
The solution for ho(t) is not in general a rectangular func-
tion. This fact is not surprising, based upon our previous 
results, since we have removed the constraints in the 
derivation of (14). However, if we invoke the assumption 
that T is much smaller than the time variations in vet) 
[which by the contin'.lity of the correlation functions 
allows us to consider Rvv(s)~Rvr(u) for all sin (u-,., u)], 
then (28) has only the trivial solution ho(u) = 0, 0 ~ U ~ ,.. 
That this is indeed a minimizing solution can be verified 
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by substituting into (27) and noting that 
J = .!...1- E1E(V)Syy(w) cU" 
al. 211' __ SVY(w) + EiE(V) 
(29) 
The above soh tion for ho(u) corresponds to a form of 
degenerate PSN process introduced previously. Thus, the 
trivial solution to the desired mean-square-difference equa-
tion actually has physical meaning in the application 
presented here, as was discussed in Section III. 
V. , CONCLUSIONS AND ApPLICATIONS 
We have investigated some aspects of the relationship 
between a PSN process and its intensity, when the latter 
is a. sample function of a continuous nonnegative real 
stochastic process. In particular, we examined the dif-
ference of the moments and the mean-square difference 
between the two processes. The continuity assumption on 
the intensity aided us in developing a. sequence of moment 
relations that manifest the effect of the component 
~unction of the PSN. These results simplified, and afforded 
some degree of physical interpretation, when the com-
ponent functions were taken as rectangles, or when the 
intensity did not vary appreciably over their time width. 
It has also been shown that a degenerate form of compo-
nent function actually has meaning, and corresponds to 
the exact representation of the intensity by the PSN 
process. A principal conclusion of the paper is that a 
continuous nonnegative real process v(t} can be "approxi-
mately" modeled by a PSN process by allowing v(t) to be 
the intensity of the PSN, and properly assigning the 
component function. The results of the paper can be used 
for assessing the degree of approximation. 
One particular app~cation is in the field of optical 
communications, where photodetector outputs are modeled 
as PSN processes. In this case, the component function 
corresponds to a current "pul e" induced by the arriving 
photons. These current pulses ha.ve time ''''idths inversely 
proportional to the detection bandwidth, on the order 
of lO-v second. The intensity modulation has band"idths 
on the order of 103_lOG Hz. Thus, the !1S~ umption of little 
intensity variation over the time width of a component 
function is appropriate in this application. The average 
photon intensity of a coherent optical signal is given by 
P /hl, where P = the average transmitter power, h = 
Planck's constant, and f = frequency of the optical mode. 
The condition of the denseness of the shot noise (19) is 
therefore equivalent to the statement that P /hfB be 
sufficiently large, where B is the detector band"idth. 
Since hI is often considered the intrinsic quantum noise 
spectral level, the parameter P /hfB appears as a power 
eignal-to..noise ratio of the optical radiation. Hence, the 
detector output PSN process models the stochastic 
intensity modulation if the quantum signal-to-noise ratio 
is sufficiently high. 
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ApPE!\"DIX 
The expansion of J in (23) is 
.. 
J = E[v2(t) - 2v(t) L h(t - t .. ) 
.. .. 
+ L L h(t - t .. )h(t - t1 }] (30) 
• 
where we simplified P( - GO, t) to p. The expectation of 
the second term can be written 
E[V(t) ~ h(t - t .. )] 
= EV.N{V(t)E ••.• [ t: h(t - t.) I N, v]} (31) 
where we have denoted by subscripts the variables over 
which we are averaging. By using (1) and (3), we have 
E.~,p[ t h(t - t .. )] = E(P) i: h(t - t .. )P •• (t .. ) dt .. 
= i: h(t - t .. )n(t ... ) dt.. . (32) 
Substituting into (31) then yields 
E[V(t) t h(t - t ... )] 
= i: h(t - t .. )E[v(t)n(t .. )] dt... (33) 
The third term in (30) contains terms for which m = k 
and m ~ k. For the former 
E[ t: h2(t - t .. )] = ENE •• ,p[ t h2(t - t .. ) IN] 
= EN i: h2(t - t .. )n(t .. ) dt .. 
= E(N) i: h2(t - t .. ) dt,.. (34) 
For the m ~ k terms, we have, by similar steps, 
E[ t ~ h(t - t ... )h(t - t1)] 
= EN{E(P2 - p) i: i: h(t - t ... ) 
. h(t - t.)p(t .. )p(t1) dt .. dt.} 
= EN i: i: h(t - t.)h(t - t.}n(t .. )n(t.} dt .. dt. (35) 
where we used the fact that E(pJ - p)/C(p) = 1 for a 
Poisson random variable. The substitution of (33), (34) 
and (35) in (30) then yield (24). 
r -
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Photon Counting and Laguerre Detection 
ROBERT M. GAGLIARDI 
Absf:'act-In this correspondence maximum-likelihood binary detec-
tion theory is applied to an incoherent optical system model employing 
pbotodetectors governed by Laguerre counting statistics. It is shown 
that a maximum-likelihood Laguerre detector corresponds to a count 
comparison over each signaling interval. Laguerre error probabilities are 
presented and compared with those for Poisson counting. 
INTRODUCTION 
In optical communication systems binary data bits are often trans-
mitted by sending light in one of two possible adjacent time intervals. 
When incoherent pholodeteclion is used in each interval , Ihe receiver is 
modeled as a counter of photons . The synthesis of the optimal receiver 
processing and its resulting performance therefore depend upon the 
statistics associated with this counting. In early work , the probability 
density of the counts was almost exclusi vely assumed to be Poisson, 
and the optimum receiver processing and perrormanE:e [1]- [3] , [8, pp. 
207] were determined . Count statistics arc in fact only conditionally 
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The author is with the Department of Electrical Engineerina, University of Southern 
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CORRESPONDENCE 
Poisson (e.g., see [4, pt. I]), and the proba bility of k photoelectron 
counts occurring in a single spa tial mode during a (0, T) s counting 
interval is given by 
P(k) = fco;xk rXp(x) dx, Jo k! (I) 
where p(x) is the probability density of the random energy variable 
x = I: If(tW dt 
and f(t) = detected optical field in a spatial mode at the photo-
detector. When the detected field is the sum of a deterministic signal 
field and Gaussian white, band-limited thermal noise of temperature 
Il a nd bandwidth B, and if the noise energy per each sign ificant space-
time mode is assumed equal, (I) is known to be [5] 
(N)- [ E ] D [ PL(k; E,N,D) = (I + N)D+t+ I exp -I + N L_ N(l ~ N)] . 
(2) 
Here N is the average number of noise counts per time-space mode, 
given by Planck's formula N = [exp (hf/kll) - 1]- I, where h is 
Pla nck's constant, k is Boltzman's constant, a nd fis the optical carrier 
frequency. The parameter E is the average number of signa l counts 
[signal energy over (0, T) divided by hfl, L. D(.) is the Laguerre poly-
nomial 
k (k+D)(-X)'ft L_D(x) = L k . --,- , 
;=0 - I m. 
(3) 
a nd D = 2BT is the time-bandwidth product, often called the count 
dimension. Physically. D + I is the number of temporal modes 
observed in a single spatial mode during the count interval. The 
probability in (2) is called a Laguerre probability, and we refer to the 
associated count statistics as Laguerre counting. Our objective now is 
the application of maximum-likelihood detection theory to an optical 
digital system governed by Laguerre counting. Earlier work in this area 
by Liu [9] and Helstrom [10] dealt with the case D = O. 
We may first digress to examine the conditions under which Laguerre 
counting can be replaced by Poisson counting. It has been shown [5] 
that if N -+ 0, D -+ 00, in such a way that DN remains fixed, the 
Laguerre probability in (2) is asymptot ic to the Poisson probability 
(E + DN)-
Pp(k ; E,DN) = k! exp [-E + D l] (4) 
at every k. In a practical situation the condition N « I is generally true, 
since N is on the order of 10 - 7 - 10- 6 for typical background noise 
sources and visible wavelengths. However, the dimension D depends 
upon the data rate being transmitted. A question then arises as to how 
large D should be in order to replace the Laguerre probabil ity by the 
Poisso n in analysis . A first -order conditi on can be determ ined by not ing 
that if N « I, the first two factors in (2) are, to a good approximation , 
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When (5) and (7) are substituted into (2), the Laguerre probability 
ta kes the fonn 
PL(k; E,N,D) = Pp(k; E,DN) + C(k,D,E,N) + 0(IDI- 2) . (8) 
Here the function C appears as a first-order correction tenn to the 
Poisson probability and is due to the sum term in (7). If we apply the 
fact that 
(k - j)(k + j - I) k' + k 
' ---~--------- < -----
- 2D - 2D ' j~O (9) 
to (7), we can bound the correction term C in (8) by 
[ p + kJ C(k DE N) < -- Pp(k; E,DN). , " - 2D (10) 
Thus a bound can be placed on the first-order difference between 
Laguerre and Poisson probabilities. It implies that the probabilities 
may differ significantly over the tails, i.e ., for large k. However, the 
form of (10) does allow a rough rule for bound ing D . If, for example, 
the difference between Laguerre and Poisson probabilities is to be 
within a frac tion y of the Poisson value over a range of k, say k ::; k o, 
then D should at least satisfy 
(11) 
If D does not satisfy the above, then with certainty (PL - Pp)/p. ~ l' 
for some k ::; k o. If D satisfies (II), the effect of higher order correction 
terms should be considered , although for D » I, the first-order 
correction will predominate. (For example, a megabit system operating 
at 10 Il with a I-A optical filter wi ll generate a D of about 400.) 
Maximum-Likelihood Laguerre Detection 
Consider an optical system in which two adjacen t time intervals are 
used for binary signaling. Assume optical signals of equal energy are 
transmilled, addj tjve background noise of constant energy level is 
encountered, and identical dimensions D exist during each counting 
interval. Let a binary one be represented by signal energy Ehf in the 
first interval and let a binary zero be represented by energy Ehfin the 
second interval. The receiver photodetects the received field (trans-
milled bit signal plus background noise) over each interval, producing 
photoelectron counts obeying the Laguerre statistics in (2). A decoder 
follows the photodetector and performs a maximum-likelihood test for 
deciding between the hypothesis of a binary one being received H, or 
a binary zero H o. If k , is the count over in terval i, the decision is 
therefore based upon the observed count vector k = (k"k2)' If, 
p(k I H .) is the probability of k occurring when H I is true, then the 
maximum-likelihood test corresponds to the decision rule 
decide (Z:) if p(k I H,) (~) p(k I Ho) (12) 
while an equilikely random decis ion is made when the p(k I HI) are 
equal. For Laguerre counting, this corresponds to a comparison of the 
densities 
(13) (_I_)D+l (~) kexp[ _E/(I + N)]:::: N.exp - (E+ Di,l). I + N 1 + N and 
(5) 
The Laguerre term in (3) can be rewritten by applying the asymptotic 
relation for the ratio of gamma.. functions [6, p . 15] 
CD + k)! = D --J [I + Ck - j)(k + j - I)] + O(IDI- ' ). (6) 
CD + j)! 2D 
This allows the Laguerre polynomial, for N « I, to be written as 
[ -E ] = ~ (D + E)k + ~ -t [(k - j)(k + j - I)J N(I+N) k! N k!j=o 2D 
. e) D·-J (~y + 0(IDI- 2) . (7) 
(14) 
Substituting from (2) and canceling common terms for a given k 
yield the equivalent comparison 
or 
L. , D( - e)L.,D(O) ~ L. , D(O)L., D( - e) (15) 
L.,D(-e) > L.,(O) 
L. ,D( -e) < L.,(O) , (16) 
where e = E/N(l + N). When k, > k2 the function L.,D(-e)/ 
L., D( - e) is monotonically increasing in e, which guarantees that the 
lefi side of (16) exceeds the right side. Simila rly, when k2 < k" the 
converse is true. This means the maximum-likelihood test in (12) is 
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equivalent to the test 
. (H') decIde o 
decide H, with probability ~ (17) 
Thus, maximum-likelihood decoding with Laguerre counting requires 
only a count comparison over each interval. 
When the maximum-likelihood test is implemented, the correspond-
ing Laguerre error probability is given by 
where A = (\ + N)-2(D.') exp [- E/(I + N») and B = N/(1 + N). 
The probability in (18) has been computed for several values of the 
parameters. Some typical plots are shown in Fig. I as a function of 
signal count E and crossplotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the counting 
dimension D. Fig. 2 is particularly useful for demonstrating the 
advantage of using narrow energy pulses (reducing T whi le keeping E 
fixed for a given optical bandwidth B ) a nd thereby reducing error 
. probability. This, of course, is simply a reiteration of the obvious fact 
that one should encounter as few noise modes as possIble, while the 
signal energy should occupy the full available optical bandwidth. 
However, it can be seen that the advantage gained in PE is relatively 
small at low noise levels. 
If Poisson counting had been assumed in each interval, with the same 
signal and total noise energies, the count probability in (4) would be 
used, and the error probability would instead be 
<Xl <Xl (DN)k2(E + DN).' 
PEp(E,DN) = L L ---,- , -- exp -[E + 2DNI 
",=0",=", k,.k, . 
I <Xl [(E + DN)DNl k , 
- - L exp -[E + 2DNI. (19) 2", =0 k,!k 2 ! 
The error probabi lity in (19) is easier to compute and parameter studies 
have been extensively published [31 , [71, [8 , p. 215]. Some Poisson 
resul ts have been superimposed in Figs. I and 2 [0 illustrate the 
difference between true error probabilities (Laguerre) and approximate 
error probabilities (Poisson). Two co nclusions are immediately 
evident. The Poisson error probabilities are universally lower (more 
optimistic) than the corresponding Laguerre probabilities. Second, 
when N« I, PEp yields a fairly accurate appro)( imation to PEL. even 
if the dimension D is not particularly large. This fact appears to 
indicate that the discrepancies bet"cen Pdk) a nd P.(k) over the ta ils 
of the densities have little etfect on error probability when the noise per 
mode is small. This is further emphasized in Fig. 3 in which E and DN 
are held fixed, while PEL is plotted as function of D . The PEp value 
for the same E and DN is shown as a n asymptote. The PEL curve 
approaches PEp asymptotically from above as D increases. and the 
corresponding N deacascs. In other words. for fixed signal and noise 
energies, PEL is a(;curateiy preJi.:ted by PEr if the noise energy is 
produced from a rel at ive ly low N value. 
The magnitude of the difTt:rencc be tween PEL and PEp depends upon 
the actual values of D. E, and N. This ca n be seen by inves tigating the 
behavior of the two functions at 0 = O. which is the point at which the 
largest difference occurs. When D = O. PErC E.O) = ~ exp [ - E]. The 
corresponding Laguerre limit can be determined by noting that for 
D = 0, (18) is 
PE,.(E NO) = -- ---( f)' (I + 2N) 
.. 1+ N 2 
Yo 
exp [-E/(1 + N)I L BUL.D(E ' ). (20) 
1=0 
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By applying a Laguerre identity [11. eq. (8.975)1, and manipulatinl! 
algebraically, the above becomes PEL(E,N,O) = ~ exp [- E/(1 + 2N )). 
The ratio is then 
PEL \ [ 2NE ] 
PEp D = O = exp I + 2N . (21) 
The above shows that the ratio of the two error rates depends explicitly 
upon the EN product . When expressed in this manner, one can append 
earlier statements and conclude that PEp and PEL are fairly close over 
the range of all D ~ 0 if both N « 1 and NE « 1. 
In arriving at the above results it should be pointed out that the 
assumption of equal modal energy used in the derivation of (2) is 
strictly satisfied for white noise only for D = 0 and D» I. For 
intermediate D values, say, 1 ~ D ~ 10, this assumption is definitely 
CORRESPONDENCE 
violated. and the PEL points plotted using (2) for this range of D must 
be accepted as an assumed logical extension of the more accurate 
endpoints. 
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.The Effect of Timing Errors 1n Optical Digital Systems 
ROBERT M. GAGLIARDI, MEMBER, IEEE 
Abstract-The use of digital transmission with narrow ligh~ 
pulses appears attractive for data communications, but carries with 
it a stringent requirement on system bit timing. The effects of im-
perfect timing in direct-detection (noncoherent) optical binary 
systems are investigated using both pulse-position modulation 
(PPM) and on-<>ff keying for bit transmission. Particular emphasis 
is placed on specification of timing accuracy and an examination ot 
Iystem degradation when this aq:uracy is not attained. Bit error 
probabilities are shown as a function of timing errors from which 
averllle error probabilities can be computed for specific synchroni-
zation methods. Of significance is the presence of a residual or ir-
reducible error probability in both systems, due entirely to the timing 
sY!ltem, which cannot be overcome by the data channel. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
T HE ABILITY to generate extremely narrow high-energy light pluses from a laser source has made the optical transmission of digital data extremely 
attractive for modern communications . This possibility 
has fostered an exhaustive exploration of optical com-
munication systems, from both a theoretical and hard-
ware point of view (e.g., see [1]) . The use of digital 
transmission with narrow pulses, however, carries with 
it an extremely stringent requirement on system bit 
timing, i.e., time control of the system sampling and 
integration intervals during each data bit. For the most 
part, past analytical studies have assumed perfect sys-
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tern timing, and the degradation caused by timing errors 
in optical systems have been virtually ignored. In this 
paper, we investigate the effects of imperfect timing in 
a direct-detection (noncoherent) optical communication 
system, with particular emphasis on the specification 
of timing accuracy, and an examination of the system 
degradation when this accuracy is not attained. 
Consider a general optical digital system as shown 
in Fig. 1 (a). The system sends bits of information by 
transmitting bursts of optical energy. One of two pos-
sible methods are usually used for encoding the bits. 
In one, the system operates by transmitting a burst of 
energy in one of two T-second adjacent time intervals 
to encode a binary bit. This represents a two-level pulse-
position modulated (PPM) mode of transmission and 
is known to be optimal under various criteria, when 
constrained in average tral!smitter power [2]. Thus, 
for example, the binary sequence 0110 would be trans-
mitted by the optical waveform shown in Fig. 1 (b), 
where the pulse represents a burst of optical laser 
energy. We have considered an energy pulse in t.he first 
interval to represent a binary one, and an energy pulse 
in the second interval to represent a binary zero. A 
second procedure is to use on-off keying, in which the 
transmitter uses an energy burst for a one, and trans-
mits no energy for a zero. Thus, the waveform 0110 
would be transmitted by the energy waveform in Fig. 
l(c ) . Note that if T is the energy pulsewidth, then in 
PPM 2T is the bit interval and information is being 
transmitted at a rate 1/ 2T bit/s, while in on-off keying 
T is the bit interval and the rate is 1fT bit/so 
1-
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Fig. 1. (a) Digital optical ByBtem. (b) PPM energy waveform 
for 01l0. (c) On-off energy wavefonn for 0110. 
bit 
decision 
Fig. 2. Optical receiver for digital syst.ems. 
The digital receiver for the system is shown in Fig. 2. 
We shall assume that transmitter and receiver operate 
diffraction limited, so that the transmitted energy cor-
responds to optical energy in a single patial mode of 
the optical beam. The received optical beam i photo-
detected, and its output is integrated over aT-second 
interv~l. The start-stop timing for this integration is 
provided by a synchronizing subsystem. In PPM, the 
bit decoder makes a comparison of the integrator out-
put after the first T -second interval ·of each bit period 
with that after the second T- econd interval, deciding 
a one or zero accordingly. In on-off keying a thre hold 
test is made at the end of each bit time T, the bit de-
cision depending upon whether the threshold is ex-
ceeded or not. The latter system requires accurate 
knowledge of the expected signal and noise energies 
in order to properly Eet the threshold, representing !l 
serious disadvantage to on- off operation. 
If the output of the photodetector is modeled [3) as 
a wide-band shot-n~ise process (detector bandwidth 
» 1f T) , then the integrator output after T seconds 
of integration, beginning at time t, is proportional to the 
shot-noise counting process k (t, t + T), where 
k(t" t2) = number of photoelectrons in (t" t2). (1) 
In stating that the integrator value is proportional to (1), 
we have neglected additive circuit thermal noise, which 
implies the use of high-gain ideal photomultipliers in the 
photodetection operation. The counting process k( · , .) 
of the photodetector shot noise is a random point process 
over the nonnegative integers. For the reception of an 
optical field over (0, T) , with the signal energy E and 
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additive white Gaussian back~ound noisr of bandwidth 
Bo, the probability that the count value k (O, T) equals 
integer k is known to be [4J 
Pr [k(O, T) = k) 
~ PL(k; 8, N, D) 
(8)1 [ 
= (1 + N
O
)D+1+' exp 1 .: NJLt
D
( - (1 + ~o)N) 
(2) 
where S = GE/ hf is the average signa l count over 
(0, T); No = G I exp (hf/ kTc - 1) J-' i the average 
noise count per mode due to background at temperature 
Tr; h is Planck' constant; f is the III. er frequency; D 
= 2BoT, G is the photomultiplier gain; and LkD (x) i:; 
the Laguerre polynomial in x of order D and index k: 
(3) 
The parameter D i the count dimension or time-band-
width product. Phy ically, D + 1 is the number of 
temporal mode observ'ed during the T-second counting 
interval. The density PL(k; S, N, D) is called a La-
guerre counting density and i exact for D = 0 and 
D » 1, but i only approximate for D ::::: 1. (This is 
due to the fact that (2) requires equal eigenvalues in 
the expansion of the energy function, which is only 
approximately true for low values of D .) The received 
average ignal energy E over the time interval T can 
11.1 0 be written as E = Q.T , where Q. is the received 
average power. We then have, alternately, 
8 = (GQ./hf)T = IJ..T 
where p.. is the average count per second (count rate) 
due to the signal. 
Under typical operating conditions, we generally pave 
No « 1 and D » 1, and (2) asymptotically approaches 
the Poisson density [4) 
Pr [k(O, T ) = k) ~ Pp(k; 8 + N) 
(8 + N) l 
== k! exp [-(8 + N)] (5) 
where N = DNo represents the total noise count in all 
modes. (For visible wavelengths, No is generally on the 
order of 10-7-10-° counts/mode. An optical system at 
10 p. operating with a 1-'A optical filter and T = 10--6 s, 
will generate a D of about 4.00.) Note that with the 
Poisson assumption, the count probability depends only 
upon the s~m of the signal and noise count. That is, 
the count statistics do not distinguish between the effect 
of signal energy or noise energy, but are determined 
solely by their cumulative energy. 
II . ERROR PROBABILITIES 
If we t ransmit a binary PPM signal with fixed signal 
energy in the signaling interval , then t he probability 
of making a bit error is simply the probabi lity that the 
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count. in the nonsignaling interval exceeds or equals 
that of the signaling interval. (If the counts are equal, 
an equally likely random choice is made concerning 
that particular bit.) If we denote k, as the count in the 
ith interval, i = 1, 2, of a bit, then the average error 
probability PE is 
PE = ! Pr [k2 > kl lone sent] + ! Pr [kl > k2 I zero sent] 
+ !! aPr k2 = leI lone sent] + ; [Pr kl = k2 I zero sent]}. 
(8) 
From the symmetry of the transmission method, wme 
of the term above combine and the result simplifies. 
Thus, for Laguerre counting, (6) becomes 
... ... 
= L L 'Y.,PL(k l ; S, No, D)PL(k 2 ; 0, No, D) (7) 
At -0 J:. -A::I 
where 'Y.. = ! for k2 = k, n.nd is one otherwise. (The 
! factor account~ for the effect of equal interval counts.) 
Note that the error probability using Laguerre counting 
PEL depends explicitly on the count dimension D (time-
bandwidth product). If the Poi son assumption is ap-
plicable, the probabilities in (7) are replaced by those 
of (5), and we have 
... ... 
PEp (S, N) = L L 'Y.,P.(k l , S + N)P.(k2' N) . (8) 
We sec that the Poisson error probability PEp depends 
only upon the parameter D through the total noise 
count N = DNo. The Poisson error probability is easier 
to compute than that using Laguerre counting, and 
parametric studies of (8) have been ext.en ively pub-
lished [2], r 5] . A typical plot of PEp is shown in Fig. 3 
as a function of the ignal count S. Some PEL points 
obtained by computing (7) at the same total noise level 
arc superimpo,cd. Further comparisom of Poisson and 
Laguerre error probabiJitie-, in terms of the parameter 
involved, arc discussed in r 61. The primary conclusion 
is that at low noi e levels (N « 1), it can br conjec-
tured that PEL::::: PEp for moderate (D ::::: 100) dimen-
sions. 
When on-off keying is used and a threshold test is 
made at the end of each pulse time T, an error is made 
whenever the integrator value is on the incorrect side 
of threshold. If K is the a priori selected threshold count 
value, then the error probability becomes 
PEp (S, N) 
1 IC 1 -
= -2 L 'YKPp(k, S + N) + 2- L 'Y"Pp(k, N) 
.-0 .-K (9) 
where again YK = ~ for k = K and is one otherwise. 
For Laguerre statistics, the probabilities on the right 
should be replaced by the PL terms in (2). For Poisson 
counting the sums in (9) are cumulative Poisso .. Piv'u-
abilities and are well tabulated (e.g., see [9]) . 
1.0,-=----r---,--,--,---.--=r 
PE,---
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Fig. 3. Error probabilities versus signal count for PPM. N-
noise count; D-count dimension. 
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Fig. 4. Effect of timing error on counting interval in PPM . 
III. TIMIKG-ERROR EFFECTS IN PPM 
The primary assumption in (8) is that the bit timing 
is perfect and the decoder counts photoelectrons exactly 
over the two T-second intervals that constitute a bit. If 
. a time offset of ~ seconds occurs during a bit period, due 
to timing errors in synchronization lockup, then t he 
counting occurs over an offset interval. That is, the de-
coder starts and stops counting over a T-"eeond interval 
that is displaced by ~ seconds from that containing the 
bit information , as shown in Fig. 4. As a result only a por-
tion of the true signal energy is included in the signal 
count, while some signal energy may contribute to t he 
count in the adjacent interval, causing intersymbol inter-
ference in the form of ellergy spillover. The effect of 
this interference depends upon the form of the adjacent 
bit; i.e., whether it contains signal energy or not. Assum-
ing a positive timing offset (0 < ~ < T), the various 
effects on the counting statistics are summarized in 
Table I, where fL. is the average signal count rate in (4). 
If we let S = fL.T be the average count over T due to 
signal energy, and assume equiprobable bits, the error 
probability for a positive timing error ~, averaging 
over all possibilities given in Table I, is then 
90 
TABLE I 
Trail&- Sub-
mitted sequent 
Bit Bit Pc X(O, T) ~ k. Pc X(T, 2T) - k. 
1 0 Pp[k., JI..{T - 6) + N] Pp[k., N] 
1 1 Pp[k., JI..(T - A) + Nl Pp[k2, N + JI..A] 
0 1 Pp[k., JI..A + Nl Pp[k2, JI..T + N] O' 0 Pp[k
" 
JI..6 + N] Pp[k., JI..(T - 6) + N] 
where ( = AIT is the percentage t iming error. The 
error probability for negative time shifts will be identi-
. cal to the preceding, when all possibilities are considered , 
if we interpret ~ = I ~ IIT when ~ < O. Note that if each 
of the double-sum terms in (10) is compared to (8), 
which assumed perfect timing, we can rewrite (10) as 
PE. I ~ = t PEp (S', N') + t PEp(S", N) 
where 
+ i PEp (S", N') 
S' = S(1 - 2t) 
S" = S(1 - t) 
N' = N + St. 
(11) 
(12a) 
(12b) 
(12c) 
Thus, timing errors in PPM can be accounted for by 
merely reinterpreting the effective signal and noise count 
per T interval while assuming perfect timing. Note that 
the timing errors always act to reduce the effective 
signal energy, while increasing the effective noise, the 
overall result degrading the error probability. It is im-
portant to realize that the fact that the spilled over 
signal energy appears as effective noise energy is in-
trinsic in the Poisson assumption and is valid as long 
as (8) describes the error probability. 
A plot of (11), obtained by digital computation, is 
shown in Fig. 5 for positive or negative timing errors. 
The results show a relatively fast increase in PE (sys-
tem degradation) as the offset I ~ I is increased. The 
system is essentially ruined (PE ~ 0.5) when ( :::::: 0.5 
o~ when I ~ I ~ T12. This is the point where the effective 
signal-to-noise ratios S'I N' and S" I N' are equal to or 
less than unity. 
A lower bouhd to the system performance as S ~ 00 
is included, obtained by envoking the fact that at low 
noise levels Poisson error probabilities and Laguerre 
error probabilitie with the same total noise are roughly 
equal, as pointed out before. Since the PEL monoto-
nically increases with the parameter D, the use of PEL 
at D = 0 will serve as a lower bound for error prob-
ability. When th~signal has count S and the additive 
noise count is N, (7) with D = 0 is 
( 1 )2(1 + 2N) PEL ID-O = 1 + N 2 
[ - S ] m ( 1 )21 ( . S ) 
. exp 1 + N ~ 1 + N L. N(1 + N) . (13) 
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Fig. 5. Error probability versus timing error in PPM . S-signal 
count; N-noise count. 
By applying a Laguerre identity [8, eq. 8 .975] and 
manipulating algebraically, the above becomes 
PEL ID-O = ! exp L ;~N 1 (14) 
If we substitute the effective Sand N from (12) into 
(14), and use this as a lower bound for each term in 
(11), we have 
PEp I ~ ~ PEL I ~ ~ PEL I ~; D = 0 
[ -S(1 - 2E) ] [-S(1 - t)] = t exp 1 + 2N + 2tS + t exp 1 + 2N 
[ -SO - E) ] + 1 exp 1 + 2N + 2ES . (15) 
Now as S '-+ 00 , 
~~ PEp I ~ ~ t exp [- 1 ~E2E ] +1 exp [ - (1 ~ t) J. (16) 
The above lower bound depends only upon ( and is 
plotted as the S = 00 curve in Fig. 5 . The result is inter-
esting in that it hows that even as S ~ 00, a relatively 
sharp system degradation can still be expected. This 
can be attributed again to the fact that timing errors 
cause a portion of the signal energy to appear as noise 
energy. Therefore, even though an "infinite" signal 
energy is available, there is consequently an "infinite h 
noise energy present, whenever ( =1= 0 , the overaJl result 
not dependent upon S at all as (16) illustrat.es. 
The behavior of PEp at different noise counts is shown 
in Fig. 6 for fixed value of S. Again, even with negligible 
background noise, the system degrades in a similar 
fashion with increasing timing error. 
IV. TIMING ERROR EFFECTS WITH ON-OFF KEYING 
When on-off keyed data bits are transmitted and 
threshold tests are used for bit decisions at the decoder, 
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th~ effect of timing errors can be determined by a pro-
cedure similar to the PPM case. The ac tual bit decisions 
will be influenced by the adjacent bit (the subsequent 
bit when A > 0, the former bit when 6. < 0), just as in 
the previous case. If we consider the four possible corn-
binations of transmitted and ad j acent bits, and the as-
sociated error probability for each, the tota l error prob-
. ability when a threshold K is u ed and an offset. 6. occurs, 
is then 
1 • 1 ., 
PEp I A = 4 ~ 'Y.p.[S + N] + 4 .~ 'Y.p.[N] 
, '-------,,.-------J 
11 00 
1 • 1 ., 
+ ~ ~ 'Y.P .[S(1 - E) + N] + 4 l~ 'Y.P.[ES + N~ (17) 
10 01 
where again ( = I A liT and S, N are the received signal 
and noise counts, respectively. T he symbols below each 
sum represent the combination of data bits cau~ ing thp. 
corresponding error probability , with the left-hand bit 
t he transmitted bit and the other the ad jacent bit. Com-
parison of (17) with (9) allows us to write 
PE" I ~ = ! PEp (S, N) + ! PEp (S', N' ) (18) 
where the terms on the right are error probabilities with 
perfect timing, and 8' and N' are defined in (12) . We 
again observe that timing-error effects can be interpreted 
as degradations in signal energy and increases in noise 
energy in a perfectly t imed system. Note that t iming 
errors are exhibited only in t he second term in (18), and 
can be attributed to the last two terms in (I 7), where 
the adjacent bit is opposite from the true bit. The error 
probabilities in (18) depend upon the choice of thres-
hold K used for decisioning. For a given design value of 
Sand N, the thresho ld K that minimizes (9) can be de-
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terrnined by differentiation , and shown to be 
S 
K = log (1 + SIN) (19) 
With t.his threshold, (1 8 ) is plotted in Fig. 7 as a func-
tion of timing offset for several values of Sand N. The 
curves manifest similar behavior as in PPM, except the 
degradation is faster, and the curves exhibit crossovers. 
That is , at small offsets increasing S decreases error 
probabili ty, but at larger offsets the opposite is true. An 
examination of the sums of (17) will reveal that for N 
« 1, S » 1 the first three terms tend to zero and the 
resulting PEp I A is directly attributable to the last 
term; i.e., the error probability when a zero is sent and 
the adj acent bit is a one. In the limits as S ~ 00, it fol -
lows that even though K ~ 00 [see (19)], this latter 
probability becomes exactly one for any ( -# O. The 
overa ll PEp I A therefore becomes 0.25, and the result is 
plotted as the S = 00 curve in Fig. 7. The behavior of 
a ll these curves can be directly attributed to the fact 
that optimal on-off keying requi res proper thresho ld 
selection, and timing offsets cause changes in effective 
signal and noise energies and, hence, suboptimal opera-
tion. As these effective energies become widely different 
from the design energie!', the resulting system perform -
ance is severely degraded. 
V. RANDOM TIMING ERRORS 
The timing error that does in fact occur during a bit 
interval depends upon the synchronization subsystem 
and its performance in maintaining time lock. This is 
generally accomplished by tracking a transmitted sync 
signal with a locally generated sync signal using a feed-
back tracking loop for error control. The timing error A 
is t herefore the tracking error between the received and 
locally generated sync signals, and in reality should be 
considered as a random process in t. In typical operation, 
however, the loop-tracking bandwidth is much less than 
~------ --- - ---
In 
the bit frequency l i T , and the assumption of a constant 
timing error during a given bit interval is essentially 
valid. The error is however random, and its statistics will 
depend upon the tracking-loop model. When sinusoidal 
sync signal at the bit frequency l i T are used, and t rack-
ing is accomplished by a phase-lock loop (PLL) follow-
ing photodetection , the stRady-state proba bi lity density 
of A is given by 
( A) 211" (211"d) pu = 'f P" T (20) 
where Prp ('P) is the density of the loop-t racking phase 
error 'P . This latter density has been investigated for a 
system using a separate optical channel (d ifferent optical 
frequency ) for t ransmitting t he sync information [7] . 
When the sync chan nel is in quantum-limited operat ion 
(high-gain photomu ltip li cation and negligib le back-
ground energy ), the steady-state probability density of 
the phase error has been approximated by computer so-
lution of t he Smoluchowski-Kolmogorov equation [101 . 
• The latter equation is a nonlinear partial differential 
equat ion for the probability density of an output random 
process (in this case, the tracking error ) of a dynamical 
system (the phase-tracking loop) when forced by an 
input random process (the photodetector output of the 
sync channel). The results of this computer solution, 
reported in [7], are shown in Fig. 8. The phase-error 
density depends only upon the para meter 
# .. 
a =--
2BL (21) 
where BL is the tracking-loop bandwidth and p..c is the 
average count rate due to the sync signal, the latter 
direct ly related to th~ received power in the sync chan-
nel. The parameter a is therefore t he average number 
of sync-signal counts occurring in the t ime period l j 2BL . 
The bandwidth BL must be selected large enough to al-
low suitable dynamical t racking of the incoming sync 
phase shifts (due to Doppler, range uncertainty , and 
oscillator phase jitter). For a ~ 3, t he phase densit ies 
are, to a good approximation, given by 
( ) _ exp [a cos 'P] p., 'P - 21r1o(a) (22) 
where Io (a ) is the imaginary Bessel function. Equation 
(22) may be recognized as the steady-state density 
a.ssociated with tracking a sync tone in the presence of 
additive Gaussian noise [111 . This implies that the optical 
sync channel performs identical to the microwave· sync 
channel for reasonably high (a ~ 3) count rates . 
. An average timing-error probability PE can be com-
puted by averaging the PE I d in Figs. 5 and 7 over the 
random timing errors, using. the density p(.:\) obtained 
from (20). That is, 
PE = i: lPE I d]p(d) dd . (23) 
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The integral in (23) was evaluated using a point-by-
point integration of the densities in Fig. 8. The results 
are plotted in Fig. 9 for PPM and in F ig. 10 for on-off 
keying, showing PE as a function of transmitted data 
signal count S, for a fixed background noise count N 
and several signal counts a in the sync channel. The 
results indicate the average effect of imperfect timing, 
exhibit ing t he usual falloff in error probability with 
increasing signal energy, followed by a fl a ttening (Fig. 9) 
and bottoming (Fig. 10) of perfo rmance as S is increased. 
The values of the minimum PE depends upon t he tracking-
loop signal count . In PPM the minimum asymptotes 
plotted in Fig. 9 are those obtained by averaging the 
S = (J) curve in Fig. 5 over the densities in Fig. 8. In 
on-off keying PE actually begins increasing after achieving 
8. minimum value, even though S continues to increase. 
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This is due to the fact that the system is more "mis-
matched" in threshold design at the higher values of S. 
This latter fact tends to favor PPM operation over 
on-off keying when combating imperfectly timed systems. 
This bottoming of PE in both systems is extremely 
import~nt since it represents a residual nonreducible 
error probability that depends only upon the sync system, 
and cannot be overcome by increasing the bit energy 
to the data signal. For example, we see from Fig. 9 that 
with a = 5 and N = 0.5 we can never achieve an error 
probability less than 2 X '1O- a, no matter how much 
pulse energy we transmit. To determine these residual 
values for other design parameters, the curves for PE ! t:. 
must be first generated then averaged as in (23). 
It may be pointed out that the same residual effect 
due to imp~rfect tracking occurs in the additive Gaussian 
noise channel (microwave system instead of optical) 
when using phase-shift keyed binary transmission. In 
this latter case, as data signal energy becomes infinite, 
PE _ 0 as long as the tracking error is less than 11' /2 rad, 
and PE - 1 for <p ~ 11'/2. Thus the residual error prob-
ability is simply the probability that the loop error 
93 
exceeds r/2. In Fig. 5 we see that as S - CD we do not 
obtain zero PE (except at E = 0), and the residual PE 
tend to be higher than the comparable microwave case. 
That is, to obtain the same residual PE, the optical 
system requires more sync power. 
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Synchronization Using Pulse Edge Tracking in Optical 
Pulse-Position Modulated Communication Systems 
R. M. GAGLIARDI, MEMBE R, IEEE 
AbstTact-A pulse-position modulated (PPM) optical communi-
cation system using narrow pulses of light for data transmission 
requires accurate time synchronization between transmitter and 
receiver. The presence of signal energy in the form of optica l 
pulses suggests the use of a pulse edge-tracking method of main-
taining the necessary timing. In this report the edge-tracking 
operation in a binary PPM system is examined, taking into account 
the quantum nature of the optical transmissions. Consideration is 
pven first to " pure" synchronization using a periodic pulsed in-
tensity, then extended to the case where position modulation is 
present and auxiliary bit decisioning is needed to aid the tracking 
operation. Performance analysis' is made in t erms of timing error 
and ita associated statistics. Timing error variances are shown as 
a function of system signal-to-noise ratio. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The successful operation of any digital communication system 
requires a ccurate time synchronizal·ion bel~'een the transmitter and 
receiver. In optical digital ystems a common procedure is to use a 
noncoherent pul~e-posit ion modulation ( PP~I ) mode of operation 
using narrow pulses of light inten!;ity to carry the data [1]. The 
presence of ignal energy in the form of optical pulses suggests the 
use of a pulse edge-tracking method of maintaining the neces~ary 
time synchronization. In pulse edge tracking the edges of the trans-
mitted pulses are used as t iming marker ' to adju t the synchroniza-
tion of the receiver. When the optical pulse ' are tran mit ted as a 
periodic pulse train of known fixed frequen ry, the edge tracking 
corresponds to "pure" synchronization, in that the transmitted 
edges always OCcur at periodic points in time. When position modula-
tion is present, however, the pul.·es of light are ~hifted according to 
the data, and the edge-tracking operation must be modified in 
order to main tain receiver timing. The lat ter type of synchronizati on 
is often called modulation-derived s)"nchfllnization, or "impure" 
syncing, since the timing must be derived from, or accompli~hed 
in the presence of, the data modulation. In thi~ paper we examine 
the pure and impure edge-tracking operation in an optic!\1 binary 
PPM system, taking into account the quantum nature of the ligh t 
transmission. Performance comparisons are made in terms of the 
instantaneous timing error of the receiver and its associated stali~­
tics. The effect of imperfect timing on the overall data decoding 
operation has been studied el.ewhere [2J and will not be considered 
here. 
The t ime synchronization problem has of course received consider-
able attention in the past for the additive Gau~sian noise channel, 
a nd the interested reader is referred to the presentation in recent 
books by Stiffler [3J, Lindsey [4, ch. 3J, and Lindsey and !"imon 
[5 ]. Al though the approach here parallels these earlier ~t ud ies, the 
quantum nature of the optical ('hannel produce ' equations signifi-
cantly di fferent than tho e of the purely Gaus ian channel. Similar 
mathematical di fferences were previously observed with t he optical 
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Fig. 1. An optical digita) PPM recelver. 
channel when considering detection [6J, waveform estimation [7J, 
and sinusoidal phase tracking [8]. The resul ts here for pulse syn-
chronization are reminiscent of (but not identical to) the effects of 
tracking in an additive shot-noise environment [9J. 
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
A block diagram of an optical digital tiystem is shown in Fig. 1. In 
normal operation the incident optical field is photodetected, and the 
recovered signal is processed in both a data detection channel and 
in a synchronization channel, the latter providing the timing for 
the former. In this paper only the synchronization subsystem will 
be considered. In a PPM non coherent mode of operation, digital 
information is transmitted by position modulating a pulse of light 
intensity during each digital word interval. Thus, in a binary system, 
the light energy is transmitt.ed in one of two adjacent bit subinter-
v&is, representing a binary one or binary zero, as shown in Fig. 2 (a ). 
Detection in the data channel is made by photoelectron counting 
(physically, short-term integration of the photodetector output, 
which is equivalent to energy detection of the optical field) during 
each subinterval , deciding on the position with the highest count as 
containing the transmit ted bit. Timing for the starting and stopping 
of each count ing interval is provided by the synchronization sub-
system, and timing errors (offsets between received and integrated 
bit intervals) lead directly to system degradation. Continual timing 
information is necessary in order to maintain bit timing in spite of 
the time delay variations tha t may occur during optical transmission. 
T he system of Fig. 1 can operate with one of two different syn-
chronization formats. F or pure sync operation, an unmodulated 
sync signal (herein considered as a periodic train of optical pulses 
a t the bit-rate frequency ), shown in Fig. 2 (b ), is transmitted inter-
mittantly in place of the data to allow receiver lockup, and the 
resulting t iming is used to decode the subsequent data transmissions 
unt il the system is retimed with the next sync burst. In impure sync 
generation, the PP ;\1 data are transmit ted continuously and the 
timing is extracted from the data . The firs t procedure allows pure 
synchronization bu t must sacrifice data during the timing operation. 
The second method allows uninterrupted data transmission, and is 
obviously the preferred method of operation, but requires modula-
tion-derived synchronization. For this reason considerable interest. 
exists in developing the la t ter system and in determining its achiev-
able performance. 
I n pulsed optical SysteIIlB both the pure and impure sync systeIIlB 
can employ edge tracking for timing. An edge-tracking subsystem 
makes use of the fact that a pulse edge always occurs a t the center 
of each bit interval (see Fig. 2) and can therefore be used to sync ' 
a n identical pulse train a t the receiver. The subsystem, to be de-
scribed in Sections III and IV, employs a feedback loop to essent ially 
measure timing errors between the received and receiver pulse edges, 
using the error to correct the la t ter signal. In pure syn chronization 
the pulse edge a t the center always corresponds to the trailing edge 
of a pulse. When PPM is present, however, the edge may represent 
either a leading or trail ing edge, and this polarity must be deter-, 
mined for successful loop operation. To accomplLh this, the sync 
subsystem in the modulated case employs an auxiliary decision-
making loop that operates in conjullction with the edge-tracking 
loop (see Fig. 7) . T his auxiliary loop essentially decides which type 
of edge (i.e., wh ich data bit ) i ~ heing received, using the decision to 
augment a delayed version (If the standard edge-tracking loop. 
Simi lar systems have been previollsly proposed [10]. 
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Continual or updated timing is necessary to overcome the unin-
tentional variations in transmission delay, due to Doppler, relative 
receiver motion, etc. If the basic assumption is made that these delay 
variations are slow relative to the optical pulsewidth, then their 
only effect is to vary the time location of the optical pulse without 
distorting its shape. Thus, if 1 (t) represents the light intensity a t 
the receiver with no delay variations, and if '1', is thp. time-varying 
delay occurring, then the recovered field intensity is given by 
1 ( t - '1',). Here it is tacitly u'1plied that '1', is a function of t which 
changes slowly with respect to the pulsewidth of 1 ( t ). Note, this 
latter condi tion is equivalen t to the assumption tha t the band-
width of n is much smaller than the bandwidth of 1(t) . The p rin ciple 
objective of the edge-tracking loop is therefore to "trark out" the 
unin tentional time variations of '1', generated during the transmission 
of the optical field. 
III. EDGE TRACKING OF A PERIODIC PULHE TRAIN 
(PURE SYNC) 
In this section we first examine the edge-tracking operation when 
the received intensity corresponds to a periodic pulse train of ligh t. 
This would represent the situation during pure synchronization 
operation when the data modulation is not present [actually, a 
periodic pulse train at the bit frequen cy ran be ronsidered as a con-
tinuous sequence of the binary one ~ymb(, 1 in Fig. 2 (a ) ]. The received 
field intensity with no delay variations i. th('refore givl'n by 
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I(t ) = P[l + p(t)] (1) 
where P is the average received field power per unit area, and p (I) 
is the effective int.ensity modulation 
{ 
1 O~t~W 
p (t) = 
-1 W ~ t ~ T . 
(2) 
Here W is the pulsewidth and T = 2W is the bit period. The above 
intensity is assumed to be received with the delay variations TI, 
whi ch is equivalent to replacing p (t) by p (t - TI ) ' 
The output of the phot.odetector in Fig. 1, operating over a single 
spa tial mode of the optical field, is known to be the shot-noise current 
process [ll] 
N (O. 1l 
itt ) ~ Ge ~ a(t - 1.. ) (3 ) 
.. - 1 
where 0 ( t ) is the detector impulse fun ction, e is the electron charge, 
G is the photomultiplication gain , It", I are the random event times, 
and.\' 10,1 I is the electron P oi ;,on roun ting proces [i.e., S (0,1) b 
the number of electrons occurring in the interval (O ,t) ]. The counting 
process has its average value related to the received field intensity 
I (t ) by 
avg N (O, t ) = f3[ (I (t ) + k. ) dt 
o 
(4 ) 
where f3 = '1A ( hI, A is the detector receiving area, '1 is the receiver 
efficiency parameter, h is Planck 's constan t, I is the optical frequency, 
and 13k. is the average rate of arrival of background noise photons 
ove r the de tector area. The photodetector output i t t ) of (3) will 
have added to it a white Gaussian rircuit noi e current i. (t ), and 
the re~u lting signal, x (t ) ~ i(l ) + in (I) , provides the input to the 
synchronization edge-t ra cking subsystem, shown in de tail in Fig. 3. 
A pulse-edge integrator is time cont rolled by a receiver timing oscil-
lator, generating an error voltage used to readjust the oscilla tor. 
The latter, in addition, provides the timing marker for the dat a 
channel. The pulse-edge integrator consists simply of a lV-seconds 
integrat ion offset over t he trailing edge of the received pulse. If the 
input t o the integrator wa~ the pul e train of Fig. 2 (b ) with zero 
average value li.e., wit h its de value removed ) the offset integration 
occurs over portions of p ositive and negative values. If this latter 
integration had been t imed to begin exactly halfway through the 
positive pulse (a t t = W ( 2 ), t he resulting in tegra ted error value 
would be zero, no oscillator correction is necessary, and the system 
is in time SYf!C. If a time difference occurred between start of inte-
gration and pulse half-interval point, a propor t ional error signal 
would be generated whose polarity depended on the direction of the 
time di fference. This error voltage can be u ed to adjust t he loop 
timing oscillator. The inpu t dc removal can be accomplished easily 
by capacitor-coupled circuits, but is represented as a subtraction in 
the mathematical model of Fig. 3. Unfortunately, in the optic.al 
system of Fig. 1, the input to the loop is not a clean pulse sync t rain, 
but rather the shot-noise process of (3), containing the optically 
pulsed intensity of (1). In addition, thi shot noise has added to it 
the additive circuit white-noise cu rren t in ( t ). Hence, the error signal 
generated after the short-term loop integration is 
1 l" +W . e (t) = - [i t t) + i. (t ) - Ge{3 (P + k ,,) ] dt W ., 
wher~ TI represents the ·ta rt of the loop integration; i.e., the timing 
of the loop. The subtraction in (5) represents the removal of the 
average intensity from the loop input. The dependence of the right-
hand side on t is implicit in l.he parameter T I, which varies as the 
loop at.t.empts to track ou t the variations T,. Although TI is actually a 
fun ction of t it is treated as a constant when in tegra t ing over the 
pulsewidth W seconus long. The latter fa ct is simply a restatement of 
the fact that the bandwidth of TI, whi ch is roughly the same as that 
of TI, is much less than the repetition frequency l ( W. After sub-
st.ituting the input processes, (5 ) can be rewritten as 
Ge 
e(t) = W [ N(TI,T/ + W )] + n (T/ ) - Gef3 (P + k.) (6) 
where n (T,J is the Gaussian circlli t noise random process, obtained 
by integrating i. ( t ) over (TI,TI + W ), and has zero mean and 
variance N o( 2W, with No the one-sided ci rcuit noise spectral level. 
The performance of the t racker can be directly related to the 
instantaneous tim ing error between the received and the oscillator 
signal. This timing error is defined by 
(7) 
where all parameters are a ctually functions of t. Using straightfor-
ward analog loop analy 'is, and recalling that the uscillator phase 
depends on the integral of the voltage controlling it, the timing error 
TIn (7 ) satisfies the integral-differential equation 
dT dT! 
dt = dt - Ke (t ), (8) 
where K is the total loop gain . Since the error signal e (t) depends 
on both TI and TI, the equation is in gencral nonlinear in T. Clearly, 
the solution for T II ) in (8 ) necessarily evolve::; as a s tochastic process 
due to random ne&; of e II ) in (6 ) . This il' t rue even if the additive 
circui t 1I0ise in ( t ) is set equal to zero (i.e. , only background inter-
ference) due to the randomness of the hot-noise process. 
Although the probability densities of T(t) will be of ultimate 
intere t , the behavior of the instantaneous mean value of T (t) can 
be derived from ( \. If we s t a tist i call ~' average both sides, inter-
changing differentiation and averaging on the left, we obtain the 
equation 
di (l ) didt) K-
-- = -- - e (t) 
dt dt ' 
(9) 
where the overbar denotes statistical average. Since the additive 
noise variable in (6 ) has zeru mean, the mean-error voltage is given 
by the mean shot-noise count. The la t ter is t,he integrated count 
i,;tensi ty over the integration intervals, as denoted by (4). Hence, 
{
Ge{3 j" +W } e(t) = E. w., [I ( t) + k.]dt - GeB(/' + k. ) 
{
Gef3 t' +W } 
= E, W J., [P[l + p(t - T.)] + k.] dt - Ge{3 (P + k. ) 
{
e{3GP j"+W } 
= f ,. W-., p(t - TI ) dt ( 10) 
where £. is the ex pectat ion opera tor over the random variable T, 
1 l"+W I jrl+w 
= - i(t) dl + - i,,( t ) dt - Ge{3 (P + k n ) W .. W ., 
(5 ) llnu p (l) is given in (2 ) . The above integral ('lin berewrit.ten in term~ 
of a receiver correlatiun. Define the fun ction ylt) by 
1896 
(11) 
eleewhere. 
Then (10) becomes 
(12) 
where 
1 f-R.p(T) - - p(t - TI)y(t - T,) tho 
W -- . 
(13) 
Hence, the mean of the error process can be related t.o the rorrelation 
of the periodic intensity modulation p ( t ) with the time fun ction 
1/ (t). The latter fun ction can therefore be considered as the receiver 
"timing" signal produced by the loop . The correlation function 
R.p(T) for the fun ctions pet ) in (2) and y et ) in (11) is plotted in 
Fig. 4. This correlation fun ction..is the mean-error function of the 
tracking loop, and is often referred to as the loop PIS curve." 
Equation (9 ) therefore becomes 
dT (t) dTI (t) (KGP) (R () I 
-- = -- - e(l r.. WP T • 
dt dt 
(14) 
The above is the differential equation of the mean liming error 
variable in the tracking loop . If T ( t ) is confined to the linear range 
of ~,,(T) (i.e., if T "" ° and the loop is tracking well) t.hen w~ can 
approximate RVp(T) "" 2T/ W and r..fR.p (T) I "" &T[2T/WJ - 2r/W. 
Equation (14) then becomes a linear differential equation in terms 
of the mean-error process T (t). Furthermore, this linear equation 
corresponds to that of the linear feedback system in Fig. 5. The latter 
is often called the linear mean equivalent loop to Fig. 3, and is 
useful for analyzing or synthesizing based upon the mean timing 
error process. Note that in this equivalent system, the input delay 
variation TI appears as t he loop input, and the loop timing oscillator 
becomes a feedback loop integrator whose output is the timing 
process TI (t). The linear equivalent loop has a loop gain of2eGK(lP /W 
and a loop bandwidth' of 
eGK(lP 
BL -"2lV . (15) 
Note that the loop bandwidth depends directly on the received opti-
cal power P, which therefore appears as a parameter of the equiva-
lent system. T he loop bandwidth must be sufficiently wide (i.e., 
there must be sufficient loop gain ) to tra ck the expected time varia-
tionl\ in T I. 
AHho!lgh mean-error performan ce in tracking the received delay 
variations can be determined from the linear mean system, the 
adverse effects due to the random nature of the optical field and 
circuit noise cannot be derived (note that the linear system is 
noiseless). In this case, the dynamical equation of the true system, 
(8), must be examined in detail for a complete statistical analysis. 
Unfortunately, the discrete nature of the timing error equation 
indicates that the statis tics of the solut ion T (t ) will be highly non-
stationary as the process evolves in time. An indication of the sta-
tistical properties of T (t ) can be obtained by examining the steady-
state probability density of T. This latter densi ty, J(T), is known to 
satisfy the Kolmogorov-Smoluchowski steady-state equation [4, 
Ch.7J: 
where 
I
. (M)i 
- lm--
A,-o tot 
toT' ~ [dt + tot) - dt) J 
(16) 
(17) 
with suitable initial conditions and with the condition that J (T) 
integrate to one. When the coefficients K, (T) exist, this equation 
provides a relation that must be satisfied by the stel\dy-state den ity 
of the process dt). The equation is a partial differential equation 
1 In a linear feedback system. If 11 (l) Is the transfer function from loop 
Inrut to reed back signal. then the loop bandwidth is tl"t\npd by BL -
J H {jw) l'dw/2,.. It essentially repre,ell ls the bandwIdth that the loop 
exhibIts to the input. 
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Fig. 4. Tracking error charactertlt1c for pure Iync. 
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Fig. 6. Line&!" equivalent edge-tr&cldng loop. 
with variable coefficients and, in general, involves all orders of 
deriva tives. The principle usefulness of (16), however, occu rs when 
only the first few coefficients are nonzero. In particular, if K, (T) = 0, 
j ~ 3, the resulting equation is the steady-state Fokker-Planck 
equation, and has been extensively studied [4, Ch. 7]. A Fokker-
Planck equation impli es a "continuous" process; i.e ., processes that 
do not change significantly over a short-time period, while the more 
general equation of (16) would be associated with processes con-
taining statistical jumps. 
The calculation of the sequence of coefficients K, (T) requires 
determination of the moments of the error increment toT in (17). 
Consider again the system of (8) when tracking an intensity pulse 
having a constant-time shift T I (t ) = TO. The timing error T (t) 
therefore satisfies (8) with dTl/dt = 0. The timi ng error variation 
tot is then 
6T = - dz 
/.
' +4 ' (dT) 
, dz 
/.
' +4 ' 
= -K, e(z) dz. (18 ) 
The coefficients in (17) can now be determined by using (6) in (18) . 
Unfortunately, an exact calcu latiun of the coe(ticient~ is hampered 
by the sampled data (short-term integrated) nature of. the loop. 
(The integrator smooths the error si/l:nal, and produre:; III effect a 
second-order loop. ) We :-:hall cun~ider in,t!'ad a C(lnllllUous first-
order loop in which the integratur is ne/l:leeted, tlnd the resUlting 
time averaged (over a period IV) {"o!'ftil"iell\s arp t1s(,~ liS an approxi-
mation to the desired steady-state c"lleJliriE'lIt~. TillS I' eqlllvtliellt. toO 
assuming that the int e/l:ra'tion uver the Jlllbl"width is ext remely 
shurt relative \,u the time variations of lilt' Input 1"'("'t'SS, find can 
be neglected . The subsequent linH" averaglll!£ (If I Ill' ""l'fficic"ts is 
J 
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similar to the smoothing produced hy the loop. It is shown in Appen-
dix A that the coefficient~ computed in this way become 
where 
1
-(Gek{3P ) R.p (T), 
K,(T) ~ (Gek)2[{3R.,, (T) + No/2 (Ge)'J, 
(-Gek)i{3[R.i' (T) J, 
j - 1 
j = 2 
j~3 
(1 9) 
(20) 
For the loop signal y (l) in (11 ) , the above can be furt.her simplified 
by noting that for all j 
R.j/ (T) = R.,(T) . 
Thus, the steady-state K olmogorov equation becomes 
(eGK ) ' d 0- (eGK{3P)[R. p (T)/ (T)J + ---
2 dT 
• {[{3R., (T) + N o/2(Ge) ' J/(T) I 
'" (eGK)i d,-I 
+ ~ --.,- d -I {{3R., (T)f (T) I· 
i-' ) . T ' 
(21 ) 
(22) 
The infinite number of derivativE'S manifests the di contin uities of 
the error process cau cd by th e quantum nature of the detected 
optical proceti~. It is the form of this equation vi '-a-vis the Fokker-
Planck equation that Lheoretically ~eparale:s op ti cal tracking from 
tracking in additive Gaussian noise. This complication wa.~ pre-
viously noted by Ohlson [9J when dealing with added shot noi e.' 
Although an exact solution for I(T) i omewhat ambiti ous, some 
meaningful information and approximating solu tions can be derived. 
In particular, con ider the case where the system operates in near-
lock operation, so that iL may be assumed t hat l' "" O. The ins tan-
taneous tracking error can therefore be considered to he confined to 
the linear range of R.p(T) and 
R.p (r) "" 2T/ W 
(23) 
Substituting into (22) and dividing by the coefficient of the serond 
term yields the modified equation 
(24) 
where 
2{3P 
a = ~~~~~~~~----------~ (WeGK / 2)[{3 (P + k. ) + Yo/ 2 (Ge ) ' J (25 ) 
2 (4 ) i o , [ P (P +k.) ({3P)i- ' ] 
A. i - ji Wa [{3 (P + k. ) + ,Vo/(Ge ) '2J,ol . (26 ) 
Note that the coefficienti! A, vary as 1/ a i-', exhibiting a derreasing 
importance of the higher derivatives as the parameter a in (25 ) is 
increased. (The bracketed term in A, i bounded by one and ap-
proaches one as the system approaches quantum limited operation, 
I.e., when {3P »{3k. + .vo/ (Ge)'2.) A physicai interpretation to a 
call be introduced by not ing the linear mean-equivalent loop of 
Fig. 5 . Since it is often desirous to operate the tracking loop with a 
given loop bandwidth B(. the loop gain K is generally adjusted so as 
to obtain this value in (15). Thu~, if B(. is the desired bnndwidth, 
then we set K = 2B(.W /Ge{3P, and (25 ) becomes 
2 { ({3P)' } 
a - W' B(.[{3 (P + k. ) + .Vo/ 2(Ge ) 'J . (27) 
When written in this way, the numerator in the braces is the l:Square 
of the mean intensity of the received signal, while the denominator 
• It .hould be not~d that I~I conaldered the c ase or phase tracking a 
dMlred 8ln.e .. ave With addit ive shot lIoio4'. The optical model hl're in-
volv811 an Input shot I>r()('",.s ... ith .il{nal imhpudec1 within. as Illrlil'ated 
by (3) . Doth lIIod" l. ,·;,,1 to illl111iLe order "'luaUons but with slightly 
different coet'llclent8. 
1&,)7 
is effectively the total noise power ()ccurring in the handwidth HI. 
(since the level {3 (P + k. ) is the two-sided ~hot-n()ise ~pect ral 
level ) . Thus, a is propnrtional to a signal- to-noise power ratio, and 
the coefficients in Ai in (26) vary as an inverse power of this ratio. 
We therefore expect that solutions for f(r) can be suitably approxi-
mated by solving truncated versions of (24 ) with few er and fewer 
terms, as we increase the optical signal-lo-noise rati o in (27 ). 
Further properties of the solution for f ( T) for the in-lock operation 
case can also be derived . Transforming both sides of (24) indicates 
that the characteris ti c function of 1 (1' ), 'I' (w), satisfies the differen-
tial equation 
(28) 
This means 
(29) 
where C is chosen to satisfy the unit area constraint on I ( T ). Since 
the right-hand side is in the form of a power series in jw, the semi-
invariants of the steady-state density can immediat ely he id entified . 
Note that the first semi-invariant (mean value ) is ze ro, the seco nd 
semi-invariant (varian ce) is 1/ a, and the higher semi-invariants 
are related to the I A". Thus, the a ctual form of the solu tion dens ity 
depends on these coefficients. As a iimiling ("ase, howt'ver, we see 
that if Q -+ co, implying A;/ a -+ ° for a ll i ~ 3, then In <few) = 
-wl / 2a, corresponding to a zero mean, Gau.~ian density for 1', 
havinK varian<:e 1/ a. On the other hand, for a < CX) the higher 
coeffieients can no longer be neglected, and the complete eries in 
(29) must be included. Of course, as a is decrea. ed in value, the 
increasing varian ce will cause the loop error to exceed the linear 
range of R. p(r), violating our assumption that the loop is in fact 
completely linear. onetheless it is important to recognize thaL even 
though the loop error density varies in form from the asympt otic 
Gaussian density for a -+ CX) to the more complicated density defined 
by (29) as a -+ 0, the variance of the density for the linear s.\"s tem is 
always 1/ a [i.e., the econd semi-invarian t in (29)]. Assuming shot-
noise limi ted operation [tHP + k.) »Xo/(Ge)'2J, the loop error 
variance for the normalized delay variable x = T/ W is therefore 
where 
1/a 1 [ k.] <T'~-=- 1+ -
% W· r P 
1 [ 2Pk./B(.] 
-- 1 +---r r (30) 
(31 ) 
The above is plotted in Fig. 6 a a fun ction of the parameter r for 
several values of normalized noise energy (3k./ B(. . The curves, in 
essence, summari ze the performance of a pure sync. ys tem operating 
with optical power P watts in a tracking bandwidth o f B(. Hz. The 
rapid increase in the nnrmalized error varian ce as the parameter r 
is decreased represents the deteriora t ion of the timing performance. 
The presence of background noise (k.) cau~es the increase to occur 
at higher values of r. Since 2{3P represents the rate of occurrence of 
si j!;nal photoelectrons during pul -e transmission, t he parameter r in 
(31) can be considered as an indication of the " denseness" of signal 
counts, indicating the accumulation of electrons over a time period 
eq ual to the reciprocal of the loop bandwidth. Alternatively, by 
substituting for {3, we can write r = ~A2P/hfB(., which has now 
the familiar interpretation as the ratio of total received pulse power 
to the quantum noise in the loop B(. bandwidth . The ratio {3k. / B(. 
has a similar interpretation in terms of received bnckground noise 
power. 
It should be pointed out that the variances plotted in Fig. 6 
correspond to the relatively simple tracking loop in Fig. 3. Some 
improvement in performance can often be at tained by designing 
more complicated tracking systems. For example, by simultaneously 
processing with a parallel integrator over the leadinj!; edge of the 
subsequent sync pulse [i.e., over the time interval (3 W / 2, 5W / 2) J 
olle can inte~rale and negatively comhine with e(l) in Fig. 3 to 
st rt'ngt hen (douhle ) the error IImplitude. This efTt'!' tively douhlps 
the signal power and theoretically produces a :i-dB power savings. 
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Fig. 6 . Variance of normalized error T / W versus loop signal-to-noise ratio r. pure sync. (r ~ 2{JP /BI..) 
The interested reader is referred to [5 J for further discussion of these 
possible modifications. 
IV. MODULATION-DERIVED EDGE TRACKING 
W ITH PPM 
In a PP;,\i system the received optical intensity is no longer 
periodic, but varies in position a ccording to the data bit sequence. 
For example, in binary PPl\l, if the optical intensity is written as 
in (1), then its modulation during a bit period is given by p (t) ID 
(2) if a binary one is sent, but is given by -p i t ) if a binary zero is 
senL, as it is obvious from Fig. 2(80). A receiver attempting to attain 
time synchronization by edge tracking the center transitions during 
each bit period will be adversely affected by the data modulation. 
If a datum one is sent, a t iming error T will generate a loop error 
voltage of .R •• (T), as d iscussed in Section III. However, if a da tum 
zero is sent, an error voltage of -R •• (T) is generated in the same 
loop. Hence, for equally-likely data bits, the average error voltage 
within the loop is then [ R vp( T) (probability of one being sent) -
R •• (.,,) (probability of zeT() being sen t) J = O. That i ,on the average, 
no loop error is generated for controlling the receiver timing oscillator 
during modulation recept ion. 
To compensate for this modulation, an augmented edge- tracking 
system can be used , as shown in Fig. 7.' The decision loop attempts 
to determine the true data bit, using this decision to properly modify 
the sign of the loop error voltage. This can be implemented by mult i-
plyin!! the gene ra ted error in a delayed (by one-bit period ) t racking 
loop by a plus or minus one, depending on the data bi t. The la tLer 
decision is made from a count comparison over each possible bit 
subinterval as they arrive. Thus, the error in the delayed edge-
tracking loop becomes be(t), where 
if one is sent, 
(32) 
if zero is sen t, 
of equivalently, 
{
+I 
b ~ 
-1 if kl < k, 
(33) 
where k .. k, are the counts over the first and second subinterval of 
each bit period . The differen tial equa tic.n in (8) for the tracking 
loop error now becomes 
dT dTI dt = dt - K[be(t)]. (34 ) 
I Again we point out that even in the modulation case more compli-
catf'd trackin!! loops can be derived 151 .... hich achieve performance 
improvement by ditlerencing adjacent bit intervals . 
Since the counts in (a3) are random count., the parameter b is a 
random variable. Thus, the coefficiellts Kj(T) in (17) for the steady-
st.ate density will be a function of this variable, and therefore require 
a subsequen t average over it.') statistics. When a one is sent the 
probability that kl ~ k, i. equivalent to the probability that the 
one is correctly detected, whereas the p;'obability that kl < k, 
corresponds to t,he probability that an errol' is made. Hence, when 
a one is sen t, 
b = {+1 
-1 
with probability 1 - PEl} 
with probability PEl 
(35) 
where PEl is the bit error probability when a one is s<:!nt. When So 
zero is sent, the above signs are reversed and PEl is replaced by 
PEo. It should be remembered, however, that the timing for this 
subinterval counting is in turn controlled by the receiver loop timing 
signal, which will have loop timing errors incorporated within it. 
Thus, the bit-error probabilities in (38) must include these timing 
error effect ·. (A timing error hetween the true hit-arrival time and 
the start of subinLerval counting will caUtie the counting to occ~r 
over an off~et interval.) The effect of the e timing errors on bit 
decisioning has been previously derived, [2J, and a typical average 
bit error probability plot of PE = ,[PEl + PEoJ is shown in Fig. 8, 
as a function of the timing error T, optical pulse energy S = 2{JPW, 
and noise rate (3k •. This timing error T is in fact a function of time, 
but, can be considered a constant over everal bit periods. 
The steady-state coefficients K, (T) mn be evaluated from (1 7), 
(19), and (34) by first condit ioning on b and then averaging over 
the probabili ties in (35). Using primes to denote the K j coefficients 
when data modulation is present, and noting that bj = 1 for all j 
even, we see that 
{
Kj(T), j even 
K/(T) = 
iKj (T)!( +l)[1- PEIJ + (-l)PEI - (-l)[I-PE oJ 
- (+ l )PEol, j od d 
{
Kj(T), j even 
~ K j (T)[1 - 2PE(T)J, j odd (36) 
where PE(T) = ~[PEI + PEo]. Note that the dependence of PE 
on T has been emphasized . The resulting steady-state dentiity equa-
tion iti again given hy (16 J with K, (.,.) replac'ed hy the K,' (T) above. 
Note that the ('ot'ffi cient s are now more romplicated funrtion& of T 
due to the auxiliary de('i~ioning. and appl'llad\ tht' earlier results as 
PE (T) ..... U. In this latter c 'a~e, the sys tem is ('''ITet' tly identifying 
the true bit during ea('h period, and t'~~entiall~' " rl'moving" the 
binar~' modulation . Thl' first coeffirient, 
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K, '( r ) - GEKfjPR.p (r ) [ 1 - 2PE( r ) J, 
is the average loop error fun rtinn, and represen t ~ the modified non-
linearity of the mean equivlilent loop, as in (12). This coefficient is 
plotted in Fig. !) as /I funrti(JIl of the normalized T and received pulse 
energy S, obtained by u~e IOf Fi~s . 4 and 8. l' ute that the effect of 
the ' deci~ion proc~s i., to redtH'e the width und amplitude of the 
tracking errur fun ctiun. As I'E (T) -+ L there i~ nu averap;e error 
being generut('d for loop tra('kinp; , and the ~.\·stem e:;sentially loses 
lock. 
- - - ----
For the near-lock assumption [use of (23) J the previous ~teady­
!\tate equation is modified tu 
dl (r) ~ d j - I 
0- ar[l - 2PE (r ) ]f (r) + -d- + ~ Ajd _J( r ). t37) 
T J-J TI 
Even with this simplification, neither the solution dens ity nor its 
characteristic fun ction, can be generated as ea 'ily as in 'eclion III, 
~ince the first coefficient is now more complicated. However, the 
fractional variance for this densitv can be estimated bv approximat-
ing the coefficient K ,' (.) in F ig. Ii by a si nu oid of pru'per amplitude 
and frequen cy, This latter amplitude will depend on the energy S 
per data bit used for decisioning, which in turn is related to the r 
parameter in (31) by 
(38) 
where BLW = Bd2Rb = ! (BdRb ) . The parameter (Bd Hb ) is the 
ra tio of tracking loop bandwidth to the dnta bit rate R bI and ill 
typically less than one. When written as in (3 ), BL TV ran also be 
interpreted as the fra ction of the sync energy r appearing in the 
data pulse and therefore used in the auxiliary deci -ioning, For a 
fixed value of BLW, each value uf r generates a corresponding value 
of S, to which an effective one cycle sine wave ran be fitted to the 
corresponding curves of K, '( T ) a~ in Fig. 9. The variance can then 
be determined at each r by numerically 'olving a truncated version 
of (37), using the method discu sed in Appendix B. The r~ulting 
normalized variance computed in this way is plotted in Fig. 10, as a 
function of r for several values of BLW, The curve for the noiseless, 
pure sync operation from Fig. 6 is superimposed. The r~ults show 
that a deterioration of performance occurs over pure ync, due to the 
decisioning process, and <:an therefure be considered as the price to 
be paid for modulation derived ' ynchronization. !'\ote that the 
deci~ioning cau es system degradation ~imilar to an effective loss 
in signal-te-noise ratio (reduced r) and can therefore be interpreted 
as a power loss in the synr subsystem, 
Although t he use of the ('urves in Fig. \() are convenient for assess-
ing performance, their derivation requir~ a somewhat lenl!;thy 
calculation. Furthermore, this computatiull mus t be repeated at 
each desired value of bal'kground noise k ... However a simpler method 
can be used, at the expense of analytical aCI'urary, to derive similar 
curv(',:. This method makes use of a form (If truncated quasi-linear 
solution, which ba~icall.\' amounts to reduC'inl!; (37) to a first-order 
equation, and replacing the first coefficient by 11 modified linenr 
coc/li('irnt as in (24 ), but retaininl!; its oepelldt'nl't' nn the derisioll 
error probability Pl!:. To accomplish this lineari;mtioll we firsl 
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recognize that PE depends on both pulse energy S, and timing error 
.,., and we write this as PE(S,T). To linearize, we replace the func-
tional dependence on T by rms value of T ; i.e., T ...... - (1/ a) lit. Th US 
we consider instead PE[S(l/a)lf']. The quasi-linear differential 
equation for the timing error density f (-r) is then taken as 
Note that the equation is linear in f( T), but the coefficients are non-
linear in Q. The solution for f(T) in (39) yields a Gaussian density 
with normalized variance 
.,. I ___________ _ 
• W1all - PE[S,(1/Q)lf2JI' (40) 
For the shot noise limited case, l/W'a is given in (30), S is related 
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to r by (38). and the variance depends only upon the parameters 
r,· BLW, and k. / BL. The values of PE at any value of S = BLWr 
and ,. .... " can be obtained from curves similar to Fig. 8. Several 
points of the above variance for the shot-noise limited case are super-
imposed in Fig. 10. The results tend to display the same behavior 
for tracking performance, although the variance values indicate 
slightly lower variances than the more accurate results determined 
earlier. 
APPENDIX A 
The computation of the coefficients in (17) is hampered by the 
sampled data nature of the tracking loop in Fig. 3. We consider 
instead a continuous first-order loop in which the sampler is neg-
lected, and its time averaged coefficients will be used as an approxi·· 
mation to the steady-state K;. This is equivalent to assuming that 
the short-term integration over the pulsewidth is extremely narrow 
relative to the time variations of the input process, and can be 
neglected. The error signal e (t) is therefore taken as the signal prior 
to the integrator, or 
e(t) = [i tt) + i.(t) - Ge{3 (P + k.) Jy (t - T' ) 
where yet) is defined in (11) . Substituting for itt) frolll (3). and 
evaluating (18) yields 
N /'+4' (-A,.) - C _~, y(t~ - TI ) + K. i.(z) dz - C{3 (P + k,,)At 
(AI) 
where C - GeK and N = N (t,t + At ), the latter defined in (6). To 
determine the Ki coefficients, the time averaged moments of A,. 
must be calculated. The first two moments are as follows. Denoting 
statistical averages with overbars, we have • 
[-A,.J - C [~y(t. - T')] + K 1.'+'" [i.(z)Jdz 
- C{3(P + k.)t:.I. (A2 ) 
Now i. (t) - 0 and it is known that Poisson shot noise hll.-:! lIIenn 
[11, p. 1619J 
N /.+4. ~ I/(t. - "1) - (3 yet. - ,..) [I (t. - TI) + k .. Jdt ... 
- . 
(A3) 
In the limit as M -+ 0 
1'+41 lim yea - ,.,)[I(a - T.) + k.Jda " ..... 
-+ (At) [y (t - T,)/(t - T.) + k.]. (A4 ) 
The above term is a function of t. The first coeffident iti derived a>! 
the time-average value over an integration period W, assuming thllt 
,. does not change during this interval. Hence, 
1 ['I+W { (AT)} K\ - W lim - dt 
'. " .... At 
{3 (m 
-C W l -m yet - T,)/(t - TI) dt + CP{3 
(3i'" 
- -c- yet - ,. ,)[/(t - T.) - PJdt. W -m (A5 ) 
The calculation of the mean-squared value of (AI ) requ ires com-
putation of the cross products involved. However, noting that the 
eventual computation of the Ki requires a division by AI followed 
by a limi t as At ...... 0, only the terms of order At need be retained. In 
particular, we see from (A4) that any product of avel"l1(1;es of the 
shot-noise summation will always be a t least of order At'. Hence, 
we have 
'+41 
(Ad' - C' [ ~ y'(t. - Ttl] + K' fl·. (z.)i. (z,) dZ I dz, + () (At),. 
(A6) 
The average of the first ,summation is known to be [11 , p. 1619 J 
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/
'+4. 
C'{3. y'(t~ - "/)[I(t~ - T,) + k.Jdt + Or A' ). (A7) 
Since the circuit noise is white with spectral level iYo, the second 
integral in (A6) is known to be K'NoAI/2 [12, p. 86]. Proceeding as 
In (A5), we have (3i m K, - C'- y' (t - T,)[/(I - T,) + k.Jdt + K'No/ 2. (AB) W -m 
Similarly, we have 
(At )i = (-C)i [~Yi (l~ - ,.1)] + O(At ) ', 
By manipulating as above we finally derive 
j ~ 3. (A9) 
Ki = (-C)i ~ i: yi(t - ,.,)[I(t -,..) + k.Jdt. (AlO) 
Equations (A5), (A8 ), and (AlO) are ummarized in (19) of the 
paper. We point out. that the first. coeffil'ient. above is the same as 
would be calculated for the · ~ampled system, bu t the higher coeffi-
cients would become extremely more difficult to determine. 
APPENDIX B 
The procedure here follows that of Ohison [9]. Consider the 
equation 
dJ N di-IJ (T) 
0= [aQsin2nJf(T) +- + I.A i --.-, dT i-I dT' 1 T!:::; W / 2 (Bl) 
which is a truncated version of (37) with K,'(T) ~ Qsin2rT. We 
assume an even solu tion having the form 
J(,.) - ~ i: C. cos (2rk) T, 
W."1 W 1,.1:::; W/2 (B2) 
where 
I"" (2rk) C.- J(")C08 - Td,.. -Wit W (B3) 
If we substitute (B2) into (B l ), collect harmonic terms, set the 
resulting coefficients equal to zero, we derive the following ~cond­
order recursive equations among the Ct : 
Cc+1 - C._, + - - + ~ --'- C •. [ 
2k N 2A .k i ] 
Qa ,-, Qa. (B4) 
(odd) 
The above ullciws a generation of all subsequent C. from the first 
two, C~ and C,. These latter two are found from the conditions that 
1) J (T) be a probability den ity over ( - (W / 2 ) ,W/ 2 ) and 2) for 
large a, J (T) must approach the known olution corresponding to 
A, = 0 in (40). From (B3) we see that the first condition requires 
that Co = 1, while for Ai = 0, (B4) becomes 
C.+\ - C._\ - (~:) C., Co - 1. (B5) 
The solution is then 
C. _ 1. (Qa ) 
Io (Qa ) (B6 ) 
where I. ill the imaginary Bessel function of order k. Thus, C, was 
l!elect~ as I, (Qa )/lo (Qa) in sub equent analysis using (B4 ). The 
density J<T) !'an now theoretically be constructed by solving (B4 ) 
and using the Ck in (B:2). 
We are primarily interested in the normalized variance of this 
tracking error, given by 
1 IWI2 
.,.' - - T'J (T) dT 
W' -Wit 
Co '" i"' - - + I C. x' cos (2,..k:r ) dx 
12 .-, - , It 
-- + ~ C. - - . Co '" [(- I)k] 12 ._\ 2rk' (B7 ) 
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The above can be computed directly from the C1 generated from 
(B4) . To examine the trun cation error (B4 ) was numerically solved 
for Q in the range (0.1-D.5 ) and N = 3 and 5. For the range of 
interest (1 ~ a ~ 100 ) no noticeable change in variance appeared 
for N greater than 3. Hence, the truncat.ion was limited to N = 3 
in all subsequent results. With N = 3, the variance was then com-
puted from (B7 ) as a fun ction of a, after generation of the C1 from 
(B4). The value of Q, whi ch itself depends on a , was determined for 
each a from the curves of Fig. 9. The resulting varian ce is plotted 
in Fig. 10 of the paper, assuming shot-noise limited operation. 
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